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To Hans and Eli

FOREWORD
This is a somewhat revised version of a Nachdiplomvorlesung given at the
Forschungsinstitut fur Mathematik, ETH Zurich, during the summer semester
of 1987. Since giving the lectures I have continued to revise and expand the
original notes. The handwritten notes produced by Andrea G. Clivio for my
lectures are omitted here. They covered some background material, and added
details in some of the proofs. The background material is available now in the
Handbook of Boolean Algebras (North-Holland, 1989); only volume 1 of that
work is needed, and in fact only parts of it. A reader unversed in the theory
of Boolean algebras is advised to read that volume before starting with these
notes; the following (sub )sections can be skipped: 3.3, 4.4, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 6.2,
8.2, 8.3, 10.2, 10.3, 11.2, 12.2, 12.3, 12.4, all of sections 13 and 14, 16.3, 17.3,
and all of Chapter 7. Some of the proofs given in the original lectures have
been expanded.
These notes are still in a preliminary form. Many specific problems and
non-specific queries are stated. The reader should bear in mind that these
problems and queries may already be answered somewhere in the literature.
Also, while I have attempted to be accurate about historical matters and to
give sufficient references for the reader to be able to track down relevant results,
the historical remarks are tentative.
For helpful comments (in many cases, solutions of problems stated in earlier versions of these notes, or indications of relevant literature) I am indebted
to E. K. van Douwen, L. Heindorf, S. Koppelberg, P. Koszmider, P. Nyikos, S.
Shelah, and S. Todorcevic. This is not to say that any of these kind people are
responsible for shortcomings in this book. In fact, when one of them pointed
out something to me (solution of a question, or something), that usually led to
some additional questions, and I again circulated a version of these notes; this
iteration was repeated many times. As a result, the final version contains many
statements and problems not seen by them. Therefore it is likely that some
of the questions here are trivial, naive, known in the literature, or otherwise
ill-considered.

J. Donald Monk
Boulder, Colorado
March 7, 1990
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O. INTRODUCTION
These notes are concerned with the theory of the most common functions
k which assign to each Boolean algebra A a cardinal number kA. Examples of
such functions are the cardinality of the algebra A, and sup{IXI : X is a family
of pairwise disjoint elements of A}. We have selected 21 such functions as the
most important ones, and several others are mentioned as we go along. Let
us mention right away an ambiguity in these notes: Many statements are valid
only if the Boolean algebras considered are infinite. For each function one can
consider two very general questions: (1) How does the function behave with
respect to algebraic operations, e.g., what is the value of k on a sub algebra
of A in terms of its value on A? (2) What can one say about other cardinal
functions naturally derived from a given one, e.g., what is sup{ kB : B is a
homomorphic image of A}? Another very general kind of question concerns
the relationship between the various cardinal functions. We shall shortly be
more specific about what these three general questions amount to. The purpose
of these notes is to survey this area of the theory of BA's, giving proofs for a
large number of results, some of which are new, mentioning most of the known
results, and formulating open problems. The open problems are of two sorts:
very definite problems, which will be enumerated, and indefinite problemsfrequently concerning functions naturally arising that have evidently not been
investigated-which will be mentioned only informally.
The framework that we shall set forth and then follow in investigating
cardinal functions seems to us to be important for several reasons. First of all,
the functions themselves seem intrinsically interesting. Many of the questions
which naturally arise can be easily answered on the basis of our current knowledge of the structure of Boolean algebras, but some of these answers require
rather deep arguments of set theory, or of topology. This provides another
interest in their study: as a natural source of applications of set-theoretical or
topological methods. Many of the questions are unresolved. Some of these are
rather obscure and uninteresting, but some of them have a general interest.
Altogether, the study of cardinal functions seems to bring a unity and depth
to many isolated investigations in the theory of BA's.
There are several surveys of cardinal functions on Boolean algebras, or,
more generally, on topological spaces: See Arhangelskir [78], Comfort [71], van
Douwen [89], Hodel [84], Juhasz [71], Juhasz [80], Juhasz [84], and Monk [84].
We shall not assume any acquaintance with these articles. On the other hand,
we shall frequently refer to results proved in Part I of the Handbook of Boolean
Algebras.
Definition of the cardinal functions considered.
1. Cellularity. A subset X of a BA A is called disjoint if its members
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are pairwise disjoint. The cellularity of A, denoted by cA, is
sup{IXI : X is a disjoint subset of A}.
2. Depth. DepthA is
sup{IXI : X is a subset of A well-ordered by the Boolean ordering}.
3. Topological density. The density of a topological space X, denoted by
dX, is the smallest cardinal K. such that X has a dense subspace of cardinality
K.. The topological density of a BA A, also denoted by dA, is the density of its
Stone space UltA.
4. 1I"-weight. A subset X of a BA A is dense in A if for all a E A+ there
is an x E X+ such that x ~ a. The 1I"-weight of a BA A, denoted by 11" A, is the
smallest cardinal K. such that A has a dense subset of cardinality K.. This could
also be called the algebraic density of A.
5. Length. LengthA is

sup{IXI : X is a subset of A totally ordered by the Boolean ordering}.

x

6. Irredundance. A subset X of a BA A is irredundant if for all x EX,
The irredundance of A, denoted by Irr A, is

~ (X\ {x}).

sup{IX\ : X is an irredundant subset of A}.
7. Cardinality. This is just IAI.
8. Independence. A subset X of A is called independent if X is a set of
free generators for (X). Then the independence of A, denoted by IndA, is
sup{IXI : X is an independent subset of A}.
9. 1I"-character. For any ultrafilter F on A, let 1I"XF = min{IXI : X
is dense in F}. Note here that it is not required that X ~ F. Then the
1I"-character of A, denoted by 1I"XA, is
sup{1I"XF: F an ultrafilter of A}.
10. Tightness. For any ultrafilter F on A, let tF = min{K : if Y is
contained in UltA and F is contained in UY, then there is a subset Z of Y of
power at most K. such that F is contained in UZ}. Then the tightness of A,
denoted by tA, is
sup{ tF : F is an ultrafilter on A}.
11. Spread. The spread of A, denoted by sA, is
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sup{IDI : D

~

UltA, and D is discrete in the relative topology}.

12. Character. The character of A, denoted by XA, is
min{lI::every ultrafilter on A can be generated by at most

II:

elements}.

13. Hereditary Lindelof degree. For any topological space X, the
Lindelof degree of X is the smallest cardinal LX such that every open cover
of X has a sub cover with at most LX elements. Then the hereditary Lindelof
degree of A, denoted by hLA, is
sup{LX : X is a subspace of UltA}.
14. Hereditary density. The hereditary density of A, hdA, is
sup{dS: S is a subspace of UltA}.
15. Incomparability. A subset X of A is incomparable if for any two
distinct elements x, y E X we have x 1:. y and y 1:. x. The incomparability of
A, denoted by IncA, is
sup{IXI : X is an incomparable subset of A}.
16. Hereditary coftnality. This cardinal function, h-cofA, is
min{lI::for all X ~ A there is a e ~ X with lei:::; II: and e cofinal in X}.
17. Number of ultraftlters. Of course, this is the same as the cardinality
of the Stone space of A, and is denoted by IUltAI.
18. Number of automorphisms. We denote by Aut A the set of all
automorphisms of A. So this cardinal function is IAutAI.
19. Number of endomorphisms. We denote by EndA the set of all
endomorphisms of A, and hence this cardinal function is IEndAI.
20. Number of ideals of A. We denote by IdA the set of all ideals of A,
so here we have the cardinal function IIdAI.
21. Number of subalgebras of A. We denote by SubA the set of all
subalgebras of Aj ISubAI is this cardinal function.
Algebraic properties of a single function.
Now we go into more detail on the properties of a single function which we
shall investigate. From the point of view of general algebra, the main questions
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are: what happens to the cardinal function k under the passage to subalgebras, homomorphic images, products, weak products, and free products? In
some cases we talk about other operations also: amalgamated free products,
unions of well-ordered chains of subalgebras, ultraproducts, dense subalgebras,
subdirect products, sheaves of global sections, Boolean products, Boolean powers, set products, one-point gluing, and Alexandroff duplication (these will be
explained in the section on cellularity). Also, one may notice that several of
the above functions, such as depth and spread, are defined as supremums of
the cardinalities of sets satisfying some property P. So, a natural question is
whether such sups are attained, that is, with depth as an example, whether for
every BA A there always is a subset X well-ordered by the Boolean ordering,
with IXI = DepthA. Of course, this is only a question in case DepthA is a limit
cardinal. For such functions k defined by sups, we can define a closely related
function k'; k' A is the least cardinal such that there is no subset of A with the
property P. So k' A = (kA)+ if k is attained, and k' A = kA otherwise.

Derived operations.
From a given cardinal function one can define several others;' part of our
work is to see what these new cardinal functions look like; frequently it turns
out that they coincide with another of our basic 21 functions, but sometimes
we arrive at a new function in this way:

kH+A = sup{kB : B is a homomorphic image of A}.
kH_A = inf{kB : B is an infinite homomorphic image of A}.
ks+A = sup{kB : B is a sub algebra of A}.
ks-A = inf{kB : B is an infinite subalgebra of A}.
kh+A = sup{kY: Y is a subspace of UltA}.
kh_A = inf{kY : Y is an infinite subspace of UltA}.

dkS+A = sup{kB : B is a dense subalgebra of A}.
dkS-A = inf{ kB : B is a dense sub algebra of A}.

Note that kb+A and kh-A make sense only if k is a function which naturally applies to topological spaces in general as well as BA's. Any infinite
Boolean space has a denumerable discrete subspace, and frequently kh- will
take its value on such a subspace (not always-for example, Lengthh_Ais
always w, but a denumerable discrete space has length 2W).
Given a function defined in terms of ultrafilters, like character above, there
is usually an associated function 1assigning a cardinal number to each ultrafilter
on A. Then one can introduce two cardinal functions on A itself:

Introduction: comparing functions
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l.upA = sup{IF : F is an ultrafilter on A}.
liniA = inf{lF : F is a non-principal ultrafilter on A}.
The derived functions so far described are really cardinal functions. For
functions which are relatively well-known, there are some more involved notions
which are of interest. We consider the following two spectrum functions:
kH.A = {kB : B is an infinite homomorphic image of A} (the homomorphic
spectrum of A).
kSsA = {kB : B is an infinite subalgebra of A} (the subalgebra spectrum
of A).
It is also possible to define a caliber notion for many of our functions, in
analogy to the well-known caliber notion for cellularity. Given a property P
associated with a cardinal function, a BA A is said to have K, )..,P-caliber if
among any set of ).. elements of A there are K elements with property P. It is
hard to be very precise about this notion in general, but it has been extensively
studied for cellularity, and studied somewhat for independence.

Comparing two functions
Given two cardinal functions k and I, one can try to determine whether
kA ~ lA for every BA A or IA ~ kA for every BA A. Given that one of
these cases arises, it is natural to consider whether the difference can be arbitrarily large (as with cellularity and spread, for example), or if it is subject
to restrictions (as with depth and length). If no general relationship is known,
a counterexample is needed, and again one can try to find a counterexample
with an arbitrarily large difference between the two functions. Of course, the
known inequalities between our functions help in order to limit the number of
cases that need to be considered for constructing such counterexamples; here
the diagrams at the end of these notes are sometimes useful. For example,
knowing that 7rX can be greater than c, we also know that X can be greater
than c.
Other considerations
In addition to the above systematic goals in discussing cardinal functions,
there are some more ideas which we shall not explore in such detail. One
can compare several cardinal functions, instead of just two at a time. Several
deep theorems of this sort are known, and we shall mention a few of them.
There are also a large number of relationships between cardinal functions which
involve cardinal arithmetic; for example, LengthA ~ 2DepthA for any BA A.
We mention a few of these as we go along.
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One can compare two cardinal functions while considering algebraic operations; for example, comparing functions k, I with respect to the formation of
subalgebras. We shall investigate just two of the many possibilities here:

ksrA = {(#I:, A):there is an infinite sub algebra B of A such that IBI = A
and kB = #I:}.
kHrA = {(#I:,A):there is an infinite homomorphic image B of A such that
IBI = A and kB = #I:}.
For each function k, it would be nice to be able to characterize the possible
relations kSr and kHr in purely cardinal number terms.
Special classes of Boolean algebras

We are interested in all of the above ideas not only for the class of all BA's,
but also for various important subclasses, like the class of all atomic algebras,
all complete algebras, all CSP algebras, all interval algebras, all superatomic
algebras, and all atomless algebras.
In closing this section, we should mention that the full treatment of all of
the above ideas has only been carried through for one cardinal function, namely
cellularity.
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1. CELLULARITY
A BA A is said to satisfy the K,-chain condition if every disjoint subset of
A has power < K,. Thus for K, non-limit, this is the same as saying that the
cellularity of A is < K,. Of most interest is the wI-chain condition, called ccc
for short (countable chain condition). We shall return to it below.
The attainment problem for cellularity is covered by two classical theorems
of Erdos and Tarski: see Handbook, Part I, Theorem 3.10 and Example 11.14.
Cellularity is attained for any singular cardinal, while for weakly inaccessible
cardinals there are examples of BA's with cellularity not attained.
Concerning algebraic operations on BA's, for cellularity we shall consider
all of the notions mentioned in the introduction.
If B is a subalgebra of A, then obviously cB ::; cA and the difference can
be arbitrarily large. If B is a dense subalgebra of A, then clearly cA = cB. If
B is a homomorphic image of A, then cellularity can change either way from
A to B. For example, if A is a free BA, then it has cellularity w, while a
homomorphic image of A can have very large cellularity. On the other hand,
given any infinite BA A, it has a homomorphic image of cellularity w: take a
denumerable sub algebra B of A, and by Sikorski's theorem extend the identity
mapping from B into the completion B of B to a homomorphism of A into B.
By an easy argument, c(TIiEI Ai) = III + SUPiEIC(Ai), if all the Ai are
non-trivial. The same computation holds for weak products.
We now describe set products; see Heindorf [87] and Weese [80]. Suppose
that {Ai: i E I} is a system of BA'sj we assume that Ai is a field of subsets of
some set Ji, and that the Ji'S are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore, let B be an
algebra of subsets of I containing all of the finite subsets of I. For each bE B
let b = UiEb Ji. Set K = UiEI Ji. For each b E B, each finite Fe I, and each
a E TIiEF Ai, the set

will be denoted by h(b, F, a). It is easily checked that the set of all such elements
h(b, F, a) forms a field of subsets of K. This BA is the set product of the A;'s
over B, and is denoted by TIB;iEI Ai. As far as cellularity is concerned they
are clearly similar to full direct products:

c (

II Ai) = III + SUPiEIC(Ai).

B;iEI

The situation with sub direct products is clear. Suppose that B is a subdirect product of BA's {Ai: i E I}j what is the cellularity of B in terms of
the cellularity of the Ai'S? Well, since a direct product is a special case of a
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subdirect product, we have the upper bound cB ~ SUPiEICAi U III- The lower
bound w is obvious. And that lower bound can be attained, even if the algebras
Ai have high cellularity. In fact, consider the following example. Let K be any
infinite cardinal, let A be the free BA on K free generators, and let B be the
algebra of finite and cofinite subsets of K. We show that A is isomorphic to a
sub direct product of copies of B. To do this, it suffices to take any non-zero
element a E A and find a homomorphism of A onto B which takes -a to O. In
fact, A t a is still free on K free generators, and so there is a homomorphism
of it onto B. So our desired homomorphism is obtained as follows:

A

-+

(A

t -a) X (A t a) -+ A t a -+ B.

Now we turn to sheaves, where we follow the notation of part I of the BA
handbook. We recall some notation and results about them. A shealof BA's
is a quadruple (S,7r,X,(Bp )PEX) satisfying certain conditonsj in particular, X
is a topological space, and each Bp is a Boolean algebra. We look upon a sheaf
as a way of constructing BAs, or decomposing a given BA. The BA in question
is the BA GsS of global sections of the given sheaf S. It is a subalgebra of the
direct product IIpEx Bp. This gives an upper bound on the cellularity of the
BA of global sections. In case X is a Boolean space, this BA is even a sub direct
product. Since a direct product is a special case of a BA of global sections, the
cellularity of the BA of global sections can attain the maximum possible. Also,
it is clear that cX ~ c( GsS) when X is a Boolean spacej this depends on the
following simple fact:
IT U is a clopen subset of X and I E TIPEX Bp is defined by
and Ip = 0 otherwise, then I is continuous.

Ip = 1 for P E U

To prove this, let g and h be the constant functions with values 1 and 0 respectively. Then for any open set V in S we have

1- 1[V] = (U n g-1[V]) U «X\ V) n h- 1[V]),
which proves that 1- 1 [V] is open.
Now we describe a construction where the BA of global sections has low
cellularity, even though all of the factors Bp have high cellularity.
Let K be an infjnite cardinal (think of it as being large), and let.x = (2")+.
Decompose .x into three disjoint subsets r o, rl, r 2 each of size .x, and let Ii be
a one-one mapping of .x onto ri for each i < 3. For convenience we denote lia
byai. Now let B be freely generated by free generators {xa : a < (2")+), and
let I be the ideal in B generated by the set
{X a 2 • XP2

+ -Xa3 + -Xp3 : a =I ,B}.

Cellularity: Boolean products
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Let A be the subalgebra Iu -I of B. Now we apply the standard construction
of a sheaf associated with the pair A, B (see the Handbook, Part I, 8.16). By
Handbook, Part I, 8.17, B is isomorphic to the BA of global sections of this
sheaf. And B has cellularity w. We now show that each factor has cellularity
at least 1\:+. Take any factor Bp. Thus Bp = B/p, where p is an ultrafilter on
A and
p = {b E B : a ~ b for some a E p}.
We prefer to work with the ideals P, P dual to p, p. By the Erdos-Rado theorem,
we can consider two cases:
Case 1. There is a subset A of A of power 1\:+ such that for any two
distinct 0:,/3 E A we have X a 2 • X{l2 + -Xa3 + -X{l3 E P. For any 0: E A let
ba = [Xal • Xa 2]j this clearly gives a system of non-zero disjoint elements of
B / P of size 1\:+.
Case 11. There is a subset A of A of power 1\:+ such that for any two
distinct 0:, /3 E A we have (-Xa2 + -X{l2) • Xa3 • XfJ3 E P. For any 0: E A let
ba = [Xal . -Xa2 • Xa3]. Again this gives the desired disjoint set of size 1\:+.
For the notion of Boolean products see Burris, Sankappanavar [81], whose
notation we follow. We recall the definition. A Boolean product of a system
(Ax: x E X) of BA's is a sub direct product B of (Ax: x E X) such that X
can be endowed with a Boolean topology so that the following conditions hold:
(1) For any two I,g E B the set [I = gD d~ {x EX: Ix = gx} is clopen in X.
(2) For any two I, 9 E B and any clopen subset N of X, the function
(J t N) U (g t (X\N)) is in B.
(2) is called the patchwork property. Boolean products coincide with the
global section algebras in which the index space is Boolean and the sheaf
space is Hausdorff. To prove this, first suppose that we are given a sheaf
S = (S,7r,X, (Ax: x E X)) with X Boolean and S Hausdorff. Let B be the
algebra of global sections of S. By Theorem 8.13 of the Handbook, part I, B
is a sub direct product of (Ax: x E X) and property (1) holds. Assume the
hypotheses of (2), and let h = (J t N) u (g t (X\N)). For any open subset
U of S we have h-l[U] = (N n l-l[U)) U (g-l[U]\N), proving that h-l[U] is
open. This checks (2).
The other direction takes more work. Let a Boolean product be given as
in the definition above. Without loss of generality we may assume that the
sets Ax are pairwise disjoint, and we let S = Uxex Ax. It is "merely" a matter
of putting a topology on S so that we get a sheaf such that B coincides with
the BA of global sections of the sheaf. For each b E B define Ib : X ~ S by
/bx = bx • As a base for the desired topology we take

{/b[U] : U is clopen in X, bE B}.
First we show:

Cellularity
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(1) The above set is a base for a topology on S.
To show this, suppose that a E lu[Ul ] n Ib2[U2]. Say a E Az for a certain
Thus there exist Xi E Ui such that a = IbiXi for i = 1,2. Thus
a = (bi)ziI and so Xl = X2. Let
x EX.

v = Ul n U2 n [b1 =
Then clearly

b2l

lu[V] ~ lu[Ul ] n Ib2[U2],

a E

as desired. And for any s E S, say s E A z , choose b E B with bz = s. Then
s E Ib[X]. This proves (1).
Next, let 7r be as in Definition 8.14 of Part I of the BA handbook. To show
that 7r is continuous, it suffices to note that for U open in X we have
7r- l

[U] =

UIb[U].

bEB

The following statements, easily verified, show that

7r

is an open mapping:

(2) 7rlbP = p.
(3) 7r[/b[U]] = U.
That 7r is a local homeomorphism also follows easily from (2). Given s E S,
say s E Ap and bp = s, bE B. Then 7r t /b[X] is one-one by (2), and Ib[X] is
a neighborhood of s.
We still need to check the dreaded condition 8.14( d'). We first note that
the following simplified form of it implies 8.14( d') itself in an easy manner:
(4) Let U
set

~

X be open,

II, ... , In sections over U, and 1 ~

i ~ n. Then the

{p E U : IIp····· liP· - li+lp····· - InP = O}
is open.
To prove (4), note that

{p E U : IIp· .... liP· - Ii+lp· .... - InP = O}
=Un

U

{pEX:/ip=(bi)p(i=1, ... ,n)and

U

(n

bl, ... ,bnEB
(b1)p· .... (bi)p· -(b(i + 1»p . .... -(bn)p = O}
=Un

bl, ... ,bnEB

{pEX:/ip=(bi)p}n

l;5i;5n

{p EX: [(b1) ..... (bi) . -(b(i + 1» ..... -(bn)]p =

O})

j

Cellularity: Boolean powers
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hence it suffices to show that each set {p EX: fiP = (bi)p} is open; but this
is clear, since this set is f i- 1 [!b;[Xll.
Thus we have a sheaf. S is Hausdorff' by Theorem 8.13. Now we need to
show that B is exactly the set of all global sections with respect to this sheaf.
First take any b E B. To show that b is continuous, also take a typical member
le[U] of the base for the topology on S. Then

b- 1 [fe[Ull

= {p EX: bp = feq for some q E U}
={p EX: bp = Cq for some q E U}
= {p EX: bp = cp and p E U}
= [b = c] n u.

On the other hand, suppose that 9 E TIxEX Ax is continuous; we need to
show that 9 E B. By compactness (as we shall describe in detail below) it
suffices to take any x E X and find a clopen neighborhood U of x and abE B
such that 9 t U = btU. In fact, take b E B such that bx = gx, and let
U = g-l[fh[X]], Then gx = bx = !bx, so x E U. And if y E U, then
gy

= fhZ for some Z E X

= bz for some Z E X
=b,l ,

as desired. We may assume that U is clopen. By compactness, we get a finite
sequence (bi : i < n) of elements of B and (Ui : i < n) of clopen subsets of X
such that Ui<n Ui = X and 9 t Ui = bi t Ui for all i < n. We may assume
that the Ui'S are pairwise disjoint. Then the patchwork property of Boolean
products yields that 9 E B.
This completes the proof.
Concerning the cellularity of Boolean products, the situation is like that
for sheaves in general. In fact, any BA can be represented as a Boolean product
of two element algebras via the Stone isomorphism, so the cellularity can be
anything.
Cellularity properties of the related notion of Boolean power reduce to
more familiar problems. In fact, bounded Boolean powers coincide with free
products, while the unbounded Boolean powers are in between the free product
and its completion. (Cellularity of free products is discussed below.) Since these
facts are not so well known, we supply a sketch of the proof here (the first fact
is due to Quackenbush).
First we recall the definitions of Boolean power and bounded Boolean
power, from Burris [75]. Given two BA's A and B, with B complete, the
Boolean power A[B] consists of all I E AB such that the following two conditions hold:
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(1) If aO,al E A with ao =F al then fao . fal = 0;
(2) EaEA fa = 1.
The Boolean operations on A[B] are defined like this:

L (fb· gc);
(f . g)a = L (fb . gc);

(f

+ g)a =

(-/)a = fe-a);
Oa = 0, if a =F 0;
Oa = 1, if a = 0;

= 0,

if a =F 1;
1a = 1, if a = 1.
1a

It is easy to verify that A[B] is a BA. The bounded Boolean power of A and B,
denoted by A[B]", consists of those f E A[B] such that {a E A.: fa =F O} is
finite; in this case, we do not need to require that B is complete; and clearly
A[B]" is a BA.
Now we define embeddings 9 of A into A[B]" and h of B into A[B]". For
any a E A, let
if a = a';
(ga)a'
0, otherwise.

=

{1,

It is straightforward to check that ga E A[B]", and that, in fact, 9 is an
isomorphic embedding of A into A[B]".
Next, define for any b E B
0,
(hb)a= { b,
-b,

if a =F 0,1;
ifa=1;
if a = o.

Again, it is straightforward to check that hb E A[B]", and that h is an isomorphic embedding of B into A[B]".
If a E A+ and b E B+, then ga· hb =F o. Hence to prove both of the
facts mentioned above it suffices to prove the following: for anye E A[B], let
X = {a E A+ : ea =F O}. Then

(*)

e= L

gao hea.

/lEX

To prove this, it is convenient to prove the following fact first: for a' E A+ we
have
( a. hb )a' = { b, if a = ~';
9
0, otherwise.
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Then it is easy to show that e is an upper bound for {ga· hea : a E X}. If TJ is
any upper bound for this set, then one can prove the following two facts, valid
for any a E X:

ea = Lea. TJC;
a$c

Lea. TJC

= o.

al!:;c

Then
Then

e

~

TJ follows easily. Here are the details on these things. Suppose a EX.
ea

= (ga· hea)a
= (ga· hea· Tl)a

=L

(ga· hea)b· Tlc

b·c=a

=

L

ea· TlC,

a·c=a

giving the first equality above. For the second, if a

TJC· ea

1: c, then

= Lea. Tld . TlC = 0,
a$d

which yields the second equality above. Finally, if a =f:. 0, then

b·c=a

L

eb· TJC;

b·c=a,bEX

if b EX, then eb . TlC = 0 unless b ~ c, by the second equality above, so this
sum is simply EaEX,a$c ea· TJC, which is ea by the first equality above. And

a·b=O

=

L

ea· TJb + eO

= eo,

a·b=O,aEX

as desired.
Our next algebraic operation is one-point gluing. Suppose we are given
a system (Ai : i E I) of BA's, and a corresponding system (Fi : i E I) of
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ultrafilters: Fi is an ultrafilter on Ai for each i E I. The one-point gluing is
the following sub algebra of the direct product ItEl Ai:

B = {x E

II Ai : for all i,j E I(xi E Fi iff xi E Fi)}.
iEl

In the case of two factors Ai and Ai this amounts to identifying the two points
Fi and Fi in the disjoint union of the Stone spaces. For cellularity, clearly B
behaves much like the full direct product: If B is infinite and all algebras Ai
have at least four elements, then

cB =

III + SUPiElCAi.

The behaviour of cellularity under ultraproducts is not completely clear.
We mention some obvious results, but we do not have a complete description
of what happens. The results that we mention i~volve the usual notions of
countable completeness, and regularity for ultrafilters. First, if F is a count ably
complete ultrafilter on an infinite set I and Ai is a ccc BA for each i E I, then
TIiEl A;/ F also satisfies ccc. This follows from the following standard facts.
If F is countably complete and non-principal, then there is an uncountable
measurable cardinal, and III is at least as big as the first such - call it ;;,.
(See Comfort, Negrepontis [74], p. 196.) Also, F is ;;,-complete. To see this,
suppose not, and let A be the least cardinal such that F is not A-complete.
Thus WI < A ~ fi,. Then there exist a cardinal J-L < A and disjoint aa ~ I
for a < J-L such that I\aa E F for all a < J-L, while UU<1l au E F. Let
G = {S ~ I-' : UUES au rt F}. Then it is easy to check that G is a a-complete
non-principal maximal ideal on 1-', which is a contradiction, since I-' is less than
fi,.

Now we can give the simple BA argument from these set-theoretical facts.
Suppose TIiEl A;/ F does not satisfy ccc. Let ([au] : a < WI) be a system of
non-zero disjoint elements of the product; [x] denotes the equivalence class of

x under F. Since F is w2-complete, the sets J up ~f {i E I : (au)i . (ap)i = O}
for a i= f3 and the sets Ku ~f {i E I: (au)i i= O} have a non-zero intersection,
since that intersection is in F. But this is obviously a contradiction.
Thus count ably complete ultrafilters tend to preserve chain conditions; we
skip trying to give a more general version of the above argument.
Next, if F is a count ably incomplete ultrafilter on I and each algebra Ai
is infinite, then TIiEl A;/ F never has ccc. This follows from the fact that the
product is wl-saturated in the model-theoretic sense; see Chang, Keisler [73]'
p.305.
Our last result on cellularity in ultraproducts was pointed out by Sabine
Koppelberg and Saharon Shelah independently. Namely, let I be infinite, and
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let F be a III-regular ultrafilter on I. Suppose that Ai is an infinite BA for
each i E I. Then
(*) c

(n
lEI

A;fF)

~ SUp{min{

n

Ai: J E F} : W

IEJ

~ Ai < c'Ai for all i E I}.

To prove this, assume that W ~ Ai < c' Ai for all i E I. For each i E I, let Pi
be a set of Ai disjoint elements of Ai. Now, using Lemma 2 of Keisler, Prikry
[74], we get
c(rr A;fF)
iEI

~

rr P;fF
iEI

= rr Ai/F
iEI
= (min{ SUPiEJAi : J E F}) III

~ min{ (SUPiEJAi) III: J

E F}

~ min{rr Ai: J E F},
iEJ

as desired.
For some further results concerning chain conditions for ultraproducts see Shelah [87].
Now we turn to chain conditions in free products, where there has been
a lot of work done. Some partition theorems give results which clarify the
situation:

(1) c(A EB B) $ 2cA .cB for infinite BA's A, B.
To see this, suppose that (xa : a < (2 cA .cB )+) is a system of disjoint
elements of A EB B. Without loss of generality we may assume that for each
a < (2 cA .cB )+ , the element Xa has the form aa x ba , where aa E A and ba E B
(we use x to make clear that the indicated product of elements is in the algebra
A EB B). Thus for distinct a, f3 we have aa . afJ = 0 or ba . bfJ = 0, and hence the
Erdos-Rado partition theorem (2K)+ -+ (II:+)~ implies that there is a subset Y
of (2 cA .cB )+ of power (cA· cB)+ such that either aa . afJ = 0 for all distinct
a, f3 E Y or ba • bp = 0 for all distinct a, f3 E Y, which is impossible. (For this
partition relation, see Erdos, Hajnal, Mate, Rado [84], pp. 98-100.)
Similarly, the partition theorem (21<)+ -+ «21<)+,11:+)2 (see the above book,
Corollary 17.5) gives the following result:

(2) If cA $ 2K and cB $

11:,

then c(A EB B) $ 2'1<.
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Furthermore, if K. is strong limit, then K.+
Theorem 17.1). Hence

-+

(K.+, C£ K.) (see the above book,

(3) H K. is strong limit, cA :::; K., and cB < C£K., then c(A EB B) :::; K..
The results (1) and (2) were first proved by Kurepa [62].
Under GCH, these results say the following: (1) For any BA's A and B,
cA· cB :::; c(A EB B) :::; (cA· cB)+j (2) For any BA's A and B, if cB < cf(cA),
then c(A EB B) = cA. Thus even under GCH, there are two cases not covered
by (1)-(3): when cA is limit with cf(cA) :::; cB < cA, and when cA = cB. We
have no information on the first case:

Problem 1. If K. is strong limit singular, cA = K., and cfK. :::; cB < K., is

c(A EB B) = K.f

The case cA = cB has been intensively studied in the literature. That it is
consistent to have a BA A such that c(A EB A) > cA was essentially recognized
quite early (probably at least implicitly by Kurepa)j we give such an example
shortly. Laver made a major advance by showing that CH suffices for such
an example. The first example of such a phenomemon purely in ZFC was
given by Todoreevic. For the most recent results, see Shelah [86], [88a], [88b],
[88c] , [89], and Todorcevic [85], [86]. The problem in the above form is now
completely resolved: For each cardinal K. > w there is a BA A with cA = K.
while c(A EB A) > K.. Moreover, it is well-known that for ccc the question is
independent of ZFC (see below). In the above papers one can still find some
interesting open problems, but we shall not state them herej they concern
productivity of the K.-chain condition for inaccessible K. (this is different from
the cellularity questions because of the possible non-attainment of cellularity).
Perhaps the easiest result concerning this circle of questions is as follows.
Let T be a Souslin tree such that every element t has at infinitely many successors, denote two of them by to and t1, and let A be the tree algebra on T.
Recall that for any 8 E T we denote by T. the generator {u E T : 8 :::; u} of
A. Now A satisfies ccc, but A EB A does not. To see this second fact, for each
t E T consider the element Tto X Ttl of A EB A. Suppose that 8, t E T, 8 =1= t,
and TtO n T. o =1= O. Then to and 80 are comparablej say 80 < to. Clearly, then,
t1 and 81 are not comparable, so Ttl n Tsl = 0, as desired.
Another important and quite elementary fact about free products is that

In fact, ~ is clear. Now let K. = sUp{C(EBiEFAi) : F E [I]<"'}, and suppose
that X is a disjoint subset of EBiEI Ai of size K.+. For each x E X choose a
finite Fx S; I such that x E EBiEFzAi. We may assume that each x E X has
the form x = TIiEFz yf, where yf E Ai for each i E Fx. Without loss of
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generality, (Fx : x E X) forms a ~-system, say with kernel G. But then, by
the free product property, (TIiEG Y[ : x E X) is a disjoint system of elements
of $iEGAi, contradiction.
As our final result on chain conditions in free products, we prove the folklore theorem that MA (Martin's axiom) + -.CH implies that the free product
of two ccc BA's is again ccc. This depends on the following lemma:

Lemma. (MA + -.CH) Suppose that (xa : a
in a ccc BA A. Then there is an uncountable S
has the finite intersection property.

< WI)
~ WI

is a system of elements
such that (x a : a E S)

We may assume that A is complete. For each a <
Then, we claim,

PROOF.

E..,>a x..,.

WI

let Ya

=

(*) There is an a < WI such that for all {J > a we have yp = Ya'
Otherwise, since clearly a < {J -+ Ya ~ yp, we easily get an increasing
sequence ((J(e) :
< WI) of ordinals less than WI such that YPW > YP(f/)
whenever < '1 < WI· But then (YP(~) . -YP«(+I» is a disjoint family of power
WI, contradiction.
Thus (*) holds, and we fix an a as indicated there. The partial ordering
P that we want to apply Martin's axiom to is {x E A : 0 1= x ~ Ya} under ~.
It is a ccc partial ordering since A is a ccc BA. Now for the dense sets. For
each {J < WI let

e

e

Dp = {p E P : there is a'Y > {J such that p

~

x..,}.

To see that Dp is dense in P, let pEP be arbitrary. Choose 8 E WI with
8 > a, {J. Then Ya = Y6, so from 0 1= p ~ Ya we infer that there is a 'Y > 8 such
that p. X-y =F O. Thus p. x.., is the desired element of Dp which is ~ p.
Now let G be a filter on P intersecting each dense set Dp for {J < WI, by
MA. Then it is easy to see that S ~ {x.., : 'Y < Wl, and p ~ x.., for some pEG}
is the set desired in the lemma.
0
Now we prove, using MA+-.CH, that the free product of ccc BA's A and
B is again ccc. Let (Xa : a < Wl) be a disjoint system of elements of A $ B.
Without loss of generality we may assume that each Xa has the form (.Ia X ba
where aa E A and ba E B. By the lemma, let S be an uncountable subset of
WI such that (aa : a E S) has the finite intersection property. But then, by the
free product property, (b a : a E S) is a disjoint system in B, contradiction.
The argument just given generalizes easily to show that MA +-.CH implies
that if X and Y are ccc topological spaces, then so is X x Y.
Next, we consider what happens to cellularity under amalgamated free
products. The basic fact is as follows:

c(A $c B)

~ 2cA.cB·lcl.
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To prove this, let I(; = cA· cB . 101, and suppose that (ca : 0: < (2")+) is a
disjoint system in A E9c B. We may assume that each Ca is non-zero, and has
the form aa . ba , with aa E A and ba E B. Thus for all distinct o:,p < (2")+
there is acE 0 such that aa . afJ $ c and ba . bfJ $ -c. Hence by the ErdosRado theorem there is arE [(2")+]"+ and acE 0 such that aa . afJ $ c
and ba . bfJ $ -c for all distinct o:,p E r. Thus (aa . -c) . (afJ . -c) = 0 and
(b a . c)· (bfJ . c) = 0 for all distinct o:,p E (2")+. Since cA < 1(;+, it follows
that there is a .a. E [rj" such that aa . -c = 0 for all 0: E r\.a.j and there is
a e E [r\.a.j" such that ba • c = 0 for all 0: E (r\.a.)\9. But then for any
0: E (r\.a.)\f> we have aa . ba = 0, contradiction.
The above inequality is best-possible, in a sense. To see this, consider
Pw E9c Pw, where 0 is the BA of finite and cofinite subsets of w. Let (r a :
0: < 2"') be a system of infinite almost disjoint subsets of Wj and also assume
that each r a is not cofinite. For each 0: < 2'" let Ya be the element r a· (w\r a)
of 'Pw E9c Pw. These elements are clearly non-zero. For distinct 0:, p < 2'" let
F = ran rp. Then ran rp = F and (w\r a) n (w\rp) ~ (w\F), which shows
that the system is disjoint. This demonstrates equality above.
For free amalgamated products with infinitely many factors we have

(A)
To prove this, let I(; be the cardinal on the right, and suppose that (Ya : 0: < 1(;+)
is a disjoint system of elements of E9feIAi. We may assume that each Ya has
the form
Ya =
ai,

II

iEF..

where Fa is a finite subset of I and af E Ai for all i E Fa. We may assume, in
fact, that the Fa's form a .a.-system, say with kernel Gj and that they all have
the same size. Thus by a change of notation we may write
Ya

= II a*
j<m

.

II a~j'

j<n

where Fa\G = {ij : j < m} and G = {kj : j < n}. For distinct o:,p < 1(;+
there then exist Cj E 0 for j < m, dj E e for j < m, and ej E e for j < n
such that ai; $ Cj for all j < m, a:~ $ dj for all j < m, and a~j . a~j $ ej for
1

all j < n, such that TIj<m Cj • TIj<m dj . TIj<n ej = o. Using the Erdos-Rado
theorem again, we get r E [I(;+l~ and c,d E me, e E ne such that the above
holds for all distinct o:,p E r, where..\ = (101· SUPiEICAi)+. Arguing similarly
to the case of a free product with amalgamation of two algebras, we then easily
infer that there is an 0: E r such that a~. $ ej for each j < n. But then Ya = 0,
1
contradiction.
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Since Pw Elk Pw can be considered as a subalgebra of EB~wPw, with C as
in the example for the free product of two factors, it follows that the inequality
(A) is again best possible.
The behaviour of cellularity under unions of well-ordered chains is clear on
the basis of cardinal arithmetic. We restrict ourselves, without loss of generality, to well-ordered chains of regular type. Actually, we can formulate a more
general fact about increasing chains of BA's; this fact will apply to several of
our cardinal functions.
A cardinal function k is an ordinary sup-function with respect to P if P
is a function assigning to every infinite BA A a subset P A of PAso that the
following conditions hold for any infinite BA A:
(1) kA

= sup{IXI : X

EPA};

(2) If B is a sub algebra of A, then PB

~ PA

and XnB E PB for any X EPA.

(3) For each infinite cardinal '" there is a BA C of size", such that there is an
X E PC with IXI

= "'.

Note that cellularity is an ordinary sup-function with respect to the following
fuction P: for any infinite BA A, P A = {X ~ A : X is disjoint}. Given any
ordinary sup-function k with respect to a function P and any infinite cardinal
"', we say that A satisfies the", - k-chain condition provided that IXI < '" for
all X EPA. This agrees with the usual notion for cellularity; see the beginning
of this section.
Theorem 1.1. Let", and A be infinite cardinals, with A regular. Suppose that k is an ordinary sup-function with respect to P. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) cf", = A.
(ii) There is a strictly increasing sequence (A", : a < A) of BA's each
satisfying the", - k-chain condition such that U"'<A Aa does not satisfy this
condition.

e

PROOF. (i)~(ii): Assume (i). Let (/Le :
< A) be a strictly increasing
sequence of ordinals with sup'" (maybe", is a successor cardinal, so that we
cannot take the /Le to be cardinals). Let A be a BA of size '" with a set
X E PA such that IXI = "'. Write A = {aa : a < ",}. For each < A let
Be = ({aa : a < /Ld). Thus Be ~ B" if < TI, and IBel < '" for all < A.
Hence a strictly increasing subsequence is as desired (since A is regular).
(ii)=>(i). Assume that (ii) holds but (i) fails. Let X be a subset of Ua<>. Aa
of power", which is in PA. If A < cf"', then the facts that X = Ua<>.(X nA a ),
IXI = "', and IX n Aal < '" for all a < A, give a contradiction.
So, assume that cr", < A. Now for all a < A there is a (3 > a such that
X n Aa eX nAp, since otherwise some Aa would contain X. It follows that
A ~ "', and so'" is singular in the case we are considering. Let (/La: a < ef",) be

e

e

e
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a strictly increasing sequence of cardinals with sup K. Since sUPa<~ IX n Aa I =
K, for each a < cfK, choose v(a) < ,\ such that IX n A,,(a)1 ~ f..'a. Let
P = SUPa<cf"v(a). Then p < ,\ since cfK < ,\ and'\ is regular. But IXnApl = K,
contradiction.
0
With regard to Theorem 1.1, see also the end of this section.
Our last algebraic operation is Alexandroff duplication. Given a BA A,
its Alezandroff duplicate, denoted by DupA, is the subalgebra of Ax PUltA
whose set of elements is
{(a, X) : a E A,X ~ UltA, and Sa!::::.X is finite}.

(It is easy to check that this is a sub algebra of Ax PUltA; recall that Sa =
{F E UltA : a E F}.) Clearly c(DupA)

= IUltAI.

Now we proceed to discuss the derived functions associated with cellularity.
First we show that CH+ is the same as spread. For this, it is convenient to have
an equivalent definition of spread. A subset X of a BA A is ideal independent
if x rt (X\ {x} }Id for every x EX; recall that (y}Id denotes the ideal generated
by y, for any Y ~ A.
Theorem 1.2. For any infinite BA A, sA
independent subset of A}.

= sup{IXI

: X is an ideal

First suppose that D is a discrete subspace of UltA. For each
FED, let aF E A be such that SaF n D = {F}. Then (aF : FED)
is one-one and {aF : FED} is ideal independent. In fact, suppose that
F, Go, ... ,G n - 1 are distinct members of D such that aF ~ aGo + ... + aG n _ 1 •
Then SaF ~ SaGo U ... U SaG n _ 1 , and so F E SaGo U ... U SaG n _ 1 , which is
clearly impossible.
Conversely, suppose that X is an ideal independent subset of A. Then for
each x EX, {x} U {-y : y E X\ {x}} has the finite intersection property, and
so is included in an ultrafilter Fx. Let D = {Fx : x E X}. Then SxnD = {Fx}
for each x E X, so D is discrete and IDI = lXI, as desired.
0
PROOF.

A.

Theorem 1.3. For any infinite BA A, cH+A is equal to sA, the spread of

First let f be a homomorphism from A onto a BA B, and let
X be a disjoint subset of B. We show that IXI ~ sA; this will show that
cH+A ~ sA. For each x E X choose ax E X such that fax = x. Then
(ax: x E X) is one-one and {ax: x E X} is ideal independent. In fact, suppose
that x, y(O), ... y(n-l) are distinct elements of X, and ax ~ ay(O)+-· ·+ay(n-l).
PROOF.
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Applying the homomorphism! to this inequality we get x ~ y(O)+·· ·+y(n-1).
Since the elements x,y(O), ... ,yen -1) are disjoint, this is impossible.
For the converse, suppose that X is an ideal independent subset of Aj we
want to find a homomorphic image B of A having a disjoint subset of size IXI.
Let I = ({x· y : X,Y E X,X "I- y})Id. It suffices now to show that [x] "I- 0 for
each x E X. ([u] is the equivalence class of u under the equivalence relation
naturally associated with the ideal I). Suppose that [x] = o. Then x is in the
ideal I, and hence there exist elements Yo, Zo, ... , Yn-l, Zn-l of X such that
Yi "I- Zj for all i < n, and x ~ Yo . Zo + ... + Yn-l . Zn-l. Without loss of
generality, x "I- Yi for all i < n. But then x ~ Yo + ... Yn-l, contradicting the
ideal independence of X.
0
For later purposes it is convenient to note the following corollary to the
proof of the previous two theorems.
Corollary 1.4. cH+A and "A have the "ame attainment propertie", in the
sen"e that sA i" attained (in either the discrete sub"pace or ideal independence
"en&e) iff there exist a homomorphic image B of A and a disjoint subset X of
B such that IXI = cH+A.
0
Note in this corollary that attainment of cH+A involves two sups, while
attainment of sA involves only one. Thus if sA is not attained, there are still two
possibilities according to Corollary 1.4: there can exist a homomorphic image
B of A with sA = cB but cB is not attained, or there is no homomorphic
image B of A with sA = cB. Both possiblities are consistent with ZFCj we
shall return to this shortly and indicate the examples.
It is easy to see that cH_A = w for any infinite BA A: let B be a denumerable subalgebra of A, and extend the identity homomorphism h of B into B to a
homomorphism from A into B; the image of A under h is a ccc BA. (We are using here Sikorski's extension theorem; recall that B is the completion of B.) It
is obvious that cs+A = cA and cs_A = w for any infinite BA A. Ch+A is equal
to sA, since a disjoint family of open subsets of a subspace Y of UltA gives a discrete subset of UltA of the same size, so that Ch+A :5 sA = cH+A :5 Ch+A. It is
obvious that Ch-A = w, and an easy argument gives that dcS+A = cA =dcs-A.
The homomorphic spectrum of cellularity is more interesting. First, we
can easily see that [w, sA) ~ cHsA ~ [w, sA] (for cardinals K, < A, [K" A) denotes
the set of all cardinals Jl. such that K, ~ Jl. < Aj similarly for [K" AD. This follows
from the fact already proved that sA = cH+A: given a homomorphic image B
of A and a disjoint subset X of B, one can use Sikorski's extension theorem to
get a homomorphic image C of B such that cC = IXI.
It is more difficult to decide whether sA E cHsA. This amounts to the
following question: is there always a homomorphic image B of A such that
cB = sA? In case sA is attained, this is true by Corollary 1.4. For sA not
attained, there are three consistency results which clarify things here and with
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respect to the question raised above after Corollary 1.4. First, example 11.14
in Part I of the BA handbook shows that for each weakly inaccessible cardinal
Ie there is a BA A such that IAI = cA = sA = Ie and cA is not attained but sA
is attained (as is easily checked). Second, the interval algebra of a Ie-Souslin
line, for Ie strongly inaccessible but not weakly compact, gives an example of a
BA A such that IAI = cA = sA, with neither cA nor sA attained; see Juh8.sz
[71], example 6.6 (V=L is needed for the existence of a Ie-Suslin line). Third,
an example of Todorcevic [86], Theorem 12, shows that it is consistent to have
a BA A in which sA is not attained, while there is no homomorphic image B
of A with cB=sA. This example involves some interesting ideas, and we shall
now give it. It depends on the following lemma about the real numbers.
Lemma 1.5. There ezist disjoint subsets Eo and El 01 [0, 1] which are 01
cardinality 2"', are dense in [0,1], and satisfy the lollowing two conditions:
(i) For any Ie < 2'" there is a strictly increasing function from some subset
01 Eo 01 size Ie into E 1 •
(ii) There is no strictly monotone function from a subset 01 Eo 01 size 2'"
into E 1 •
PROOF. The idea of the proof is to construct Eo and El in steps, "killing"
all of the possible big strictly monotone functions as we go along. The very
first thing to do is to see that we can list out in a sequence of length 2'" all of
the functions to be "killed" .
For the empty set we let supO=O, infO=1. For any subset W of [0,1] we let
clW be its topological closure in [0,1], and we let C 1 W = {f : / : W -. [0,1],
and / is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing}. For W ~ [0,1] and
IE C 1 W (say / strictly increasing) we define leI : clW -. [0,1] by

°

Ix if x E W,
leIx = { sup{/y : x > yEW} if x 'I. W and x = sup{y E W : y < x},
inf{fy : x < yEW} if x 'I. W and z =F sup{y E W : y < x}.
(A similar definition is given if I is strictly decreasing.) Note that if x E clW\W
then x = sup{y E W : y < x} or x = inf{y E W : x < y}. Hence if
x,y E clW\W, x < y, and leIx = IclY' then x = sup{z E W : z < x},
y = inf{z E W : y < z}, and I(x,y) n WI::; 1. Hence for each z E [0,1], the
set ICl 1 [{z}] has at most three elements. Furthermore, I strictly increasing
(strictly decreasing) implies that leI is increasing (decreasing).
For any W ~ [0,1] let C 2 W be the set of all functions I : W -. I such
that
(1) f is either increasing or decreasing,
(2) I-I [{y}] is finite for all y E [0, 1],

(3) l{xEW:/x=Fx}I=2"'.
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Thus by the above, Icl E C 2 W whenever I E C I W and IWI = 2W.
Given I E C 2 W, say I increasing, let FI be a countable subset of W which
is dense in W in the sense that if x, yEW and x < y, then there is a z E Fl
such that x ::::; z ::::; y. Furthermore, let

F2 = {x E W: sup{Jy: x ~ y E Fd < inf{Jy: x::::; y E Fd}.
If x E F2, then x f/. Fl. Hence if x,y E F2 and x < y, then there is a z E FI
with x < z < y. It follows that the sup and inf above determine an open
interval U", in R so that U", n Uy = for x =f:. y. So F2 is countable. Note that I
is determined by its restriction to FI U F 2 • From these considerations it follows
that IC2 WI : : ; 2W. Also recall that there are just 2W closed sets, since every
closed set is the closure of a countable dense subset. Hence the set

°

C

= U{C2 F: F

~ [O,l],F closed}

has cardinality::::; 2W. Let (fo : a < 2W) be an enumeration of C. Let
h be a strictly decreasing function from R onto (0,1); thus h- l is also strictly
decreasing. (Here R is the set of all real numbers.) Moreover, fix a well-ordering
of R.
Now we construct by induction pairwise disjoint subsets Ao of [0,1] for
a < 2W. At the end we will let Eo be the union of the Ao with even a and
EI be the union of the rest. We will carry along the inductive hypothesis that
lal ::::; IAol ::::; lal + w. Let Ao and Al be denumerable disjoint subsets of [0,1]
which are dense in [0,1].
Now suppose that Ao has been constructed for all a < 13, where 13 ~ 2.
Let BfJ = Uo<fJAo andBp = BfJUUo q lo[BfJ]UUo<fJ I-I [BfJ]. Note by our
assumptions that 1131 ::::; IB,sl ::::; 1131 + w. For every real number r, let

We claim that there is an r E R such that C r n Bp = 0. Suppose not. For every
r E R choose br E C r n Bp. Since IBpl < 2w, there exist a set S ~ R and an
element c E Bp such that lSI> Bp and br = c for all rES. Say c = hd with
dE {r + h-1x : x E Bp} for all rES. Thus h(d - r) E Bp for all rES. So
there exist distinct r,s E S such that h(d - r) = h(d - s). This contradicts h
being one-one.
Finally, let r be the least real number (in the well-ordering fixed above)
such that Cr n Bp = 0, and let AfJ = Cr. Clearly the inductive hypothesis
remains true. This finishes the construction of the sets Ao, a < 2W.
Let Eo = Uo even Ao and El = Uo odd Ao. So Eo and El are disjoint
subsets of [0,1], and both of them are dense in [0,1]. Since all of the sets Ao
are non-empty, it is clear that both Eo and El are of power 2W.
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Now suppose that I is a strictly monotone function from a subset of Eo
of power 2'"' into E 1 • Say Icl = 101. Now \ UP<OI A OI \ < 2'"', so choose y E rani
such that y E A-y for some,,/ > a. Say Ix = y -with x E A.s. Now 6 is even and
"/ is odd. If 6 < ,,/, then y E B~, so Y E A-y is a contradiction. If "/ < 6, then
x E B;, so x E A.s is a contradiction. Thus (ii) of the lemma has been verified.
If W ~ K, < 2'"', choose f3 < 2'"' odd with f3 > K,. Say A = en as in the
definition. Now b 1-+ h(r + h-1b) is an increasing mapping from Bp into A.B,
and Eo n Bp has at least K, elements. This verifies (i).
0
The theorem also depends upon the following lemma, which will also be
usefu11ater on.

Lemma 1.6. Let A be the interval algebra of R. Then there does not exist
in A a strictly increasing sequence {10l : a < WI} of ideals.
PROOF.

Suppose that there is such a sequence. For each a

<

WI

define

=01 s iff r, s E R and either r = s or else if, say, r < s, then [r, s) E 101 . Then
=01 is an equivalence relation on R and the equivalence classes are intervals. For

r

each r E R the left endpoints of the intervals [r]OI are decreasing for increasing a,
and the right endpoints, increasing ([r]0I denotes the equivalence class of r under
the equivalence relation =(1). Since there is no strictly monotone sequence of
real numbers of type WI, there is an ordinal f3r < WI such that both the left and
right endpoints of [r]OI are constant for a > f3r. Let "/ = sup{f3r : r rational}.
Then all of the equivalence classes are constant for a > ,,/, contradiction.
0

Corollary 1.7. Let A be a subalgebra of the interval algebra on R. Then
A does not have an uncountable ideal independent subset.
PROOF. Suppose that X is an uncountable ideal independent subset of
A. Let {aOl : a < WI} be a one-one enumeration of some elements of X. For
each a < WI let 101 = {{ ap : f3 < a} }Id. Clearly then {10l : a < WI} is a strictly
increasing sequence of ideals in B, contradicting 1.6.
0

Finally, we are ready for the theorem. The main content of the theorem
is from Todorcevic [86], Theorem 12, as we mentioned.

Theorem 1.8. There is a BA A of power 2'"' such that:
(i) UltA has, for each K, < 2"', a discrete subspace of power K" and A has
an atomic homomorphic image B with K atoms;
(ii) UltA has no discrete subspace of power 2'"';
(iii) If B is any homomorphic image of A, then there is a dense subset X
of B such that there is a decomposition X = Y U UiE", Zi with Y the set of all
atoms of B and for each i E w, the set Zi has the finite intersection property.
PROOF.

0, 1

Ft Eo

Let Eo and EI be as in Lemma 1.5. Without loss of generality,
• For i < 2 let Ki be the linearly ordered set obtained from

U EI
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[0,1] by replacing each element r E Ei by two new points r- < r+. Taking the
order topology on K i , we obtain a Boolean space, as is easily verified. In fact,
Ki is homeomorphic to the Stone space of the interval algebra on Ei U {o}.
Namely, the following function f from Ult(Intalg(Ei U {o})) into Ki is the
desired homeomorphism. Take any F E Ult(Intalg(Ei U {o} )). If there is an
r E Ei such that Fn ([O,a): a E Ei U {I}} = ([O,a): r ~ a}, we let fF = r-.
If there is an r E Ei such that F n ([O, a) : a E Ei U {I}} = ([O, a) : r < a}, we
let fF = r-. In all other cases we let fF = inf{a: a E Ei U {I} : [0, a) E F}.
Clearly f is one-one and maps onto K i . To show that it is continuous, first
note that the following clopen subsets of Ki constitute a base for its topology:

Then it is easy to check (with obvious assumptions) that
f-1[[r+,s-)] = {F: [r,s) E F}j
f- 1 [[0, s-)]

= {F: [O,s) E F}j

f-l[[r+, 1)] = {F: [r, 1) E F}.
This completes the proof that f is a homeomorphism from Ult(Intalg( Ei U{O} ))
into Ki.
By Corollary 1. 7, neither Ko nor Kl has an uncountable discrete subspace.
Also, Ko X Kl is a Boolean space, and we let A be the BA of closed-open subsets
of it.
First we check that for any K. < 2"', Ko X Kl has a discrete subset of power
K.. Let f be a strictly increasing function from a subset of Eo of power K. into
E 1. Then we claim that D d~f {(r-, (fr)+) : r E dom!} is discrete. To show
this, for each r E dom! let a r = [O,r+) x «(fr)-, 1]. Suppose (s-, (fs)+) E a r
and s # r. Thus s- < r- and (fr)+ < (f s)+, contradiction.
From the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 it now follows that A has a
homomorphic image C which has a disjoint subset of power K.. By an easy
application of the Sikorski extension theorem, A has an atomic homomorphic
image B with K. atoms.
Next we prove (ii). Suppose that D is a discrete subspace of Ko X Kl of
size 2"'. Now Kl has no uncountable discrete subspace, so for each x E domD,
the set {y: (x,y) E D} is countable. It follows that we may assume that Dis
a function. Similarly, we may assume that D is one-one.
For (r,s) E Diet ar .. and br , be open intervals in Ko and Kl respectively
such that (a r , X br ,) n D = {( r, s)}. Let Fo and Fl be countable dense subsets
of Ko and Kl respectively (in the sense that if a < b in Ko and (a, b) #
then there is acE Fo such that a < c < bj similarly for Kl). Suppose that
domD\( {r- : r E Eo}U{r+ : r E Eo}) has power 2"'. Then we may successively

°
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assume that domD n ({r- : rEED} U {r+ : rEED} )=0, that each an is an
open interval with endpoints in F o, and that all of the ar.t are equal, which
implies that D has only one element, contradiction.
Thus we may assume that domD ~ {r- : rEED} U {r+ : rEED}, and
similarly for ranD. Hence we may assume that there are e, 6 E {O, I} such that
domD ~ {re : rEED} and ranD ~ {r 6 : rEEl}.
Thus there are now four cases, which are very similar, and we treat only
one of them: e = 6 = 0. We may assume that for each (r-, s-) E D the right
endpoint of a r - 8- is r+ and that of br - 8- is s+. Furthermore, we may assume
that there exist qi E Fi, i = 0,1, such that qo Ear-a- and ql E br-.t- for each
(r-, s-) E D. Now we claim that the mapping r ~ s for (r-, s-) E D is strictly
decreasing (contradiction!). For, suppose that (r-,s-) E D, (u-,v-) E D,
r < u, and s < v. Then it is clear that (r- ,s-) E a u - v - xb u - v -, a contradiction
(using the facts that qo E ar- a- n au - v- , and ql E br-.t- n bu- v- ).
Now we turn to the last part of the theorem. Suppose that B is a homomorphic image of A. Let Fi be a countable dense subset of Ei for i = 0, 1.
Let Et = {r+ : r E Ei}, E; = {r- : rEEd for i = 0,1. Now we are going
to define some subsets X::: of B indexed by various countable objects; each
subset will satisfy the finite intersection property, and this will be obvious in
each case. What is not so obvious is what these sets are good for. We show
after defining them that their union with the set of atoms of B is dense in B,
which is the desired conclusion of the theorem. It is convenient to work with
the dual of B, which is some closed subspace Y of K o X K I .
Suppose that p,q E F o, r,s E F l , P < q, r < s, and ([P+,q-] x [r+,s-]) n
Y oF OJ then we set

Next, suppose that q E Fo, r,s E F I , and r < s. Then we set
X:r.t = {([x,q-]

X

[r+,s-])

n Y: x

E Eft, x

< q, and

3y(r+ < y < s- and (x, y) E Y)}.
The next three sets are similar to Xir8. Suppose that p E F o, r,s E F I , and
r < s. Set
X;r.t

= {([P+,x]

X

[r+,s-])

n Y:

x E Eo, p < x,

and 3y(r+ < y < s- and (x,y) E Y)}.
Suppose that p, q E Fo, s E FI , and p < q. Set

X;Q8

= {([P+, q-] X [y, s-]) n Y : y E Et,

y < s,

and 3x(p+ < x < q- and (x,y) E Y)}.
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< q. Set

X;qr = {([P+, q-] x [r+, y]) n Y : y E E l , r < y,
and 3x(p+ < x < q- and (x,y) E Y)}.
Now suppose that p, q E Fo, r, s E F l , P < q, and r < s. Set

X;qrs={([x,q-]x[y,s-])nY:xEEt, YEEt, x<p ,
y < r-, and ([P+, q-] x [r+, s-]) n Y ::F OJ.
The next three sets are similar to X;qrs' For each of them we suppose that
p,q E Fo, r,s E F l , P < q, and r < s.

= {([x, q-]

X;qrs

x [r+, y]) n Y : x E Et, y E E l

, x < p-,

s+ < y, and ([P+, q-] x [r+, s-]) n Y ::F OJ.
X;qrs

= {([P+, x]

X: qr•

= {([P+, x]

x [y, s-]) n Y : x E EO', y E Et, q+ < x,
y < r-, and ([P+, q-] x [r+, s-]) n Y ::F O}.

[r+, y]) n Y : x E EO', y E E l , q+ < x,
s+ < y, and ([P+, q-] x [r+, s-]) n Y ::F OJ.
X

Next, if p E F o and r, s E Fl with r < s, we set
X;~. ={([P+,x] x [r+,y])

n Y: x E EO', y EEl' s+ < y, p < x,

and there is a v such that (x,v) E Y and r+ < v < s-}.
The other sets are similar to this one; with obvious assumptions,

EO', y E Et, y < r-, p < x,
and there is a v such that (x, v) E Y and r+ < v < s-}.

X#. ={([P+, x] x [y,s-]) nY: x

E

X:;s ={([x,q-] x [r+,y]) nY: x E Et, y EEl' s+ < y, x < q,
and there is a v such that (x, v) E Y and r + < v < s -}.
X::.={([x,q-]x[y,s-])nY:xEEt, yEEi, y<r-, x<q,
and there is a v such that (x, v) E Y and r + < v < s - }.
X;:s ={([x,q-] x [y,s-])nY: x E Et, y E Ei, x < p-, y < s,
and there is a u such that (u, y) E Y and p+ < u < q-}.
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X~:r

={([x, q-]

X

[r+,

yn n Y : x E Et, y E E1, x < r-,

and there is a u such that (u,y) E Y and p+

r

< y,

< u < q-}.

[y,s-n nY: x E Eo, y E Et, q+ < x, Y < s,
and there is a u such that (u,y) E Y and p+ < u < q-}.

X~:. ={([P+,x]

X

[r+,y])nY: x E Eo. y EEl, q+ < x, r < y,
and there is a u such that (u, y) E Y and p + < u < q-}.

X~:r ={([P+,x]

X

Now we show that the union of these sets with the set of atoms of B is
dense in B. Suppose that U is a non-zero element of B; we may assume that
U has the form
b) X (c,d» n Y, and that it is not ~ any atom of B. Fix
an element (x, y) of U. We consider various possiblities.
Case 1. x 'I. Eo U Et and y 'I. EI U Et. Then clearly there exist p, q, r, s
such that (x, y) E Xiqrll ~ U.
Case 2. x E EO' and y 'I. EI U Et. There are p,r,s such that (x,y) E
X;rll ~ U.
Case 3. x E Et and y 'I. EI U Et. There are q,r,s such that (x,y) E

«a,

X;rs ~ U.

Case 4- x 'I. EO' U Et. Similar to above cases, using X.~., X~., or X~.,
Case 5. x E EO' and y EEl' Then it is easy to find p E Fo, r E FI so
that (x, y) E [p+, x] X [r+, y] n Y ~ U. Now there are two sub cases. Subcase
5.1. There is a (u,v) E Y such that p+ < u < x and r+ < v < y. Then it
is easy to find q, s so that (x, y) E X!qrll ~ U. Subcase 5.2. Otherwise, since
we are assuming that U is not ~ any atom of B, either there is a v such that
(x, v) E Y and r+ < v < y, or there is a u such that (u, y) E Y and p+ < u < x.
In the first instance there is an s such that (x, y) E X;~8 ~ U. In the second
instance we use Xl7.
Case 6. x E Eo and y E Et. This is like Case 5. We use X8, X16, and

Xll.

Case 7. x E

Et

and y EEl' This is like Case 5. We use X7, XIS, and

Case 8. x E

Et

and y E

X12.

X13.

Et.

This is like Case 5. We use X6, Xu, and

0

Corollary 1.9. Assume that 2'" is a limit cardinal. Then there is a BA
A of power 2'" with spread 2'" not attained, such that A has no homomorphic
image B such that cB=sA.
PROOF. The first part of the conclusion follows immediately from the
theorem. Now suppose that B is a homomorphic image of A such that cB = sA.
Since sA is not attained, it follows from Corollary 1.4 that cB is not attained.
Now let X, Y, etc., be as in (iii) of the theorem. Then IYI < 2'" since cB is
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not attained. Let W be a disjoint subset of B of power IYI+. For each w E W
choose Xw E X such that Xw S; w, and let X' = {xw : w E W}. Then there
has to exist an i E w such that IX' n Zi I > 2, which is a contradiction, since
X, is disjoint and Zi has the finite intersection property.
0
Returning to the program described in the introduction, we note that it is
obvious that cSsA = [w, cAl. The caliber notion associated with cellularity has
been worked on a lot. There are several variants of this notion. For a survey of
results and problems, see Comfort, Negrepontis [82]. We shall compare c with
other cardinal functions one-by-one in the discussion of those functions.
We turn to the relation CS r ; see the end of the introduction. We do not have
a purely cardinal number characterization of this relation. Some restrictions
to put on it are given in the following simple theorem:
Theorem 1.10. For any infinite BA A the following condition8 hold:
(i) If (K, >.) E csrA, then K S; >. S; IAI and K S; cA.
(ii) For each K E [w, cAl we have (K, K) E csrA.
(iii) If (K,>.) E csrA and K S; P. S; >., then (K,P.) E csrA.
(iv) If (>.,(2")+) E csrA for 80me >. S; K, then (w,(2")+) E csrA.
(v) (cA, IAI) E csrA.
0
The proof of this theorem is easy; for (iv), use Theorem 10.1 of Part I
of the Handbook. To understand more about the possiblities for the relation
csrA, consider the following examples. If K is an infinite cardinal and A is
the finite-cofinite algebra on K, then csrA = {(>., >.) : >. E [w, K]}. If A is the
free algebra on K free generators, then csrA = {(w, >.) : >. E [w, K]}. If A is
an infinite interval algebra and we assume GCH, then csrA does not have any
gaps of size 2 or greater. That is, if (K, A) E csrA, then A = K or A = K+. This
is seen by using Theorem 10.1 again: such a gap would imply the existence in
A of an uncountable independent subset, which does not exist in an interval
algebra. There are two deeper results:
(1) Todorcevic in [87] shows that it is consistent to have for each regular
non-weakly compact cardinal K a K-CC BA A of size K such that any sub algebra
or homomorphic image B of A of size < K has a disjoint family of size IBI.
Applying this to subalgebras and to non-limit cardinals, this means in our
terminology that is is consistent to have an algebra A with esrA = {(A, A) : A E

[w, K]} U {(K, K+)}.

(2) In models of Kunen [78] and Foreman, Laver [86], every W2-CC algebra
of size W2 contains an WI-CC subalgebra of size WI. Thus in these models certain
relations eS r are ruled out; cf. (1).
There are many problems remaining concerning the relations es r . Considering small cardinals--w, WI, W2---one can start cataloging known relations and
open problems. We mention one such problem.
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Problem 2. 1& there a BA A with csrA = {(w,w), (w,wt), (Wl,Wl),
(W,W2), (W2,W2)} f Equivalently, i& there a BA A &uch that IAI = W2 = cA, A
ha& a eec &ubalgebra of power W2, and every &ubalgebra of A of &ize W2 either
ha& cellularity W or W2 'I
The relation cHrA is similar to csrA:
Theorem 1.11. For any infinite BA A the following condition& hold:
(i) If (I\:, A) E cHrA, then I\: $ A $ IAI and I\: $ sA.
(ii) For each I\: E [w,sA) there i& a A $ 2" &uch that (I\:,A) E cHrA.
(iii) If (A, (2")+) E cHrA, for &ome A $ K-, then (w, (2")+) E cHrA.
(iv) (cA, IAI) E cHrA.
PROOF. Only (ii) needs some comment. Let K- E [w, sA). Take a homomorphic image B of A such that cB > K-j let C be a subalgebra of B generated
by a disjoint set of power K-, and extend the identity on C to a homomorphism
0
from B onto a subalgebra D of Cj then D is as desired.

Note in Theorem 1.11 (ii) that K- = sA is not in general possible, by Corollary 1.9. The following examples shed some light on CHr. IT A is complete
and (K-, A) E CHrA, then A'" = A. IT A is the finite-cofinite algebra on an infinite cardinalI\:, then cHrA = {(A,A) : w $ A $ K-}. IT A is the free BA
on I\: free generators, I\: infinite, then cHrA = {(A,JL) : w $ A $ JL $ K-}.
IT A an infinite interval algebra, then there is no gap of size 2 or greater
in CHrA, in the same sense as above. The algebra A of Todorcevic [87] has
cHrA = {(A, A) : A E [w,l\:]} U {(K-,I\:+)}. Another example is Pw. Under CH, its homomorphic cellularity relation is (W,Wl),(WllWl). IT we assume that 2'" = W2 then we see that its homomorphic cellularity relation is
{(W,W2)' (Wl,W2), (W2,W2)}. Another relevant result is from Koppelberg [77]:
assuming MA, if A is an infinite BA with IAI < 2"', then A has a countable
homomorphic image. And a special case of a result of Just, Koszmider [87]
is that it is consistent to have 2'" = W2 with an algebra A having homomorphic cellularity relation {(W, WI), (WI, WI)}. Finally, Fedorchuk [75] constructed,
assuming V = L, a BA A such that cHrA = {w,wd.
Again, if one starts to systematically study CHr for small cardinals, one
comes to many open problems. We mention one of them.
Problem 3. Is there a BA with CHr relation {(W,W), (w,wt), (Wl,W2)}?
To conclude this section, we consider cellularity for special classes of BA's.
For an atomic BA A, cA coincides with the number of atoms of A. Also
note that some of the free product questions are trivial for atomic algebrasj
in particular, c(A EI1 B) = max{cA,cB} if A and B are atomic. There is
one interesting result which comes up in considering cellularity and unions for
complete BA's; this result is evidently due to Solovay, Tennenbaum [71]:
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Theorem 1.12. Let", and A be uncountable regular cardinals, and suppose
that (Aa : a < A) is an increasing sequence of complete BA's satisfying the
",-chain condition, such that Aa is a complete subalgebra of A,8 for a < f3 < A,
and for "( infinite < A, Ua<.., Aa is dense in A..,. Then Ua<~ Aa also satisfies
the "'- chain condition.
PROOF. By the discussion above of chain conditions in unions, we may
assume that", = A. Let B = Ua<1C Aa. For each a < '" we define Ca mapping
B into Aa by setting

(This function is a cylindrification on B, but we do not need to check that.)
Now, in order to get a contradiction, aSsume that X is a disjoint subset of
B of size ~ "'. We may assume that X is maximal disjoint. Take any a < "'.
Now 2:X = 1, and hence 2:{ca x : x EX} = 1. Since each Aa satisfies the
",-chain condition, choose Xa ~ X of size < '" such that

(1) E{cax : x E Xa}

= 1.

Choose f3a < '" such that Xa ~ A,8a j the ordinal f3a exists since IXal < '"
and '" is regular. Finally, let "( be a limit ordinal < '" such that f3a < "( for
all a < "(j the existence of "( is easy to see. We shall now prove that X ~ A..,
( contradiction!).
Let x E X be arbitrary. Since Ua<.., Aa is dense in A.." choose a non-zero
bE Ua<..,Aa such that b ~ C-yX. Say bE Aa with a < "(. By (1), choose
a E Xa such that caa . b =/: 0. If b . a = 0, then a ~ -b and hence caa ~ -b
and so caa . b = 0, contradiction. Thus b . a =/: 0, and so c..,x . a =/: 0. It follows
that x . a =/: 0, by the same argument as above. But both x and a are in X, so
x = a. Thus x E Aa ~ A-y, as desired.
0
There is a large literature on cellularity for BA's of the form 1'(",)/Ij for a
start, see Baumgartner, J., Taylor, A., Wagon, S. [82]. Usually BA terminology
is not used in such investigations; saturation of ideals is the term used.
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2. DEPTH
Recall that DepthA is the supremum of cardinalities of subsets of A which
are well-ordered by the Boolean ordering. There are two main references for results about this notion: McKenzie, Monk [82] and (implicitly) Gratzer, Lakser
[69]. (The paper of Gratzer and Lakser was not known to us until recently.
Theorems 1.2.4 and 1.3.2 and their corollaries, all in their versions for length,
had already appeared in the paper by Gratzer and Lakser.)
Some of the results which we shall present about depth depend on the
following simple lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let A and B be BA '$, and let X be a chain in A x B of
infinite cardinality /c. Then the projection$ of X are chain$, and at lea$t one
of them ha$ cardinality /c. Furthermore, if X ha$ order type K" then X ha$ a
$ub$et of order type K, on which one of the two projection$ i$ one-one.
PROOF.

z, w E X and

For any z E X write z = (zo,zJ). For i
Zi = Wi. Now note that

= 0,1

write z

=i W

iff

{{x} : x E X} ~ U{a n b: a E XI =0, bE XI =dj
hence one of the two equivalence relations =0, =1 has
and the lemma follows.

K,

equivalence classes,
0

Now we shall show that DepthA is attained if DepthA is a successor cardinal or a cardinal of cofinality Wj otherwise, there are counterexamples.
Theorem 2.2. If cf(DepthA) = w, then DepthA i$ attained.
PROOF. Let K, = DepthA. We may assume that K, > w. Let (Ai: i < w) be
a strictly increasing sequence of cardinals with supremum K" and with Ao = 0.
Now we call an element a of A an co-element if Ai is embeddable in A t a for
all i < w. We claim

(*) IT a is an co-element, and a = b + c with b· c = 0, then b is an co-element

or c is an co-element.

In fact, by Lemma 2.1, for each i < w, Ai is embeddable in A t b or A t c,
so (*) follows.
Using (*), we construct a sequence (ai : i < w) of elements of A by
induction. Suppose that aj has been constructed for all j < i so that b ~
llj<i - a j is an co-element. Let (c(a) : a < Ai+I} be an isomorphic embedding
of Ai+l into b. By (*), one of the elements C(Ai) and b· -C(Ai) is an co-element,
while clearly Ai is embeddable in both of these elements. So we can choose
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ai ~ b so that Ai is embeddable in ai, and IL<i -aj is an co-element. This
finishes the construction.
For each i < w let (biOi: a < Ai) be an embedding of Ai into ai. Note that
ai . aj = 0 for i < j < w. Hence the following sequence (dOl: a < 11:) is clearly
the desired embedding of II: into A. Given a < 11:, there is a unique i < w such
that Ai ~ a < Ai+l. We let dOl = ao + ... + ai + bi+l,OI'
D
In order to see that Theorem 2.2 is "best possible" , it is convenient to first
discuss the depth of products.
Theorem 2.3. DepthTIiEIAi = max(III,suPiE/DepthAi).
PROOF. Clearly ~ holds. Suppose = fails to hold, and let f be an order
isomorphism of 11:+ into TIiEI Ai, where II: = max(III, SUPiEIDepthAi). For each
i E I there is an ordinal ai < 11:+ such that (fa;)i = (f{3)i for all (3 > ai. Let
'Y = SUPiElai· Then for all 8 > 'Y we have f8 = f'Y, contradiction.
D

Theorem 2.4. Let II: = sUPiE/DepthAi, and suppose that II: is regular.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) DepthTIiEI Ai is not attained.
(ii) III < 11:, and for all i E I, Ai has no chain of order type 11:.
D
The proof of this theorem is very similar to that of Theorem 2.3. The case
of singular cardinals is a little more involved:
Theorem 2.5. Let II: =SuPiEIDepthAi, and suppose that II: is singular.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) DepthTIiEI Ai is not attained.
(ii) These four conditions hold:
(a) III < 11:.
(b) For all i E I, Ai has no chain of type 11:.
(c) I{i E I: DepthAj = II:}I < dll:.
(d) sup{DepthAj : i E I, DepthAj < II:} < 11:.
PROOF. (i):::}(ii) is clear. Assume (ii), and suppose that (xcr : a < 11:) is
strictly increasing in TIiEI Ai. Define

Jj = {a < II: : xcri < xcrHi} for i E I;
K = {i E I : DepthAi = II:};
A = sup{DepthAi : i E I, DepthAj

< II:}.

Then by the above assumptions we have A < 11:, IJil ~ A for all i E I\K,
IKI < cfll:, and IJjl < II: for all i E K. It follows that I UiEI Jil < 11:. But for
any a E 11:\ UiEI Jj we have Xcr = Xcr+l, contradiction.
D

Depth
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The above theorems completely describe the depth of products. The case
of weak products is even simpler:

Theorem 2.6. Let", =suPiEIDepthAi, and .mppose that cf", > w. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) TI7EI Ai has no chain of order type "'.
(ii) For all i E I, Ai has no chain of order type "'.
PROOF. Obviously (i) =? (ii). (ii) =? (i): Suppose that (xa : 0: < "') is
strictly increasing in TI7EI Ai. For any y E TI7EI Ai let Sy = {i E I : Yi :f:. O}.
Case 1. SXa is finite for all 0: < "'. Since cf", > w, it follows that there
is an 0: < '" such that SXa = SXfJ whenever 0: < (3 < "'. But then Lemma 2.1
easily gives a contradiction.
Case 2. Otherwise we may assume that {i E I: xai :f:. I} is finite for all
0: < "', and a contradiction is reached as in Case 1.
0

o

Corollary 2.7. DepthTI7EIAi = sUPiEIDepthAi.

Theorem 2.6 enables us to easily show that Theorem 2.2 is best possible:
if", is a limit cardinal with cf", > w, then it is easy to construct a weak product
B such that DepthB = '" but depth is not attained in B.
If A is a sub algebra of B, then obviously DepthA ~ DepthB and the
difference can be arbitrarily large. If A is a homomorphic image of then depth
can change either way from A to B; see the argument here for cellularity.
For ultrafilters, the situation is also similar to that for cellularity. The
same argument as before shows that if F is a count ably complete ultrafilter on
an infinite set I and is a BA with depth w for each i E I, then TIiEI Ad F has
depth w. And, as before, if F is a count ably incomplete ultrafilter on I and
each algebra is infinite, then TIiEI Ad F has depth> w. This is easiest to see
by recalling that TIiEI Ad F is wI-saturated, and noting

(*) If an infinite BA A is ",-saturated, then A has a chain of order type "'.
To prove (*), we construct a E /( A by recursion. Suppose that ap has been
defined for all f3 < 0:, so that if f3 is a successor ordinal '"Y + 1, then A t -a-y is
infinite. If f3 is a successor ordinal, it is clear how to proceed in order to still
have the indicated condition. If (3 is limit, consider the set

{ex"

< Vo

:

0:

< (3} U { "there are at least

n"vI (vo

< vt) : nEw}.

This set is finitely satisfiable in A, and so an element satisfying all of these
formulas gives the desired element ap.
The third result which we gave for cellularity of ultraproducts, involving
the notion of regularity of ultraproducts, does not extend so easily; in fact,
we do not know whether it holds for depth. We give two results relevant to
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this. The first result follows easily from a theorem of W. Hodges, that if F is
a regular ultrafilter on I then in 1 (w, >) IF there is a chain of order type 111+.
We give a direct BA proof of the BA result:
Theorem 2.8. Let F be a III-regular ultrafilter on I, and suppose that Ai
is an infinite BA for every i E I. Then in IliEI Ad F there is a chain of order
type 111+.
For brevity set "-

PROOF.

E

=

III. By the definition of regularity choose

F such that lEI = "- and for all i E I the set {e E E : i E e} is finite.
Let G be a one-one function from E onto "-. For each i E I choose a strictly
increasing sequence (Xij : j < w) in Ai, and let Xi = {xii: j < w}. Then it
~

suffices to show:

(*) If go E

IliEI

Xi for all a

golF <!IF < 1 for all a < "-.

< "-, then there is an f

E IliEI Xi such that

To define f, let i E I. Let e(l), ... ,e( m) be all of the elements u of E such
that i E '1£. Then let fi be any element of Xi greater than all of the elements
gOe(l)i, ... ,gOe(m)i. This defines f. Now if a < "- and i E G-1a, we have
goi < fi < 1, as desired.
0
Theorem 2.9. Let I be an infinite set, and suppose that Ai is an infinite

BA for every i E I. Then there is a proper filter G on I such that G contains
all cofinite sets, and for every ultrafilter F including G, IliEI Ad F has a chain
of order type 2111.
PROOF.

Again let "- = III. Let S

~"'w

satisfy the following condition:

(1) lSI = 2"', and for every finite sequence i o, ... , ik-l of natural numbers and
every sequence fo, ... , fk-l of distinct members of S of length k, there is an
a < "- such that fta = it for all t < k.
For the existence of such a set, see Comfort, Negrepontis [74], pp. 75-77.
Let (fa : a < 2"') enumerate S without repetitions. For a < f3 < 2"', let
J a{1 = h < "- : fa"! < fn}· From (1) it is clear that the intersection of any
finite number of the sets J a {1 is infinite. Hence
{Ja{1 :

a <

f3 < 2"'} U {r

~

"- : I,,-\rl < w}

generates a proper filter G containing all cofinite sets. Clearly G is as desired.

o

These results leave the following problem open:
Problem 4. Is the following conjecture true? If I is an infinite set, F is
a III-regular ultrafilter on I, and Ai is an infinite BA for every i E I, then in
IliEl Ad F there is a chain of order type 21/1.
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For free products, we have Depth(EBiEIAi) = SUPiEIDepthAi. The proof
is somewhat involved, and will be omittedj see McKenzie, Monk [82].
Concerning unions, we note that Depth is an ordinary sup function with
respect to the function P, where P A = {X ~ A : X is a well-ordered chain in
A}, and so Theorem 1.1 applies.
Next we discuss derived functions with respect to depth. The first result
is that DepthH+ is the same as tightness. To prove this, we need an equivalent
form of tightness due to Arhangelskil. It involves the notion of a free sequence
in a topological space. Let X be a topological space. A free sequence in X is
a sequence (x( : < a) (a an ordinal) of elements of X such that for all < a
we have{x" : TJ < 0 n {x" : $ TJ < a} = o. For an arbitrary topological space
X and a point x EX, the tightness tx of x in X is, by definition, the least
cardinal IC such that if Y ~ X and x E Y, then there is a subset Z ~ Y such
that IZI $ IC and x E Z. And the tightness tX of X itself is sUPzExtx. Clearly
this means that tA = t(UltA) for any BA A. Arhangelskil's equivalent form of
tightness is given in the following theorem.

e

e

e

Theorem 2.10. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space.
sup { la I : there is a free sequence in X of order type a}.
PROOF. Let tX = IC. In order to prove
(X( : < IC+) is a free sequence. Then

e

(1) There is ayE X such that IUn{x( :
U ofy.

~,

Then tX

=

suppose to the contrary that

e< IC+}I = IC+ for every neighborhood

In fact, otherwise for every y E X let U(y) be an open neighborhood of y
such that IU(y) n {X( : < IC+}I $ IC. Thus {U(y) : y E X} is an open cover of
X. Let U(Yo), ... , U(Yn-l) be a finite sub cover . Then

e

{X( :

e< IC+} =

U(U(Yi) n {X( :

e< IC+}),

i<n

and the right side has cardinality < IC, contradiction. So (1) holds.
Take y as in (1). Thus y E {X(: < IC+}. Hence by the definition of
tightness, choose a subset r of IC+ of power at most IC such that y E {X( : E r}.
Let TJ = supr + 1. Hence y E {X( : < TJ}, so by freeness y 'I. {X( : TJ $ 0. So
there is a neighborhood U of y such that Un {X( : TJ $ 0 = o. This contradicts
(1). We have now proved ~ in the theorem.
Now, for $, suppose that 1 $ A < IC. We shall construct a free sequence of
length A+. Choose y E X with t(y) > Aj say Y ~ X, Y E Y, and for all Z ~ Y
with IZ/ 5 A, y rt. Z. Set

e

e

Y' = {x : there is a Z ~ Ysuch that IZI $ A and x E Z}.

e
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Thus Y

~

Y', so Y E Y'. Note

(2) If Z ~ Y' and
(3) If Z ~ Y', IZI

IZI ::; A, then y ¢ Z;
::; A, and Z E Z, then z

e

E Y'.

We now construct Xe, Fe, Ue for < A+ such that xe E Y', y E Fe ~ Ue
with Ue open and Fe a closed neighborhood of y, by recursion. Suppose these
have been constructed for all." < where < A+. Since y ¢ {x" :." < 0, let
Ue be an open neighborhood of y such that Ue n {x" : ." < 0 = o. Let Fe be a
closed neighborhood of y such that Fe ~ Ue. Then we claim

e,

(4) Y' ~ U,,:5e(X\F,,)

U

e

{x" : ." < 0.

For, suppose not; then we show that y E {x" : ." < 0 (contradiction). For,
let U be an open neighborhood of y and let F' be a closed neighborhood of y
which is included in U. Let W be the closure of the set {F" : ." ::; 0 u {F'}
under finite intersections. Since y E P, for all HEW choose ZH E Y' n H.
Then H' n {ZH : HEW} =I- 0 for all H' E W. Choose

tEn

H n

{ZH :

HEW}.

HEW

e,

By (3), t E Y'. Now t E F" for all ." ::;
so by the "suppose not" for (4),
t E {x" : ." < O. Since t E F' ~ U, it follows that Un {x" : ." < 0 =I- 0, as
desired.
So (4) holds; choose xe in the left side of (4) but not in the right side. This
completes the construction.
Suppose ~ < A+ and s E {x" : ." < 0 n {x" : ~ ::;." < A+}. Then s ¢ Ue,
so s ¢ Fe. Thus s E X\Fe, which is open, so there is an ." with
< A+
such that x" E X\Fe, contradiction.
0

e::; ."

Theorem 2.11. For any infinite BA A we have DepthH+A =tA.

e

PROOF. For 2::, let (Fe:
< 0:) be a free sequence; we produce a quotient
A/ I of A having a strictly increasing sequence of order type 0:. For brevity
let Y = {Fe : < o:}. For every < 0: there is an element ae of A such
that {F":.,, < 0 ~ Sae and Sae n {F" : ~ ::; ." < o:} = o. Consider the
following ideal on A: I = {x E A : Y ~ S( -x)}. Suppose < ." < 0:. Then
S(ae . -a'l) n Y = 0: if F" E S(ae . -a,,), then F" E Sae, hence v < and
-a'l E F", hence." ::; v, so 11 < ~, contradiction. This shows that [ae] ::; [a,,] for
~ < ." < 0:. Still suppose that ~ < 11 < 0:. Then Fe E Sa" \Sae = S(a" . -ae)·
Thus Y ~ S( -a'l + ae), so a" . -ae ¢ I, which means that [a,,] < rae], as
desired.
For ::;, let I be an ideal in A, and let ([ae] : < 0:) be a strictly increasing
sequence in A/I. For each < 0:, the set {x : -x E I} U {aHl,-ae} has

e

e

e

e

e

e,
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the finite intersection property, since aHl . -ae fi. I. Let Fe be an ultrafilter
including this set. Then, we claim, (Fe: < a) is a free sequence. To prove
this it suffices to show that for any < a we have

e

e

e

< e} ~ Sae and Sae n {F" : $ 11 < a} = o.
IT 11 < < a, then a,,+l . -ae E I, and hence -a,,+l + ae E F"j but also

(1) {F" : 11

e

a,,+l E F", so ae E F" and so F" E Sae, proving the first part of (1). For the
second part, suppose that $ 11 < a and F" E Sae. Now ae . -a" E I, so
-ae + a" E F"j but also -a" E F", so -ae E F", contradiction.
0

e

Corollary 2.12. DepthH+ and t (for free sequences) have the same attainment properties, i.e., for any BA A and any infinite cardinal It, A has a
homomorphic image with a chain of order type It iff UltA has a free sequence
of type It.
0
Note that, as in the relation between spread and cellularity, DepthH+
involves two sups, while t for free sequences involves only onej we return to
this below.
Since DepthA $ cA, it is clear that DepthH_A = w. It is also easy to
see that Depths+A = DepthA and Depths_A = w. Depthh+ is a little more
interesting:
Theorem 2.13. Depthh+A =sA for any infinite BA A.
suppose that Y is a discrete subspace of UltAj clearly
Y, since it is discrete, has an increasing sequence of closed-open sets of order
type IYI. For $, suppose that Y is a subspace of UltA and (Ua : a < It) is a
strictly increasing system of closed-open subsets of Y. For each a < It choose
Ya E Ua+1 \Ua . Clearly {ya : a < It} is a discrete subspace of UltA.
0
PROOF.

For~,

The proof shows that Depthh+A and sA have the same attainment properties.
Since Depthh_A $ DepthH_A, we have Depthh_A = w for any infinite
BA A. Obviously dDepths+A = DepthA for any BA A.
The status of the derived function dDepths_ is not clear. Note that
dDepths_A = w for A the interval algebra on a cardinal It: this follows upon
considering the subalgebra of A generated by { {a} : a a non-limit ordinal < It}.
Also, Koppelberg and Shelah have independently observed that if A is atomless
and A-saturated (in the model-theoretic sense), then dDepths_A ~ A. To show
this, suppose that B is a dense subalgebra of A. By induction choose elements
aa E A and ba E B for a < A so that a < f3 implies that aa > afJ > bfJ > OJ the
aa's can be chosen by A-saturation, and the ba's by denseness. So the sequence
(b a : a < A) shows that the depth of B is at least A.
Next, clearly [w, tA) ~ DepthHsA, by an argument very similar to that
used for the function c. And, of course, DepthHs ~ [w, tAl. Like for cellularity, there is a problem whether tA E DepthHsA. This is trivially true if
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tA is a successor cardinal or a limit cardinal of cofinality w by Corollary 2.12
and Theorem 10.2 below. Now by Corollary 2.12, to find a BA A such that
tA 'I. DepthHsA is equivalent to finding A so that A has no homomorphic image
B with DepthB = tA attained. It is possible to have an algebra A which has
a homomorphic image B such that DepthB = tA but OepthB is not attained:
take A = B =
AQ, where It is a singular cardinal of cofinality > w,
{JJ.Q : a < cflt} is an increasing sequence of cardinals with sup It, and AQ is the
interval algebra on JJ.Q for each a < cflt.

n:<cr"

Problem 5. Is tB EDepthHsB for every infinite BA

B~

Clearly Depthss = [w,OepthA] for any infinite BA A.
We always have Depth~ cA and the difference can be arbitrarily large, for
example in a finite-cofinite algebra.
Next comes the relation Depthsr. It is easy to see that parts (i)-(iii) and
(v) of Theorem 1.10 hold with cellularity replaced by depth. We do not know
if Theorem 1.10 (iv) holds for depth:
Problem 6. Is there an infinite cardinal It and a BA A such that
(It, (2")+) E DepthsrA, while (w, (2")+) 'I. DepthsrA ~
Here is another problem, just typical of many:
Problem 7. Does there exist a BA A such that (Wl,W2) E DepthsrA but

(w,wd

'I. DepthsrA~

The following theorem seems relevant to these problems:
Theorem 2.14. (GCH) For every infinite cardinal It there is an interval
algebra A of power It+ such that every subalgebra of A of power It+ has depth
~ It.

PROOF. Let JJ. be minimal such that wI' > It. Let L be the linearly ordered
set "Q under lexicographic order, where Q is the set of all rationals in [0,1).
Set D = {f E"Q : there is an a < JJ. such that f(3 = 0 for all (3 > a}. It is
clear that IDI ~ It and D is dense in L in the sense that if f, gEL and f < 9
then there is an h E D such that f < h < g. Let M be a subset of L of size It+
which includes D, and let A be the interval algebra on M. Suppose that B is
a subalgebra of A of power It+. Let N be any subset of B with It+ elements;
we shall first show that B includes a simply ordered subset of size It+; here we
follow closely the proof of Theorem 15.22 in Part I of the handbook. For each
x E N write

x

= [a(l,x),b(l,x»

U ... U

[a(m:J;,x),b(m:J;'x»,
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where a(l,x), b(l,x), ... , a(m:z;,x), b(m:z;,x) are in M U {+oo} and a(l,x) <
b(l,x) < ... < a(m:z;,x) < b(m:z;,x). By going from x to -x if necessary, we
may assume that a(l,x) = 0 for all x E N. We may assume that m:z; does not
depend on x, so we drop the subscript x. Now for each x E N we choose

c(l, x), ... , c(m, x), d(l, x), ... ,d(m, x) E D
so that a(i,x) < c(i,x) < b(i,x) < d(i,x) < a(i + 1,x) for all i = 1, ... ,m
(omitting the term a( i + 1, x) for i = m, and also omitting d( i, x) if b( i, x) = 00.
We may assume that the elements c(i,x) and d(i, x) do not actually depend
on Xj so we write simply Ci and di. Next, we may assume that for some k,
1 :5 k :5 m, the elements a(k,x), x E N, are pairwise distinct (the argument
below is similar if some elements b(k,x), x E N are pairwise distinct). Note
that k > 1. Now define a homomorphism I of B into the BA of all subsets of
L n [dk-l, Ck) by setting I'll. = 'II. n [dk-t. Ck) for all 'II. E B. Now by Theorem
15.18 of the BA handbook, Part I, there is an isomorphism from the range of
I into B. But clearly I takes N onto a linearly ordered set of power 11:+, as
desired.
That B has depth ~ II: now follows from the Erdos-Rado theorem
(2~)+ -+ (A+){ in an obvious way.
D
We note the following two obvious facts about DepthHr:
(1) If (/I':, A) E DepthHrA, then /I': ~ A ~ IAI and /I': ~ tAo
(2) If /I': E [w, tA) then there is a A :5 2" such that (/I':, A) E DepthHrA.
Also, the following examples are relevant: if A is the finite-cofinite algebra
on /1':, then DepthHrA = {(w, A) : w ~ A ~ /I':}j if A is free on /1':, then DepthHrA =
{( A, J.t) : w ~ A ~ J.t ~ /I':}. A Problem similar to Problem 6 for Depthsr is open:

(/I':,

Problem 8. Is there an infinite cardinal /I': and a BA A such that
(2")+) E DepthHrA, while (w, (2")+) rt. DepthHrA?

The analog of Problem 7 is consistently resolved by an example of
Todorcevic [87]: in L, for each regular non-weakly compact cardinal /I': there
is an interval algebra A of power /I': with Depth' A = /I': and such that each
homomorphic image of power A < /I': has depth A.
Concerning special classes of BA's, first notice that Depth is the same
as cellularity for complete BA's. It is possible to have DepthA < cA for an
interval algebra. For example, let T be the order type of the real numbers, let
L be an ordered set of type 0 + (w + w*) . T, and let A be the interval algebra
on L. It is easily seen that DepthA = w while cA = 2"'.
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We begin with some equivalents of this notion. A set X of non-zero elements of a BA A is said to be centered provided that it satisfies the finite
intersection property. And A is called ,,- centered if A \ {O} is the union of "
centered sets.
Theorem 3.1. For any infinite BA A, dA i8 equal to each of the following
cardinal8:
min{" : A i8 i80morphic to a 8ubalgebra of P,,},min{" : A i8 ,,-centered},min{" : A i8 a union of" proper filter8}'min{" : A i8 a union of K ultrafilters}.
PROOF. Call the five cardinals mentioned "0, ... "4 respectively, starting
with dA itself. "0 :::; K1: Let 9 be an isomorphism of A into PK. For each a < "
let FOt = {a E A : a Ega}. Then, as is easily checked, FOt is an ultrafilter on
A. Let Y = {Fa: a < ,,}. We claim that Y is dense in UItA. For, let U be
a non-empty open set in UltA. We may assume that U = Sa for some a E A.
Thus a '# 0, so choose a Ega. Then a E Fa, and so FOt E Y n U, as desired.
"1 :::; "2: Suppose that A\{O} = Ua<,xXa , where each Xa is centered.
Extend each X a to an ultrafilter Fa. For each a E A let fa = {a < ,\ : a E Fa}.
Clearly f is an isomorphism of A into P'\, as desired.
Obviously "2 :::; "3 :::; "4·
K4 :::; KO: Let X be a dense subset of UltA. Then obviously A \ {O} =
UFEX F, as desired.
0

We begin the discussion of algebraic operations for d. If A is a sub algebra
of B, then dA :5 dB, and the difference can be arbitrarily large. If A is a
homomorphic image of B, then d can change either direction in going from B
to A. Thus if B is is a large free BA and A is a countable homomorphic image
of B, then d goes down. On the other hand, if B = Pw, and A = Pw/fin,
then dB = w while dA = 2"', since in A there is a disjoint set of size 2"'. Next,
d(A x B) = max(dA,dB) for infinite BA's A,B. To see this, note that ~ is
clear, since A and B are isomorphic to subalgebras of Ax B. For the other
inequality, suppose that f (resp. g) is an isomorphism of A (resp. B) into p"
(resp. P'\). Let

X = {(O,a): a < ,,} U {(I,a): a < '\}.
We define h mapping A x B into P X by setting
h(a,b) = {(O,a) : a E fa} U {(1,a): a E gb}
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for all ( a, b) E A X B. It is easily verified that h is an isomorphism of Ax B into
P X, and this proves ~. A similar idea works for products and weak products
in general:

Theorem 3.2. If (Ai: i E I} i8 a 8y8tem of non-trivial BA '8, then

d

(II
iEI

Ai)

=d

(IIW
iEI

Ai)

=L

iEI

dAj.

PROOF. First we work with the full product, showing that EiEI dAi =
d(IIiEI Ai). Clearly dAi ~ d(IIiEI Ai) for each i E I. Since IIiEI Ai has a
system of III disjoint elements, we also have III ~ d (iliEI Ai). This verifies
~. The direction ~ is proved as in the case of two factors, using the "disjoint
union" of all of the algebras. And the argument for weak products is the
same.
0

Concerning ultraproducts, we do not know the full story. The following is
fairly clear, though. Let (Ai: i E I} be a system of infinite BA's, and F an
ultrafilter on I. Then d(IIiEI Ad F) ~ I IIiEI dAd Fl· To see this, let fi be an
isomorphism of Ai into P(dAi) for each i E I. Then the desired isomorphism
9 of IIiEI Ad F into P(IIiEI dAd F) is given as follows: for any x E IIiEI Ai,
g(x/F) = {y/F: y E

II

dAi and {i E I: Yi E fixiJ E F}.

iEl

(This is easily verified.) So, we have the following problem:

Problem 9. Does there exist a system (Ai : i E I) of infinite BA's and
an ultrafilter F on 18uch that d(IIiEI Ad F) < I IIiEI dAd FI ~
Clearly d( A ffi B) = max( dA, dB): if f is an isomorphism of A into 1'11: and
9 is an isomorphism of B into p.x, then the following function clearly extends
to an isomorphism of A ffi B into 1'(", x .x): for a E A and bE B,

ha = fax

.x and hb =

II:

x gb.

For free products of several algebras there is a much more general topological
result. To prove it, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let II: be an infinite cardinal. Then the product 8pace
has density ~ II: (where", has the di8crete topology).

"'2",
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PROOF. Let D = {J
all x, y E "2, if x t M = y

D

U

=

E ~2K

:there is a finite subset M of K such that for
fx = fy}. We show that IDI ~ K. First,

t M, then

{J E ~2K: for all x,y E "2( if x

t M = y t M,

then fx

= fy}.

ME["I<w

So, it suffices to take any finite M ~ K and show that N ~f {J E ~2 K : for all
x,y E "2, if x t M = y t M then fx = fy} has power at most K. For any
fEN, let f' E M 2 K be defined as follows: for any x E M 2, choose any y E "2
such that x ~ y and let f' x = fy. Clearly the assignment f t-t f' is one-one.
SO INI ~ Ii:, as desired.
To show that D is dense in ~2K, let U bean open set in ~2K. We may
assume that U has a very special form, namely that there is a finite subset F
of "2 and a function g mapping F into K such that

Now let G be a finite subset of Ii: such that f t G i- h t G for distinct
f, h E F. Define k E ~21i: in the following way: for any x E "2, set kx = gf if
x t G = f t G for some f E F, otherwise let kx be O. Clearly kED n U, as
0
desired.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that (Xi : i E I) is a system of topological spaces
each having at least two disjoint non-empty open sets. Then d(TIiEl Xi) =
max(A,suPiEIdXi), where A is the least cardinal such that III ~ 2A.
Clearly dX i ~ d(TIiElXi) for each i E I. Suppose that D is
dense in TIiEl Xi but 21DI < III. Let U? and Ul disjoint non-empty open sets
in Xi for all i E I. For each i E I let
PROOF.

Vi = {x

E

II Xi: Xi E Un·
iEI

Then our supposition implies that there are distinct i, j E I such that Vi n D =
Let W = {x: Xi E U? and Xi E Uf}. Choose x E WnD. Then x E Vi
but x ¢ Vi, contradiction.
Up to this point we have proved the inequality~. Now for each i E I,
let Di be dense in Xi with IDil = dXi. Set K = max(A,suPiEIIDil). Then for
each i E I there is a function fi mapping K onto D i . Since III ~ 2A, we then
get a continuous function from ~2K onto TIiEIDi. Namely, let g be a one-one
function from I into "2. For each x E ~2K and each i E I let (hX)i = fiXgi.
Then h is the desired continuous function. To see that h is continuous, let U
be basic open in TIiEI Di. Then there is a finite F ~ I such that pri[U] is open

Vi nD.
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in Di for all i E F and pri[U] = Di for all i E I\F. Let L = {I E g[F] K. : Vi E
F(filgi E priU)}, For each IE L the set W, d~f {k E "2K. : I ~ k} is open in "2K.,
and h-I[U] = U'EL W,. So h is continuous. Clearly h is maps onto IIiEI Di.
Now Lemma 3.3 yields the desired result.
0
Corollary 3.5. If A is a free BA on K. free generators, then dA is the
smallest cardinal A such that K. $2.\.
0
Next we treat the topological density of the union of a well-ordered chain.
Suppose that (Ba : a < K.) is a strictly increasing sequence of BA's with union
A. Then dA $ Ea<1C dB a . In fact, for each a < K.let Xa be a set of ultrafilters
on A such that {F n Ba : F E Xa} is dense in UltBa. Then it is easy to see
that Ua<1C Xa is dense in UltA, as desired. In particular, if dB a $ A for each
a < K., then dA $ K.' A. Also note that if K. and A satisfy these conditions, then
K. $ (2.\)+; in fact, otherwise, with a = (2.\)+ we would have IBal ~ (2.\)+
since at least one new element is added at each stage, while IBal $ 2.\ by
Theorem 3.1. The following example is also relevant. Assume GCH, and let B
be a free BA on free generators {xa : a < W2}, and for each a < W2 let Aa be
the subalgebra of B generated by {xe : < a}. Then dB = Wl, while dAa = W
for all a < W2. Also relevant is the following. Suppose that (Ba : a < W2) is
a strictly increasing sequence of BA's such that dB a = W for all a < W2, and
we assume CH. Then d(Ua<w2 Ba) $ WI. This follows from a result in Shelah
[80]. These observations still do not describe completely what happens to d
under unions.
Concerning derived operations for topological density, we first mention:

e

Theorem 3.6. dH+A = dh+A = hdA for any infinite BA A.
PROOF. By definition, hdA = dh+A, and trivially dH+A $ dh+A. Furthermore, if D is dense in S ~ UltA, then D is also dense in 5, so the other
inequality is also clear.
0

We have dH_A = dh_A = W for infinite A, since by Sikorski's extension
theorem there is a homomorphism of A onto an infinite subalgebra of 'Pw.
Clearly ds+A = dA, ds_A = w, and dds+A = dA for any infinite BA A.
Furthermore, dds-A = dA: if B is a dense subalgebra of A and f is an isomorphism of B into 'PK., then f can be extended to an isomorphism of A into
'PK., as desired.
The spectrum functions dHs and dss have not been investigated. We mention the following specific problems:
Problem 10. Is it true that always dHsA
for an infinite BA A P

= [w,hdA)

or dHsA

= [w, hdA]

9.7 Topological density

Problem 11. Is it true that always dSsA
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= [w, dA]

for an infinite BA A?

From Theorem 3.1 the inequality cA ~ dA for every infinite BA A is
obvious. The difference between cA and dA can be arbitrarily large, for example
in free BA's. A further relationship between cA and dA is found in Shelah [80]:
if A = A<It, B satisfies the II:-CC, IBI = A+, and II: is regular and uncountable,
then dB ~ A.
Not much is known about the relations dS r and d Hr . It is relevant here
that dA ~ IAI always holds.
Turning to topological density for special classes of BA's, note first that if
A is the finite-cofinite algebra on 11:, then dsrA = {(A, A) : w ~ A ~ II:} = dHrA.
For interval algebras, we have one interesting inequality not true for BA's
in general. It is actually true for linearly ordered spaces in general, and we
give that general form, due to Kurepa [35]. This result has evidently been
rediscovered by many people independently; see, e.g., Juhasz [71].

Theorem 3.7. If L is an infinite linearly ordered space, then
PROOF. Assume the contrary. Set
L. Now we set

N

= {p E L

: p is the

~

II:

= (cL)+.

dL~

(cL)+.

Let ~ be a well-ordering of

-least element of some neighborhood of pl.

Clearly N is dense in L. Hence INI > 11:. Now for each pEN let Ip be the
union of all open intervals having p as their ~-first element. Then, we claim,
(1) If p

~

p', then Ip n Ipl

= 0 or Ipl C Ip.
p' and Ip n Ipl t=

In fact, suppose p ~
O. This means that there exist an
open interval U with ~-first element p and an open interval U ' with ~-first
element p' such that U n u' OJ hence U U U' is an open interval with both p
and p' as members, and with p as ~-first member. So, if V is any open interval
with ~-first element p', then V U U U U ' is an open interval with ~-first element
p, and hence V ~ Ip. This shows that Ipl ~ Ip. Since p E Ip \Ipl, (1) then
follows.
Next, set

t=

No

= {p EN: Ip

is not contained in any other Ipl}.

Now IpnIpl = 0 for all distinct p,p' E No, so
for all ~ < 11::

H~ =N\

INol < 11:.

We continue inductively

UN,,;
,,<~

N~ =

{p E H~ : Ip is not contained in any other Ipl for p' E He}.
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Note inductively that INel < Ii: , and hence always He 1: O. It follows that
I Ue<1C Nel ~ Ii:, so there is apE N\ L.J~<IC Ne. Thus p E He for all ~ < Ii:. But
then for each ~ < Ii: there is a p(~) ENe such that Ip C IpW' In fact, there is
a q E He such that Ip C I g • Taking the smallest such q under ~, we get the
desired P(~). Hence for all ~,TJ < Ii: we have Ipee> C Ip(,,) or Ip(,,) C Ipee>' By
the partition relation Ii: -+ (l\:,w)2 we may assume that p(~) ~ p(TJ) whenever
~ < TJ < 1\:, and hence the sequence (Ipee> :
< I\:) is strictly decreasing. For
each < I\: choose xe E Ipee> \Ip(Hl)' Let

e

e

e

Now if < TJ and X",Xe E K', then Xe < x,,: otherwise, note that xe is less
than all members of Ip(Hl); so x" $ xe < p(TJ + 1) and x",p(TJ + 1) E I p (,,), so
xe E Ip(,,)1 contradiction. Similarly, if < TJ and X",Xe E Kr, then Xe > x".
But this means that there are I\: disjoint open intervals, contradiction.
0

e

The interval algebra of a Souslin line gives an example of an interval algebra
A in which cA < dA; on the other hand, Martin's axiom implies that for an
interval algebra, cA = w => dA = w (see any set theory book). In general, the
existence of an interval algebra A such that cA < dA is connected with the
generalized Souslin problem.
Since interval algebras are retractive, it follows that if B is a homomorphic
image of an interval algebra A, then dB $ dA. Hence dA = hdA for every
interval algebra A.
An example of a complete BA A for which cA < dA can be obtained by
taking A to be the completion of a large free BA.
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If A is a subalgebra of B, then 11" A can vary either way from 11" B; for clearly
one can have 1I"A < 1I"B, and if we take B = Pw and A the subalgebra of B
generated by an independent subset of size 2"', then we have 11" B = w and
11" A = 2"'. Similarly, if A is a homomorphic image of B: it is easy to get such A
and B with 1I"A < 1I"B, and if we take B = Pw and A = BjFin, then 1I"B = w
while 11" A = 2'" since A has a disjoint subset of size 2"'. Turning to products, we
have 1I"(TIiEI Ai) = max(III, sUPiE/1I" Ai) for any system (Ai: i E I) of infinite
BA's. For, ~ is clear; now suppose Di is a dense subset of Ai for each i E I.
Let
E = {J E
(Di U {O}) : fi i:- 0 for only finitely many i E I}.

II
iEI

Clearly E is dense in TIiE/ Ai, and lEI = max(III, SUPiEI1I" Ai), as desired. The
same argument shows that 1I"(TI7EI Ai) = max(III, SUPiEI1I" Ai).
Turning to ultraproducts, it is clear that 1I"(TIiEI Ad F) ~ I TIiEI 11" Ad FI;
but we do not know whether equality holds:
Problem 12. Is it true that always 1I"(TIiEI Ad F) = I TIiE/1I" Ad FI ~
An easy argument shows that 11"( EBiEI Ai) = max( III, SUPiEI1I" Ai) for any
system (Ai: i E I) of Boolean algebras. In fact, if Di is dense in Ai for each
i E I, then
E ~f {do .. · . . d n -

1 :

3 distinct i o, ... , i n -

1

E I such that Vj < n(dj E Dij)}

is clearly dense in EBiEIAi, and it has the indicated cardinality. On the other
hand, suppose X is dense in EBiEIAi. We may assume that each element of X
is a product of members of UiEI Ai, with distinct factors coming from distinct
Ai'S. For each i E I let Yi = {x EX: x ::;: a for some a E Ai}. For
each x E Yi, let xi be obtained from x by replacing each factor of x which
is not in Ai by 1. Clearly then {xi: x E Yi} is still dense in EBiEIAi, so
1I"Ai ~ I{xi : x E Yi}1 ~ IYiI ~ IXI· It is also clear that III ~ IXI; so
IXI ~ max(III,suPiEI1I"Ai), as desired.
We turn to the discussion of unions. The following theorem describes what
happens.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that (Ao : 0' < K) is a strictly increasing sequence
of BA's, with union B, where K is regular. Let). = SUPO<IC 11" Ao. Then K ~ 2\
1I"B ~max(K, ).), and 1I"B ~ ).+.
PROOF. We may assume that at limit 0', Ao is the union of preceding
algebras. Let J.I. = (2~)+. Suppose that K ~ J.I., and let C be B if K = J.I., and
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let C = AI' otherwise. Let 8 = {a < J1. : cfa = A+}. Thus 8 is stationary in
J1.. For each a E 8, Aar has a dense subset Dar of size:::; A. Since cfa = A+, it
follows that there is an fa < a such that Dar ~ A/a' Now f is regressive on
8, so f is constant on a stationary subset 8' of 8. Let (3 be the constant value
of f on 8'. Then D (J is dense in C. But IC I ~ (2,x)+, contradiction.
This shows that", :::; 2,x. Now as in the discussion of unions for topological
density, we have 7r B :::; max( "', A). Supposing that 7r B > A+, this means that
'" > A+. We can use the argument of the preceding paragraph to arrive at the
contradiction that B has a dense subset of power at most A.
0
Note that the upper bound A+ mentioned in Theorem 4.1 can be attained:
use a free algebra, as in the discussion of unions for topological density.
Turning to the functions derived from 7r, we first want to show that 7rH+ =
7rb+ = hd (hereditary density). To do this, we need to discuss several other
matters first; these will be useful later too. First note that 7r has a clear meaning
for an arbitrary topological space X: namely, 7rX is the smallest cardinality of
a family 0 of open sets such that for every non-empty open set U there is a
V E 0 such that 0 #- V ~ U. Such a family 0 is called a 7r-base for X. It is
clear that for any space X, dX :::; 7r X.
Next, we call a sequence (xe : e < "') of elements of a space X leftseparated provided that for every < '" there is an open set U in X such that
Un {X., : rt < "'} = {X., : e:::; rt}. We now need the following important fact
relating this notion to the function hd:

e

Theorem 4.2. For any infinite Hausdorff space X, hdX is the supremum
of all cardinals", such that there is a left-separated sequence in X of type "'.

e

PROOF. If (xe : < "') is a left-separated sequence in X and '" is infinite
and regular, then clearly the density of {xe : < "'} is "'. Hence the inequality
~ holds. Now suppose that Y is a subspace of X, and set dY = "'. We construct
a left-separated sequence (xe : < 1\:) as follows: having constructed x., for all
rt < where < "', it follows that {X., : rt < 0 is not dense in Y, and so we
can choose xe E Y\{X., : rt < O. This proves the other inequality.
0

e,

e

e

e

Note that the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that if hdX is attained, then it is
also attained in the left-separated sense.
The essential fact used to prove that 7rH+ = hd is as follows; we follow the
proof of van Douwen [89], 8.1.
Lemma 4.3. Let A be an infinite BA. Then there exists a 8equence
< 7rA) 8uch that {xe : < 7rA} i8 den8e in A, and for each < 7rA
and each finite 8ubset G of (e, 7r A) we have xe . II'IEG -x'l I- O.

(xe :

e

PROOF.

proving

e

e

For brevity let 7r = 7r A. The major part of the proof consists in
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(1) There is a sequence (aE : ~ < 7r) of non-zero members of A such that
{aE: ~ < 7r} is dense in A and for each 7] < 7r, I{~ < 7]: aE·a" =I O}I < 7r(A t a,,).
To prove this, call an element b E A 7r-homogeneou3 provided that
7r(A t c) = 7r(A t b) for every non-zero c :::; b. Clearly the collection of all
7r-homogeneous elements of A is dense in A. Let A be a maximal disjoint collection of 7r-homogeneous elements of A. Let K, = IAI; then K, :::; cA :::; 7rA. For
each b E A let Mb be a dense subset of A t b of cardinality 7r(A t b). Then
U{Mb : b E A} is dense in A. Now let (Nb : b E A) be a partition of 7r into
disjoint subsets of power 7r. For each b E .A let fb be a one-one function from
Mb onto a subset of Nb of order type 7r(A t b). Now for each ~ < 7r, let

Suppose that 7] < 7r and
I{~

a" =I o.

Say 7] E ran(/b). Then

< 7] : aE . a" =I O}I :::;

I{~ E ranfb : ~

< 7]}1 < 7r(A t b).

Thus we have (1), except that some of the a" 's are zero. If we renumerate the
non-zero 's in increasing order of their indices, we really get (1).
Now we construct a sequence (b", : a < 7r) of non-zero elements of A so
that the following conditions hold:

a"

(2",) b", :::; a", for all a

< 7r,

and

(3",) for all
a

< 7r.

~

< a and every finite F

Assume that f3

~

(e, a]

we have bE . TI"eF -b"

=I 0 for all

< 7r, and b", has been constructed for all a < f3 so that

(2",) and (3",) hold. Then by (1) and (2",) for all a < f3 we see that the
set r ~f {a < f3 : b", . ap =I O} has power < 7r(A tap). Hence there is a nonzero bp in A such that bp :::; ap and for all ¢ E r and all finite G ~ r, if
b",· TI-yeG -b-y =I 0, then b",· TI-yeG -b-y g; bp. Thus (2p) and (3p) hold, and the
construction is complete.
It is clear from (2",) and (3",) that (b", : a
sequence.

<

7r) is the desired dense

o

The following theorem is due to Shapirovskll'.

Theorem 4.4. 7rH+A
PROOF.

UltA with

= 7rb+A = hdA for

any infinite BA A.

It is obvious that 7rH+A :::; 7rh+A. Now if 0 is a 7r-base for Y ~
7rY, without loss of generality 0 has the form {SanY : a E A}

101 =
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for some A ~ A. Let fx = Sx n Y for any x E A. Then f is a homomorphism
onto some algebra B of subsets of Y, and 0 is dense in B. This shows that
'lrh+A ~ 'lrH+A. It is also trivial that hdA ~ 'lrH+A: if B is a homomorphic
image of A, then dB ~ 'lrB. It remains just to show that 7rH+A ~ hdA.
Suppose that f is a homomorphism of A onto B, where B is infinite. Apply
4.3 to B to get a system (be:
< 'lrB) of elements of B such that for any
e < 'lrB and any finite subset G of (e,'lrB) we have be· II.,eG-b., =F o. For
each < 'lrB choose ae so that fae = be, and let Fe be an ultrafilter containing
all of the elements ae· II.,eG -a., for G a finite subset of (e,'lrB). We claim
that (Fe : < 'Ir B) is a left-separated sequence in UltA, so that 4.2 yields the
desired conclusion. In fact, for any < 'Ir B we have

e

e

e

e

{Fp : P < 'lrB}

n USa.,

o

= {Fp : P ~ 71}.

e~.,

The proof of Theorem 4.4 shows that 7rH+ and 7rh+ have the same attainment
properties; also, if 7rH+ is attained, then hd is attained in the left-separated
sense, and if hd is attained, then 7rH+ is attained.
The cardinal function 'lrS+ is of some interest, since it does not coincide
with any of our standard ones. Obviously 'Ir A ~ 'lrs+A for any infinite BA
A. Moreover, 'lrs+A ~ 'lrH+A; this follows from the following fact: for every
subalgebra B of A there is a homomorphic image C of A such that 'Ir B = 'lrC. To
see this, by the Sikorski extension theorem extend the identity function from B
into B to a homomorphism from A onto a subalgebra C of B. Since B ~ C ~ B,
it is clear that 'lrB = 'lrC. Thus we have shown that 'irA ~ 'lrs+A ~ 7rH+A for
any infinite BA A. It is possible to have 'irA < 'lrs+A: let A = PK-then
'irA = K, while 'lrs+A = 2", since A has a free subalgebra B of power 2", and
clearly 'Ir B = 2". It is more difficult to come up with an example of an algebra
where the other inequality is proper (this example is due to Monk):
EXAMPLE 4.5.

There is an infinite BA A such that 'lrs+A

< 7rH+A

To see this, let B be the interval algebra on the real numbers, and let
A
B EEl B. Now, we claim, 'lrs+A w, while 7rH+A 2"'. The latter equality
holds since sA = 2'" by the argument in the proof of 1.8. We repeat this
argument here in different terminology. For each real number r let Cr = br . b~,
where br = [-00, r) (as a member of the first factor of B EEl B) and b~ = [r, 00)
(as a member of the second factor of B EEl B). Note that we have adjoined -00
as a member of R in order to fulfill the requirement for interval algebras that
the ordered set in question always has a first element. It is easily checked that
(cr : r E R) forms an ideal independent system of elements of A, as desired.
Clearly sA ~ hdA by 4.2; then use 4.4. To prove that 'lrs+A = w, we proceed
as follows. Let C be any subalgebra of A. We want to show that 'lrC = w. Now

=

=

=
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each element c of C can be written in the form

L

XOic X Xlic,

i<m(c)

where XOic and Xlic are half-open intervals in B. Let T = {(m,r): m E w\{O}
and r E mQ}. An element (m, r) of T is a frame for c E C provided that
m(c) = m and ri E XOic for all i < m. For each (m,r) E T, let Dmr be the set
of all c E C with frame (m,r). Since C is the union of all of the sets D mr , it
suffices to take an arbitrary (m, r) E T and find a countable dense subset of
D rm .
We do a similar thing for the Xlic'S. Namely, for each c E D rm write
Xlic

U

=

Yijc,

j<n(i,c)

where each Yijc is a half-open interval ofreals. Let U = ((n,s): n E m(w\{O})
and s E TIi<m n(i)Q}. A member (n,s) of U is a .mbframe of c E D rm provided
that n(i, c) = n(i) and Si(j) E Yijc for all i < m. For each (n,s) E U, let Ens
be the set of all c E D rm such that (n, s) is a subframe of c. Since D rm is the
union of all of these sets Ens, it suffices now to take any (n, s) E U and find a
countable dense subset of Ens.
Ens is clearly closed under· . Hence it suffices to prove the following:
(1) If i < m and j < n(i), then there is a countable N ~ Ens such that for
every dE Enlf there is acE N such that XOic • Yijc 5: XOid • Yijd.
To prove (1), let No be a countable set of elements of Ens such that the
left end-points of the elements Xoid for d E No are cofinal in the set of left
end-points of all elements Xoic for c E Ens. Similarly let Nl do the same
thing for coinitiality and right end-points, N2 the same thing for cofinality,
left end-points, and elements Yijc, and N3 the same thing for coinitiality, right
end-points, and elements Yijc. Finally, let
N

= {ao . al • a2 • a3

:

ai E Ni for all i

< 4}.

To show that (1) holds, let dE Ens. Then let z(O) be an element of N such
that the left end-point of XOiz(O) is ~ the left end-point of XOid. Similarly choose
z(l) for 5: and the right end-point, z(2) for;::: and the left end-point of Yijd, and
z(3) for:::; and the right end-point of Yijd. Then let c = z(O)· z(l)· z(2)' z(3).
Clearly c E N and XOic • Yijc :::; XOid . Yijd, as desired.
0
The following problem is of some interest:

Problem 13. Is trs+A always attainedf
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7r-weight

Clearly 7rs_A = 7rH_A = 7rh_A = W for any infinite BA A. Furthermore,
d7rS+A =d7rS-A = 7rA for any infinite BA A. The spectra 7rHsA and 7rSsA have
not been investigated, and we mention two obvious problems:

Problem 14. Is it true that for every infinite BA A we have
7rHs

A

=

{ [w,hdA],

[w, hdA),

if hdA is attained,
otherwise?

Problem 15. Is it true that for every infinite BA A we have
7rSs

A -_

{[w,
7rs+AJ,
[
)

w,7rs+A ,

if 7rs+ A is attained,
otherwise ~

We have already observed that d ~ 7rj the difference is small, though, since
dA ~ 7r A ~ IAI ~ 2dA for any infinite BA A. Also worth noting is that under
MA+...,CH, if cA = wand 7rA < 2"" then dA = Wj see Hajnal, Juhasz [71].
We have not investigated the relations 7rS r and 7rHr.
About 7r for special classes of BAs, note that 7r A = dA for any interval
algebra Aj in fact, 7r A is also equal to hdA. To see this, note that dA = hdA for
A an interval algebra, since any interval algebra is retractivej then 7r A = dA by
the above inequalities. For A atomic, clearly 7r A is the number of atoms of A.
Also note that 7rs+A = IAI for A complete, and 7rs+A = hdA for A retractive.
If A is the completion of the free BA on WI free generators, then dA < 7r A:
clearly 7rA = WI, and Sikorski's extension criterion can be used to show that
dA=w.
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5. LENGTH
Recall that LengthA is the sup of cardinalities of subsets of A which are
simply ordered by the Boolean ordering. For references see the beginning of
section 2. The analysis of Length is similar to that for Depth; many of the
proofs are similar, but there are some differences. To take care of the first
problem, attainment of Length, we need two small lemmas about orderings:

Lemma 5.1. Let L be a linear ordering of regular cardinality A which has
no strictly increasing or strictly decreasing sequences of length A. Then there
exist a < b in L such that I[a, b)1 = A.

e

e

PROOF. Let (a~ : < 0) and (b~ : < /3) be coinitial strictly decreasing
and cofinal strictly increasing sequences in L, respectively. Then L, except for
its greatest element, if it has such, is the union of all of the intervals rae, b'l)'
and 0 < A and /3 < A, so the conclusion is clear.
0

Lemma 5.2. Let L be a linear ordering with first element 0, and with
cardinality K+, where K is infinite. Then there exist a < b in L such that
I[a, b)1 ~ K and IL\[a, b)1 ~ K.
PROOF.

Suppose not. Then clearly

(1) in there is no strictly increasing or strictly decreasing sequence of length
K+.

e

Define by induction a sequence ([ae, be) : < 0) of half-open intervals in L
such that [a." b'l) C [a~, b~) for < 1'/, I[a~, be)1 = K+, and IL\[a~, b~)1 < K for
all < 0, continuing as long as possible. How long is this? Well, if rae, be) has
been defined, then [aHb bHd can clearly be defined. Suppose that [a~, be) has
been defined for all < /3, where /3 is a limit ordinal < K+. Then

e

e

e

IL\

nrae, be)1 = I U L\[ae, be)1 <

e<fJ

K+,

~<fJ

so by (1) and Lemma 5.1 applied to n~<fJ[ae,b~), the interval [afJ,bfJ) can be
defined. Thus 0 ~ K+. Now ae ~ a., and b~ ~ b'l for
< 1'/, so one of
{ae : < K+} and {be : < K+} contains a suborder of L of size K+. This
contradicts (1).
0

e

e

e

Theorem 5.3. If cf(LengthA) = w, then LengthA is attained.
PROOF. The proof should be fairly clear, following the lines of the proof of
2.2. Some modifications: a is an co-element provided that for each i E w, some
ordering of size Ai is embeddable in A t a. When constructing ai, Lemma 5.2

Length
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is used to obtain elements c, d such that b = c + d, c . d = 0, and both Ate
and A t d contain strictly increasing chains of length >'ij then the new (*) is
applied.
0
The analog of 2.3 for Length does not hold. For example, if A is any
denumerable BA, then rN A has length 2rN. This is because PQ can be embedded
in rNA, and R can be embedded in PQ: for each r E R, let fr = {q E Q: q < r}.
To generalize this example, let us call a subset D of a linear order L weakly
dense in L provided that if a, bEL and a < b, then there is a d E D such
that a ~ d ~ b. Now for any infinite cardinal K let DedK = sup{>.: there is an
ordering of size>. with a weakly dense subset of size K}. The following theorem
from Kurepa [57] shows the connection of this notion to length in PK:
Theorem 5.4. Let K and>' be cardinals such that w ~ K ~ >.. Then the
follolwing two conditions are equivalent:
(i) There is an ordering L of size>. with a weakly dense subset of size K.
(ii) In PK there is a chain of size >..

'*

PROOF. (i)
(ii). We may assume that K < >.. Let D be weakly dense
in L, with IDI = K. Thus IL\DI = >.. Let f be a one-one function from K onto
D. For each a E L\D let ga = {a < K : fa < a}. Clearly a < b implies that
ga ~ gb. Suppose a < b with a, bEL \Dj choose xED so that a ~ x ~ b.
Hence a < x < b, and so f- 1 x E gb\ga and ga =1= gb, as desired.
(ii)
(i). Let L be a chain in PK of size >.. For each a < K let Xa =
U{a E L : a rJ. a}. For any a ELand a < K we clearly have a ~ Xa or Xa ~ aj
hence we may assume that {Xa : a < K} ~ L. Let D be a subset of L of size
K such that {xa : a < K} ~ D. Now suppose that a,b ELand a C b. Choose
a E b\a. Then a ~ Xaj and if eEL and a ~ c, then c ~ bj so Xa ~ b, as
0
desired.

'*

Because of this theorem, about all that we can say about the length of
products is this:
max(DedIII,suPiEILengthAi)

~ Length

(II

iEl

Ai)

~

II

LengthAi.

iEI

Shelah [87] has shown that Length(TIiEI Ai) cannot be calculated purely from
III and (LengthAi : i E I).
For weak products, we clearly have the following analogs of 2.6 and 2.7:
Theorem 5.5. Let K = suPiE1Length Ai, and suppose that cfK
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) TI7EI Ai has no chain of size K.

> w. Then
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5.6 Length

(ii) For all i E I, Ai has no chain of size

K.

PROOF. For the non-trivial direction (ii) -+ (i), suppose that X is a chain

in I17EI Ai. Wlog assume that for each x EX, the set Mx ~f {i E I : Xi " o}
is finite. Define x == y iff Mx = My. Then it is easy to see that == is a convex
equivalence relation on X; there is an order induced on XI ==, and clearly that
order is an interval of the ordered set w. It follows from cf K > w that some
equivalence class has cardinality K. Then the argument can go as in the case
of depth.
0

Corollary 5.6. Length (I17EI Ai) = SUPiEILengthAi.

o

By 5.5 we see that 5.3 is best possible: if K is a limit cardinal with cfK > w,
then it is easy to construct a weak product B such that LengthB = K but length
is not attained in B.
If A is a subalgebra of B, then LengthA S LengthB, and the difference
can be arbitrarily large. If A is a homomorphic image of B, then length can
vary either way from B to A again, see the argument for cellularity. Since an
ultraproduct of chains is a chain, the question of length of ultraproducts reduces
to some extent to the question of cardinality of ultraproducts: if Ki < length' Ai
for all i E I, then II1iEI Kil FI S Ilength (I1iEI Ad F) I·
For free products, we have Length( Ef)iEI Ai) = sUPiEI LengthAi; this result
of Gratzer and Lakser was considerably generalized by McKenzie and Monk;
but in any case the proof is too lengthy to include here. There are some
problems connected with free products and length; for details, see McKenzie,
Monk [82]; but we mention this problem:

Problem 16. Let A be the inteT'IJal algebra of a Souslin line, B a BA with
length N"'l not attained. Is Length(AEf)B) attained¥
Length is an ordinary sup-function, so Theorem 1.1 applies.
We turn to derived functions for length. The function LengthH+A seems
to be new. Note just that tA = DepthH+A S LengthH+A, using 2.11. It is
possible to have tA < LengthH+A; this is true when A is the interval algebra
on R, since tA = w, while obviously LengthH+A = 2"'. To see that tA = w,
one can use 1.2 and 1.7 plus the following simple relationship which we need
later anyway:

Theorem 5.7. tA S sA.

X

PROOF. We use 2.10: let (Fe :
= {Fe: < a}. For each < a,

e

e

(UltA\{F" : 11 < 0)

e < a) be a free sequence in UltA.

n (UltA\{F"

:

e+ 1 S 11 < an

Set
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Length

is an open set whose intersection with X is {Fe}, as desired.

o

We mention one problem concerning (implicitly) Length H+:
w

Problem 17. 18 it consistent to have a BA A with the property that
while A has no homomorphic image of power < IAI ~

< LengthA < IAI,

The function LengthH- is also new. Note that w ~ LengthH_A ~ 2w , by
an easy argument using the Sikorski extension theorem. It is obviously possible
to have w = LengthH_A.
Problem 18. Is always LengthH_A = CardH_A?
Obviously Lengths+A = LengthA and Lengths_A

= w.

Problem 19. Is always Lengthh_A = w?
Clearly Lengthh+A ~ Depthh+A = sA by 2.13. And Lengthh+A ~
LengthH+Aj but it is possible to have Lengthh+A > LengthH+A. This is true,
for example, if A is the finite-cofinite algebra on an uncountable cardinal K. For
then Lengthh+A = DedK, while LengthH+A = w. That Lengthh+A = DedK is
seen like this: UltA has a discrete subspace S of size K, and so Theorem 5.4
applies for the chains of subsets of S, since every subset is clopen.
Clearly dLengths+A = LengthA.
Problem 20. Is always dLengths_A = w?
We have not investigated LengthH•. Clearly Lengths.A = [w, LengthA] for
every infinite BA A.
Concerning the relationships of length to our previously treated functions,
note that obviously DepthA ~ LengthA for any infinite BA A. Another clear
relationship is LengthA ~ 2DepthA: if L is an ordered subset of A of power
(2DepthA)+, let -< be a well-ordering of Lj then by the Erdos-Rado partition
relation (2")+ -+ {K+)2 we get a well-ordered or inversely well-ordered subset of
L of power (DepthA)+, contradiction. Note that LengthA > 11" A for A = PWj
and cA > LengthA for A the finite-cofinite algebra on K.
We have not investigated Lengthsr and LengthHr.
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6. IRREDUNDANCE
Clearly IrrA ~ IAI. If A is a subalgebra of B, then IrrA ~ IrrB, and Irr
can change to any extent from B to A (along with cardinality). The same is
true for A a homomorphic image of B. Concerning the derived operations, we
note just the obvious facts that Irrs+A = IrrA, Irrs_A = W, Irr'h_A = w, and
dIrrS+A = IrrA. Obviously any chain is irredundant; so LengthA ~ IrrA. The
difference can be large, e.g. in a free BA. By Theorem 4.25 of Part I of the BA
handbook, 7rA ~ IrrA. In particular, if IAI is strong limit, then IAI = IrrA,
since then 7rA = IAI.
These trivial facts give the immediate results about irredundance. Deeper
facts about it are that it is consistent that there is a BA with irredundance
less than cardinality, and it is also consistent that every uncountable BA has
uncountable irredundance. The latter is an unpublished result of Todorcevic,
using an argument similar to his solution to the S-space problem. We shall
spend the rest of this section proving the first fact, in the form that under CH
there is a BA of power Wl with countable irredundance. We give two examples
for this. The first example is A E£) A, where A is the BA of closed-open subsets
of a compact Kunen line. We say "a" since there are various Kunen lines, and
we say "compact" since the standard Kunen lines are only locally compact.
For the Kunen lines, see Juhasz, Kunen, Rudin [76]. The second construction
uses considerably less than CH, and can be found in Todorcevic [86]. For a
forcing construction of an uncountable BA with countable irredundance, see
Bell, Ginsburg, Todorcevic [82]. A generalization of the main results about
irredundance (to other varieties of universal algebras) can be found in Heindorf
[89].
The history of these results is complicated. I think that the first example of
an uncountable BA with countable irredundance is due to Rubin [83] (the result
was obtained several years before 1983). The papers with the constructions we
give do not mention irredundance; their relevance for our purposes is due to a
simple theorem of Heindorf [89]. So, modulo the simple theorem of Heindorf,
the first example with irredundance different from cardinality is a Kunen line.
EXAMPLE 6.1. (CH) (A compact Kunen line). We construct a Boolean
space making use of the topology on the real line; the resulting space is not
linearly ordered, despite the name. We construct it by constructing a certain
locally compact space, and then taking the one-point compactification to get
the Boolean space we are interested in. Since we will be dealing with many
topologies, we have to be precise about what we mean by a topology-for us,
it is just the collection of all open sets. For any topology u and any subset
A of the space in question, AtT denotes the closure of A with respect to the
topology u. Let (xe : < Wl) be a one-one enumeration of R. For each 0: ~ Wl
let Ra = {xe : < o:}. Let p be the usual topology on R. Now we claim

e

e
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(1) There is an enumeration (SJ.& : J1. < WI) of all of the countable subsets of
R x R such that SJ.& ~ RJ.& x RJ.& for all J1. < WI.
In fact, first let (S~ : J1. < WI) be any old enumeration of the countable subsets
of R x R. We define SJ.& = RJ.& x RJ.& for all J1. < w. Now for W ~ J1. < WI let
SJ.& = S~, where v is minimum such that S~ rt. {S" : 1] < J1.} and S~ ~ RJ.& x RJ.&.
To see that this is the desired enumeration, suppose that S~ is not in the range
of the function S, and choose v minimum with this property. Then choose
J1. < WI such that S~ E Rng(S ~ J1.) for each p < v and S~ ~ RJ.& x RJ.&" Then the
construction gives SJ.& = S~, contradiction.
Now we construct topologies T" for all 1] ~ WI so that the following conditions hold:

(2,,) T" is a topology on R".
(3,,) Te = T" n 'PRe for e< 1].
(4,,) T" 2 {R" n U: U E pl.
(5,,) If
(6,,)

e,e <

1],

J1.

< eor J1. <

T" is first-countable.

e, and (xe,xe') E S~, then (xe,xe') E s;q.

T"

(7,,)
is Hausdorff.
(8,,) In T", the compact open sets form a base.
For (3 ~ W let Tf3 be the discrete topology on Rf3. Then the conditions
(2f3)-(8f3) are clear; (5f3) holds since SJ.& is finite under the indicated hypotheses.
Now assume that w < (3 ~ WI and TOt has been constructed for all a < (3
so that (2Ot) - (8Ot) hold. If (3 is a limit ordinal, let

Tf3 = {U

~

Rf3: UnR Ot E TOt for all a < (3}.

e

Then (2f3) - (5f3) and (7(3) are clear. For (6f3), suppose that < (3; we want to
find a countable neighborhood base for Xe. Let {Un: nEw} be a countable
neighborhood base for Xe in the topology Te+1. If V E Tf3 and Xe E V, then
VnRHI E THl, so there is an nEw such that Un ~ VnRe+1 ~ V, as desired.
Finally, for (8f3), it suffices to notice that if K ~ Re is compact in Te, where
< (3, then it is compact in Tf3 also.
Finally, suppose that (3 is an infinite successor ordinal a + 1. If there is
no J1. < a such that for some ~ a we have (XOt, xe) E s~ or (xe, xOt ) E s~, let
Tf3 be the topology with the base TOt U {{ xOt }}. The conditions (2 (3) - (8 (3) are
easy to check.
Now suppose there is such a J1.. Let T be the set of all ordered triples
(,")"e,J1.) such that ,")"e ~ a, '")' = a or e = a, and (x-y,x e ) E s~, where J1. < a.
Thus 0 < ITI S; w. Let (Cem,1]m,J1.m): m < w} emumerate T, each element
of T repeated infinitely many times. For each ~ a, let (U~ : n < w) be a
decreasing sequence of open sets forming a neighborhood base for xe in the

e

e

e
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usual topology p. Now for each n < w choose (Pn,qn) E SP.n n (U~n X U~n).
By (8",) we find compact open (in 1'",) Kn ~
such that Pn E Kn if tn = a
and qn E Kn if 7Jn = a. Let Tp be the topology on Rp having as a base the
sets in T", together with all sets of the form {x",} U Um>n Km for nEw. We
proceed to check (2p) - (8p). (2p) and (3p) are clear. For (4p), suppose that
V is open in p. If x", rt. V, then V n Rp = V n R", and so V E Tf3. Suppose
that x", E V. Choose nEw such that
~ V. Then Um>n Km ~
~ V.
Hence V n Rf3 = (V n R",) U {x",} U Um>nKm E Tp, proving (4f3). For (5f3),
assume that t,~' < (3, /-l < ~ or /-l < e', and (xe,xe') E S~. We want to
show that (xe, xe') E S;Il. To this end, take a neighborhood of (xe, xe'); we
may assume that it has the form W x W' with W and W' open in Tp. There
are three possiblities. If ~ = a and e' < a, we proceed as follows. We may
assume that W has the form {x",} U Um>n Km and W' has the form uf
for some n,a E w. Choose r > n,a so that (tr,7Jr,/-lr) = (~,~',/-l). Then
(Pr, qr) E Sp. n (W x W'), as desired. The other two cases are very similar. So
(5f3) is established. Condition (6p) is obvious, as is (7p). For (8p), note that
a set which is compact open in 1'", remains so in Tp. Hence it suffices to show
that {x",} U Um>n Km is compact for each nEw. Suppose that" is an open
cover of this set. Choose V E 0 such that x", E V. Then there is apE w
such that {x",} U Um>p Km ~ V, and without loss of generality n < p. Since
O\{V} covers Un<m~pKm, which is compact, there is a finite subset of "
which covers the desired set {x",} U Um>n Km. This finishes the construction
of the topologies.
For brevity, let l' = 1''''1' To proceed further, we need the following fact
about the construction:

U::

U::

For, let B be countable and p-dense in A; thus AP
so that B = Sp.- By condition (5"'1) we clearly have

U::

= BP.

Choose /-l <

WI

and (9) follows.
(10) (R,T) x (R,T) is hereditarily separable.
To prove (10), let X be any subspace of (R, 1') x (R, 1'). Let C be a
countable subset of X which is p-densein X. Then CU(X\CT) ~ CU(CP\CT),
so C U (X\CT) is countable by (9). It is T-dense in X, since if U, VET and
(U X V)nX # 0, then (U x V)nXn(X\CT) = 0 implies that (U x V)nX ~ CT
and hence (U x V) n X n C # 0, as desired.
Now we go to the final step in this example: let Y be the one-point compactification of (R,T). Recall that Y is obtained from R by adding just one
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point, say y, where the topology on Y consists of the members of T plus all sets
of the form {y} U U such that U ~ R and R\ U is compact in T.

(11) In Y, the closed-open sets form a base for the topology.
To show this, first note that any subset of R which is compact in the T sense
is also compact in Y. So, it suffices to show that each "new" basic open set
contains a new basic open set which is closed. So, let W be a "new" basic
open set-say W = {y} U U, where U S;;; R and R\U is compact in T. Since
the compact open sets form a base in T by (8"'1)' it follows that R\U S;;; V for
some V ~ R which is compact open in T (using the compactness of R\U). Thus
{y} U R\ V ~ W and {y} U R\ V is closed-open in Y, as desired.

(12) Y is Hausdorff'.
This follows on general grounds, since (R, T) is Hausdorff' and locally compact.
Thus Y is a Boolean space. It is straightforward to check that the BA
of closed-open sets is uncountable (new compact-open sets were introduced at
each successor step). It is clear from (10) that Y x Y is hereditarily separable.
That the dual of Y has countable irredundance follows from the following result
of Heindorf [89] (upon noticing that sA = cH+A ~ dH+A = hdA using 1.3 and
3.6):

Theorem 6.2. Let X be a Boolean "pace, and A it" BA of clo"ed-open
"et". Then IrrA ~ seX x X).
PROOF. Suppose that I is an infinite irredundant subset of Aj we will
produce an ideal independent subset of Ax A of power III (as desired-see
Theorem 1.2). Namely, take the set {a x -a : a E I}j it is as desired, for
suppose that

a x -a S;;;

(110 x -110) U ••• U (bm -

l

X -bm -

l ),

where a, 110, ••• , bm-l are distinct elements of I. Now a is not in ({bi : i < m}),
so it follows that in that subalgebra, a splits some atomj this means that there
is an e E m2 such that, if we set d = ni<m bi' then we have dna 1= 0 1= d n -a.
Choosing xEd n a and y E d n -a it follows that (x,y) E a x -a but
(x,y) rt bi x -bi for each i < m, giving the desired contradiction.
0
EXAMPLE 6.3. This example, which as we mentioned is from Todoreevic

[86], constructs a topology on a certain subset of "'w. First, some notation: If
A is a set with a linear order < on it, and if k E w, then (A}k denotes the

set of all I E k A such that Ii < Ii for all i < j < k. For I, 9 E "'w define
9 if 3mVn ~ m(fn < gn). The BA we want will be constructed under
the assumption that there is a subset A of "'w of power Wl which is unbounded
under <*. This is an obvious consequence of CH, but is weaker.

f <*
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Without loss of generality A has order type Wi under <* and all members
of A are strictly increasing. In fact, take the A originally given, and write
A = {fer : 0' < wI}. Then one can inductively define ler for 0' < Wi so that
/P <* fer for 13 < 0', fOl <* fOl' and 101 is strictly increasing. Namely, let fo be
arbitrary. If /p has been constructed for all 13 < 0', let (gn : n < w) enumerate
(fp : 13 < 0'). Define JOI(n) to be > fOl(m) for all m < n, also> fer(n), and
also> gm(n) for all m < n. Clearly this works. The new set {Jor : 0' < wd
(still denoted by Abelow) has the desired properties.
We will apply the above notation (A)k to A under the ordering <*. Let T
be an Aronszajn subtree of {s E <WI W : s is one-one}. (See Kunen [80], p. 70.)
For each 0' < Wi let tOl be a member of T with domain 0'. Define e : (A)2 - t w
by e(/OI'/p) = tfjO' for 0' < 13. Then the following conditions clearly hold:
(1) For all b E A, eb ~ e(·, b) is a one-one map from Ab ~f {a E A: a <* b}
into w.

(2) For all a E A, the set {eb tAli: bE A} is countable.
For distinct a, b E A let .6.(a, b) be the least n < w such that an =F 00. And
let .6.(a,a) = 00. Now we define H: A - t 'PA by

Hb

= {a E A : a <* band e(a, b)

~

b(.6.(a, b))}.

Note by (1) and the definition of H we have
(3)

for alll < wand bE A the set {a E Hb: .6.(a, b) = l} is finite.

Next we define Cb for b E A by recursion on b: a E Cb iff a
(4)

= b or

3c E Hb(a E Cc and Vd E Hb(d =F a and d =F c =* .6.(a, d) < .6.(a,c))).

Note that

(5)

Hb~Cb

for all b E A (take c = a and note that .6.( a, a) = 00).
For each nEw and bE A let Cnb = {a E Cb: .6.(a, b) ~ n}. Then

(6)

c E Hb

=* 3l(C,C ~ Cb).

In fact, {x E Hb : .6.(x, b) = .6.(c,b)} is finite by (3). Choose 1 > .6.(x,c) for
any x :f:. e which is in this set, and with I > .6.( e, b). Suppose that d E C,eo
We claim that dE Cb, and that the element e works for this purpose in (4).
Indeed, suppose that x E Hb, x :f:. d, x :f:. c, and .6.( d, x) ~ .6.( d, e). So x agrees
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with c up through 1- 1, hence ~(x, b) = ~(e, b), so that x is in the indicated
set, which gives a contradiction 1 > ~(x, e).
(7)

a E Cb =9- 31(C,a ~ Cb).

For, we may assume that a ¢. Hb by (6), and we proceed by induction on b.
The conclusion is clear if a = b, so suppose that a '" b. Choose e in accordance
with (4). Then a '" e since a ¢. Hb. By the induction hypothesis, choose 1
such that Cia ~ Ce. Without loss of generality, 1 > ~(a, e). We claim that
Cia ~ Cb. To prove this, let dE Cia. So, d E Ce. Suppose that x E Hb, x '" d,
x'" e, and ~(d,x) ~ ~(d,e). Then x'" a since a ¢. Hb. And ~(d,e) = ~(a,e)
since ~(d,a) > ~(a,e), so ~(a,x) ~ ~(a,e), contradiction.
From (7) we immediately get
(8)
From (8) it immediately follows that the collection of sets {Cmb : b E
A, mEw} forms a base for a topology on A. It is Hausdorff, since, given a '" b,
let 1 = A(a, b) + 1; clearly Cia n C,b = O. Also note that each set Cb = Cob is

open. Next,
(9)

C,b is closed in Cb.

For, suppose that x E Cb\C,b, and let m =
Cb\C,b, as desired.
(10)

~(x,

b)+1. Then clearly CmxnCb

~

Cb is compact.

We prove this by induction on b. So, assume that it is true for all e <* b, and
suppose that Cb ~ UXEX Cm(x)x. Then choose Y E X such that b E Cm(y)Y.
There is an 1 such that G,b ~ G m (II)Y' Now we consider two cases:
Case 1. Hb is finite. In this case, we can easily show that Gb is closed:
suppose that a E A\Cb. Hence a", b and
(*)

\:Ie E Hb(a

¢. Ce or 3d E Hb(d '" a and d '" e and A(a, d)

~ ~(a,e))).

If e E Hb and a ¢. Ge, choose an open neighborhood Uc of a with the property
that Uc n Ce = 0, using the inductive hypothesis. For e E Hb and a E Ge,
choose d = d( a, e) E Hb such that d", a, d '" e, and A( a, d) ~ A( a, e). Let

n

cEHb,a~Cc

n

C .o.(a,d(a,c»+l a.

cEHb,aECc

Clearly V nCb = 0, as desired (showing that Cb is closed).
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Now for each e E Hb we have that Ce nCb is a closed subset of Ce, and
hence the inductive hypothesis finishes this case. (Here one should note that
Cb = {b} u UCEHb(Cen Cb).)
Ca8e 2. Hb is infinite. Let Y = {e E Hb : Ll( e, b) < I}. Thus Y is finite
by (3). For each e E Y let

Dc

= {a:

Ll(a, b)

< 1, a

and d =I e =>
Ll(a, d) < Ll(a,e»)}.

E Ce, and Vd E Hb(d

=I a

Then we claim

(**)

e E Y and a E Dc and m

= Ll(a, e) => Crne ~ Cb.

For, assume the hypotheses. If Ll( a, e) ~ Ll( a, b), then Ll( d, b) < Ll( a, b) for all
dE Hb\{a,e}, which implies that Hb is finite, contradiction. Thus Ll(a, e) >
Ll( a, b). Thus if u E C e and Ll( u, e) ~ Ll( a, c), then e works for u to show that
u E Cb. This proves (**).
For e E Y with Dc =I 0 let m(e) = min{Ll(a, e) : a E Dc}. Then Cb =
C,b u UCEY,Dc¥O Crn(c)e, and the inductive hypothesis applies to show that Cb
is compact. So, we have proved (10).
From (9) and (10) we get

(11)
(12)

C,b is compact; so A is locally compact.
a

<* b => Ca =I Cb.

This is true because b E Cb\Ca. So there are uncountably many compact
open sets.
A subset F ~ (A)k is cofinal in A provided that for all a E A there is an
IE F such that a <* Ii for all i < k. Next we prove
(13) V finite k ~ 1 and V cofinal F ~ (A)k3I,g E F(fi E Hgi for all i < k).
This will take a while to prove, but it leads us close to the end of the matter.
Let D ~ F be countable dense in F in the ordinary topology (Ww has the
product topology with w having the discrete topology; k(ww) gets the product
topology too). Choose e E A such that Ii <* e for all lED and i < k. Now

VI E F3m E wVn

~

mVi < j < k(fin < fin).

Hence there is an uncountable Fo ~ F and an mo such that

(14)

VI E FoVn

~

moVi < j < k(fin < fin).
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= {f E Fo : c <* fo}.

Hence there is an uncountable F2

Then

~

Fl and an m > mo such that

(15)
Now
F2 = U{{f E F2 : Vi

<

k(Ji

rm =

sd : S

Hence there is an uncountable subset F3 of F2 and an

E k(mw)}.
S

E k(mw) such that

(16)
Let C = {eb

r Ac : b E A}.

Then

so there is an uncountable F4 ~ F3 and a u Eke such that

(17)
Now there is an nEw such that {fon : f E F 4 } is unbounded in w, since
otherwise, for each nEw let gn be greater than each fon for f E F4 . It follows
that 9 is an upper bound for A, contradiction. Take mO to be the least such
n. Then there is apE w such that {fo r mO : f E F 4 } ~ mOp; so there is a
to E mop and an infinite subset Fs of F4 such that fo r mO = to for all f E Fs
and {fomO: f E Fs} is unbounded in w. We may assume, in fact, that Fs has
the form {f0j : j < w}, where foomO < fOlmO < .... Now for any i E w, if
n = max{mO, m}, choose f E Fs such that i < fomO; then i < fon < !In. This
means that {!In : f E Fs} is unbounded in w; choosing the least such n and
proceeding as before, and then doing the same thing for 2, ... , k - 1, we end up
with mO, ... , m(k - 1), to, ... , tk-l, ti E miw for all i < k, F, = {f'i : j < w}
with pOml < fllml < ... for 5 ~ 1 < 5 + k, and F4 ;2 Fs ;2 ... ;2 F Hk . Then
the following two conditions hold:
(18)
(19)

< k(ti ~ fi).
Vn < w3f E FHkVi < k(Jimi > n).
Vf E FHkVi

For, (18) is clear. Concerning (19), let n < w. For each i < k, the set G i of
f E FHi such that fimi ~ n is finite; choosing f E FHk not in any of these
sets Gi gives the desired f in (19).
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Now the open set in k(ww) determined by {to, . .. , tk} meets F, since F4 is
contained in itj so by the denseness of D, choose dE D in this open set: ti ~ di
for all i < k. Then pick mEw such that

(20)
By (19) there is an

I E FHk such that

Hence for all i < k we have

so di is in H Ii for all i < k, as desiredj we have proved (13)!
Next,

(21) For every positive integer k, the space k A does not have an uncountable
discrete subspace.
We prove this by induction on kj suppose that it is true for all k' < k. Suppose
that F is an uncountable discrete subspace of k A. We may assume that there
is an integer m such that (Cm/o x ... x Cmlk-l) n F = {f} for all I E F. For
all I E F define =f on k by i =/ j iff Ii = Ii. Without loss of generality, =/
is the same for all I E F. Hence by the induction hypothesis, is the identity
relation, so that each I E F is one-one. And then by a similar argument with
permutations of k we may assume that Ii <* Ii whenever I E F and i < j < k.
Next, we may assume that (rngl : I E F) is a a-system, say with kernel G.
For each I E F, {i < k : Ii E G} is a finite subset of kj we may assume that
this set is the same for all IE Fj call it r. Thus Ii = gi for all I,g E F and all
i E r. So the set F' ~f {f t (k\r) : I E F} is still uncountable and discrete.
Since (rng/: I E F') is a system of disjoint sets, F' is cofinal in A. And

=

so we may assume that Ii t m = gi t m for all I,g E F' and i < k. Now we
apply (13) to get distinct I,g E F' such that Ii E Hg j for all i < k. Since
Ha ~ Ca for all a, this clearly is a contradiction. So (21) holds.
The only remaining step is to take the one-point compactification A' of Aj
it is clear that it satisfies the desired conditions.
0

Problem 21. Can one Con"truct in ZFC a BA A $uch that IrrA <

IAI p
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7. CARDINALITY
We denote IAI also by CardA. The behaviour of this function under algebraic operations is for the most part obvious. Note, though, that questions
about its behaviour under ultraproducts are the same as the well-known and difficult problems concerning the cardinality of ultraproducts in general. CardH_
is a non-obvious function. Clearly CardH_A :5 2101 for every infinite BA, and
CardH_A = w for many BAs, e.g. for free BAs and interval algebras. But
CardH_A = 2101 for A satisfying CSP. W. Just [88] has shown that it is consistent to have a BA A such that Wl ::;; CardH_A = IAI < 2 .... Questions about
CardH- are connected to some problems about cofinality and related cardinal
functions which will not be considered here; see van Douwen [89]. The cardinal
function Cardh+ is defined as follows:
Cardh+A

= sup{IClopXI : X

~ UltA}.

It is possible to have Cardh+A > IUltAI : this is true, for example, with A the
finite-cofinite algebra on an infinite cardinal 1\., taking X to be the set of all
principal ultrafilters on A, so that X is discrete and hence ClopX = P X and
Cardh+A = 2". On the other hand, Cardh_ coincides with CardH_: obviously
Cardh-A :5 CardH_A, and if X is any infinite subset of UltA, then the function
f such that fa = Sa n X is a homomorphism from A onto an algebra B such
that IBI :5 ClopX; so CardH_A :5 Cardh_A. Clearly dCards+A = IAI, and
dCards_A = 7rA.
We shall now go into some detail concerning the spectrum function CardHs ,
which seems to be another interesting derived function associated with cardinality. First we note some more-or-Iess obvious facts: (1) If A is an infinite free BA, then CardHsA = [w,IAIl; (2) If A is infinite and complete, then
CardHsA = [w, IAIl n {II':: 11':'" = II':} (using in an essential way the Balcar-Franek
theorem); (3) if w ::;; II': ::;; IAI, then CardHsA n [11':,2"1 =F 0; (4) if A has a free
sub algebra of power " ~ w, then CardHsA n [11':, " ...] =F o. Now we prove a few
more involved things.

Lemma 7.1. If II': i8 an infinite cardinal, L i8 a linear ordering, the 8equence (aa : a < 11':) i8 8trictly increa8ing in L, and A i8 the interval algebra on
L, then [w, 11':] ~ CardHsA.
PROOF. It suffices to show that II': E CardHsA. Define x == y iff x,y E L
and Va < I\.[(aa < x iff aa < y) and (x < aa iff y < aa)]. Then == is a convex
equivalence relation on L with the equivalence classes of order type II': or II': + 1,
and the desired homomorphism is easy to define.
0
Corollary 7.2. If" i8 an infinite cardinal and A i8 the interval algebra
on 11':, then CardHsA = [w,II':].
0
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Corollary 7.3. If K, i8 an infinite cardinal, L is a linear ordering of power
;::: (2")+, and A i8 the interval algebra on L, then [w, K,+] ~CardHsA.
PROOF. One can apply the Erdos-Rado theorem (2")+
chain in L of order type K,+ or (K,+)*.

---+ (K,+)~

to get a
0

Theorem 7.4. Let A be the interval algebra on R. Then CardHsA
{w,2W}.

=

PROOF. The inclusion ;2 is obvious. Now suppose that I is a homomorphism of A onto an uncountable BA Bj we want to show that IBI = 2W. Notice
that I is determined by a convex equivalence relation E on R, where the number of E-equivalence classes is IBI. Now L' ~f U{k : k is an E-equivalence
class with Ikl > 1} is Borel, so L" ~ R\L' is also. There are only count ably
many E-equivalence classes k such that Ikl > 1, so clearly IL"I = IBI. Hence
IBI = 2W by the Alexandroft'-Hausdorff theorem (see Kuratowski [58] Theorem
0
3, p. 355).

Theorem 7.5. CardHs(A x B) = CardHsA U CardHsB.
PROOF. The inclusion ;2 is obvious. Now suppose that I is a homomorphism of Ax B onto an infinite BA O. Let F be an ultrafilter on A and G
an ultrafilter on B. Then we can define an isomorphism 9 of A into A x B by
setting ga = (a, a/G) for all a E A. Similarly we get an isomorphism h of B
into A x B. We claim that 0 is generated by (f 0 g)[A] u (f 0 h)[B] U {J(1, On
(hence one of (f og)[A] or (f oh)[B] is of power 101, giving the other inclusion).
To see this, let cEO, and choose ( a, b) E A x B such that I( a, b) = c. Then
Iga· 1(1,0) + Ihb . -/(1,0) = c, as desired.
0

Theorem 7.6. CardHs(A E9 B) = CardHsA U CardHsB.
PROOF. The inclusion ;2 is obvious. If I is a homomorphism from A E9 B
onto 0, then I[A] U I[B] generates 0, so the other inclusion follows.
0

Corollary 7.7. Ifw :5
[w, K,] U {2W}.

K,

:5 2w , then there is a BA A such that CardHsA =

PROOF. Apply Theorem 7.5 to

generators.

A x 'Pw, where A is the free BA on

K,

free
0

Theorem 7.8 (CH). If there i8 a BA A such that CardHsA = {W,W2},
then there is an wI-Kurepa family.
(For the definition of a Kurepa family and for various results concerning
this notion, see Kunen [80].)
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PROOF. By the fact (4) above, and CH, A has no uncountable independent
subset. Hence by Shelah's theorem (Part I of the Handbook, Corollary 10.9)
and CH, A does not satisfy ccc. Hence A has a homomorphic image B which is
a subalgebra of 'PWI containing all singletons. Clearly CardHsB = {w, W2}. If r
is any countable subset of WI, then b ~ bn r for b E B is a homomorphism, and
hence {b n r : b E B} is countable. Thus B itself is an wI-Kurepa family.
0
Two remarks concerning Theorem 7.8: If K is a Kurepa family, then the
subalgebra (K) of 1'wl generated by K is also a Kurepa family, since for any
countable r the function f : b ~ b n r is a homomorphism from (K) onto a
subalgebra B of 1'r, and B is generated by {fb: bE K}, which is countable.
The second remark is that it is consistent with CH that there is no Kurepa
family, hence no BA as described in Theorem 7.8.

Problem 22. 1$ it con$i$tent with CH that there i$ a BA A $'Uch that
CardHsA = {W,W2}?
Note that the relations Cards r and CardHr are trivial. In comparing cardinality with the cardinal functions so far introduced, we now note explicitly
that 2dA ~ IAI for any infinite BA A. Finally, recall from Part I of the BA
Handbook, Theorem 12.2, that IAI'" = IAI for any infinite CSP algebra A, in
particular for any (count ably) complete infinite BA A.
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8. INDEPENDENCE
There is a lot of information about independence in Part I of the Handbook. An even more extensive account is in Monk [83].
To treat the attainment problem, it is again convenient to first talk about
independence in products.

Theorem 8.1. If neither A nor B ha3 an independent 3et of power
then A X B al30 doe3 not.

K

2:: w

PROOF. Let ( aa, ba ) : a < K) be a system of elements of A EB B; we want
to show that this system is dependent. Choose a finite subset r of K and e E r2
so that TIaH a~a = 0, and then choose a finite subset ~ of K\r and 6 E ~2 so
that TIaE~ b~a = O. Let e = r u ~ and () = 6 U e. Then TIaEe(aa, ba )9a = 0,
as desired.
0

Corollary 8.2. Ind(A x B) = max(IndA,IndB) if A and B are infinite
BAs.
0
Corollary 8.3. If (Ai : i E I) i3 a 3y3tem of BA3, K i3 an infinite cardinal,
and for every i E I, the 3et Ai doe3 not have an independent 3ub3et of power
K, then TI7EI Ai al30 ha3 no 3uch 3ub3et.
PROOF. Suppose that X is an independent subset of TI7El Ai of power K.
Fix x EX. We may assume that F ~f {i E I: Xi
(y

#- O}

is finite. Then

t II Ai: y E X\{x})
iEF

is a system of

K

independent elements of TIiEF Ai, contradicting Theorem 8.l.

Corollary 8.4. Ind(TI7EI Ai) = SUPiEl1ndAi.

o
o

Corollary 8.3 enables us to take care of the attainment problem for independence. For each limit cardinal K there is a BA A with independence Knot
attained. For K = W we simply take for A any infinite superatomic BA. Now
assume that K is an uncountable limit cardinal. Let I be the set of all infinite
cardinals < K, and for each'\ E I let B>.. be the free BA with ,\ free generators.
Then A cl,g n~EI B>.. is as desired, by Corollary 8.4.
It is perhaps surprising that the analog of Corollary 8.4 for arbitrary products is false. We give an example showing this due to T. Cramer [74].
EXAMPLE 8.5. For each infinite cardinal K there i3 a 3uperatomic BA A
3uch that Ind W A = K. To see how surprising this is, recall that a superatomic
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BA has no infinite independent subset. To construct A, we first construct, for
each positive integer n, a certain algebra Bn. Namely, Bn is the subalgebra of
p([I\':]n) generated by {a~ : a < I\':}, where for each a < I\': we set
a~

= {X E [I\':]n : a EX}.

Also recall that for any set Y and cardinal >., [Y],x = {Z ~ Y :
derive important properties of Bn we notice the following:

IZI = >'}.

To

(1) If mEw, (a(i) : i < m} is a sequence of distinct ordinals < 1\':, and e Em 2,
then TIi<m(a:(i»)ei = {X ~ I\': : IXI = n, a(i) E X whenever ei = 1, and
a(i) f/. X whenever ei = O}.
From this the following fact is clear:

(2) Under the hypotheses of (1), let b = TIi<m(a:(i»)ei and let p = I{i < m :
ei = 1}li then b =F 0 iff p $ ni for p < n, b is the sum of I\': atoms, and for p = n,
b is an atom. Thus Bn is atomic.
(3) If n is a positive integer, let I be the ideal of Bn+l generated by its atoms.
Then Bn+l/I ~ Bn.
To prove (3), an isomorphism f is determined by:

f[a:+l] = a: for all a <

1\':.

To see this, it suffices by Sikorski's extension criterion to note that if
a(O), ... ,a(m) is a sequence of distinct ordinals < I\': and e(O), ... ,e(m) E 2,
then

n+ 1 ]e(m) - 0 iff (an+1)e(0)
. . . . . [a o(m)
[an+1]e(0)
0(0)
0(0)

n+1 )e(m)
n . • • n (a o(m)

EI

iff I{ i $ m : ei = 1} I ~ n + 1
I·ff (an
0(0) )e(o) n • • • n (an
o(m) )e(m) -- 0
,
as desired.
Note that Bl is the BA of finite and cofinite subsets of 1\':. Hence from (3)
and Proposition 17.8 of Part I of the BA handbook it follows that each algebra
is superatomic. Now we let A = n;<n<", Bni by Example 17.18 of Part I of
the BA handbook, A is also superatomic. Finally, we define f E "("'A) by the
following rule, where a < 1\':, n < w, and 0 < i < w:

~ ). _ { 0, if n =F i,
(Jon
Z.
a on, . f
I n = z.
Clearly

f is an independent system in "'A.
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Although this example takes care of the most obvious question about independence in products, there is still an important problem left. It arises
upon asking whether Example 8.5 can be done with an interval algebra (they
always have independence w too, just like superatomic algebras, although independence is attained for some interval algebras). The answer is no, but the
situation is a little complicated. First observe that if (Ai : i E I) is a system
of non-trivial BAs and I is infinite, then IndUL El Ai) ~ 2\1\; this follows from
the fact that PI, which has independence 2\11, can be embedded in TIiEIAi.
This leads to the following problem:

Problem 23. If Ai i8 a non-trivial interval algebra for each i E I, where
I i8 infinite, i8 Ind(TIiEl Ai) = 2\1\ P Equivalently, i8 it true that for every
infinite cardinal K there i8 no linear order Land 8equence (xc> : a < (21<)+)
with the following propertie8 P
(1) For all a < (21<)+ and {3 < K, xc>{3 i8 a finite collection of half-open
interva18 of L.
(2) For all finite di8joint r, ~ ~ (21<)+ there i8 a {3 < K 8uch that

n(U xc>(3) n n(L\ Uxc>(3) =I o.

c>Er

c>EA

There are two results concerning this problem; Shelah, Soukup [89], and the
following theorem of Tim Carlson.

Theorem 8.6. Supp08e that Ai i8 a non-trivial interval algebra for each
i E I, where I i8 infinite, III = K. Then Ind(TIiEI Ai) :::; 22A .
PROOF. First we prove a general fact about dependence in interval algebras. Let L be a linearly ordered set and B the interval algebra on L. For each
x E B write
x = [a~, af) U ... U [a~(n(z»-2' a~(n(z»-l).

where -00 :::; a~ < af < ... < a~(n(z»-l :::; +00. We call n(x) the length of
x. If x and y have the same length then they are said to have relative p08ition
</>, where </> E2nx2n3 is defined as follows: for any i,j < 2n, </>(i,j) is 0,1, or 2
according as af < aj, af = aj, or af > aj. Now we want to prove the following
general dependence result concerning this notion:
(1) If x(O), x(I), x(2), x(3) E B have the same length and there is a </> such that
for all i,j with 0 :::; i < j :::; 3, xCi) and xU) have relative position </>, then
x(O) . -x(l) . x(2) . -x(3) = O.
To prove (1) we introduce some terminology: for any y E L, let a!.l = -00
if a~ =F -00, and a~n = 00 if a~n-l =F 00. Now it suffices to take arbitrary
i, j, k, I with i, k < n and j, lEn U {-I} and show that
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.,(0») ["(1) .,(1»)
(2) [a 2.,(0)
i , a 2i+l n a 2j+l' a 2j + 2

"(2») [.,(3) .,(3) )
n ["(2)
a 2k , a 2k + 1 n a 2 l+ 1 ' a 2 l+ 2

=

o.

ld Then tee
h 1ements a .,(0) , a .,(1)
.,(2) .,(3)
Suppose t h at (2) f 8.1·1s to h o.
2i
2j+ 1 , a 2k , a 2 l+ 1
.,(0)
.,(1)
.,(2)
.,(3) Fr
h f
h 1ements a2i+l,a2j+2,a2k+l,a2l+2.
are alIIess t h an each 0 f tee
om t e act
that relative positions are the same, this implies the following additional facts
· h we d
< .,(1) .,(2) < .,(0) .,(3) < .,(1)
( and ot h ers wh IC
on' t nee d) : a 2.,(2)
l+ 1 _ a 2i+l j a 2l+ 1 _ a 2j+2 j a 2k _ a 2i+l j

a~i3) ~ a~J~2. Now we get contradictions in each of the following four possible
cases:
Case 1. i ~ j and k ~ 1. A contradiction follows from

Case 2. j < i and k

Case 3. i

~

~

1. A contradiction follows from

j and 1 < k. A contradiction follows from
.,(3) < .,(3) <
a 21+2 - a 2k -

Case 4. j

<i

.,(1)

<

.,(1)

a2i+l - a 2j+1·

and 1 < k. A contradiction follows from
.,(3) < .,(3) < .,(0) <
a 2 l+ 2 _ a 2k _ a 2j + 2 _

.,(0)

a 2i

.

This proves the above general fact (1) about interval algebras. To prove the
theorem, suppose without loss of generality that actually I = K" and assume
that X is an independent subset of TIO'<II: AO' of power (22~)+. We may assume
that there is a function tP ElI: w such that for each x E X and Q < K" XO' has
length tP Q . Let -< be any well ordering of X. Then [X)2 can be partitioned
into 211: classes indexed by TIO'<II:(2(.pO')x2(.pO')3) by putting a pair {x,y}, where
x -< y, into Yx (X E TIO'<II:(2(.pO')x2(.pO')3) provided that XO' and yO' have relative
position XQ for all Q < K,. Then by the Erdos-Rado theorem (2).)+ -+ (>"+)1,
where>.. = 2\ there exist a X E TIO'<II:(2(.pO')x2(.pO')3) and a subset Y of X
of power (211:)+ such that if x(0),x(1),x(2),x(3) E Y with x(O) -< x(l) -<
x(2) -< x(3), then for any Q < K, and 0 ~ i < j $ 3, the elements x( i)O'
and x(j)O' have relative position XQ. But then the above fact (1) yields that
x(O) . -x(l) . x(2) . -x(3) = 0, contradiction.
0
We turn to independence in ultraproducts. As in the case of cellularity, it
is easy to see that if F is a count ably complete ultrafilter on an index set I and
each Ai has countable independence, then so does TIiEI Ad F. Namely, suppose
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that (fOtI F : 0: < WI) is a system of independent elements of [LEI Ad F. Now
for every i E I there exist finite disjoint subsets M( i), N( i) of WI such that

OtEM(i)
Hence
1=

OtEN(i)

U {i E I: M = M(i) and N = N(i)},
M,N

with M and N ranging over finite subsets of WI, so, since F is w2-complete,
there exist finite disjoint M, N ~ WI such that {i E I : M = M( i) and N =
N(i)} E F. But then I10tEM fOtI F· I10tEN - fOtI F = 0, contradiction.
Further, if F is countably incomplete and each algebra Ai is infinite, then
I1iEI Ad I is wI-saturated, hence is CSP, from which it follows that I1iEI Ad I
has independence ~ 2"'. (See Part I of the BA handbook, Theorem 13.20.)
Like with cellularity, if I is infinite, F is a III-regular ultrafilter on I, and Ai is
an infinite BA for each i E I, then Ind(I1iEI Ad I) ~ 2111. The proof is similar
to that for cellularity: let E be a subset of F such that lEI = III and each
i E I belongs to only finitely many members of E; let Gi be the set of all e E E
such that i E e. With each g EE2 we associate g' E I1iEI Ai as follows. Let
(Xh : h E Gi 2) be a system of independent elements of Ai. Then for any i E I
we set g'i = XgrGi. We claim that ([g'] : g EE2) is an independent system
of elements of I1iEI Ad I. To see this, let [(gO)'], ... , [(gem - 1))'] be distinct
elements of I1iEJ Ad I and let e Em2. Let H be a finite subset of E such that
(gO) ~ H, ... , (g(m - 1)) ~ H are all distinct. Let i E nH be arbitrary. Now
H ~ Gi, so (gO) ~ Gi, ... , (g(m - 1)) ~ Gi are all distinct. Hence

« g 0)")£0
z .... ' « g (m

- 1))")£(m-l)
Z

£0 rGi ••••• x(g(m_l»
£(m-l)...J.
0,
= x(gO)
rGi r

as desired.
Independence in free products is treated in Part I of the BA handbook:
Ind(A$B) = max(IndA, IndB), while if I is infinite and IAil ~ 4 for each i E I,
then Ind($iEIAi) = max(III,suPiElIndAi)j see Part I, Theorem 11.15. Under
subalgebra and homomorphic image formation, the behaviour of independence
is basically simple: if A is a sub algebra or homomorphic image of B, then
IndA ~ IndB, and the difference can be arbitrarily large. Finally, independence
is an ordinary sup-function, and so its behaviour with respect to unions of wellordered chains is given by Theorem 1.1.
We turn to the functions derived from independence. IndH+, Inds+, and
dInds+ all coincide with Ind itself. IndH_ appears to be a new function. In
unpublished work, S. Koppelberg has constructed, using 0, a BA A such that
IndH_A = W and CardH_A = Wl.
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Problem 24. Can one construct in ZFC a BA A with the property that
IndH_A < CardH_A?
Clearly Inds_A
Indh+A

= w for any infinite BA A.

= sup{IXI : X

We define

!; ClopY, X is independent, Y !; UltA}.

Then it is possible to have A superatomic, hence with IndA = w, while
Indh+A > IUltAI; see the argument for Card. In fact, maybe it is always
true that Indh+A = Cardh+A:

Problem 25. Is Indh+A

= Cardh+A for

every infinite BA A?

Indh- is defined analogously. Again we do not know anything about this
cardinal function:

Problem 26. Is Indh_A

= IndH_A for

every infinite BA A ~

The function dInds- appears to be interesting; if A is P X for some infinite
X, then we have dInds-A = w since the BA of finite andcofinite subsets of X
is dense A. On the other hand, if A is an infinite free BA of regular cardinality,

then dInds_A = IAI; see Part I of the BA handbook, Theorem 9.16.
Concerning the spectrum function Ind Hs , note that if IndH_A ~ J1. ~ IndA,
then A has a homomorphic image B such that J1. ~ IndE ~ J1. w • Moreover, if
A has CSP, then this cannot be improved:
IndHsA = {'x: 2W ~,X

~

IndA,

,XW

= ,X}.

(These remarks are due to S. Koppelberg.)
The spectrum function Indss is trivial: IndssA = [w,IndA] for every infinite BA.
Caliber has been implicitly studied quite a bit for independence. We
formulate one vague question in this regard. A BA A has free caliber K if
VX E [A]"3Y E [X]"(Y is independent}; FreecalA is the set of all K ~ IAI such
that A has free caliber K. It is open to characterize in purely cardinal number
terms the sets r of cardinals such that there is a BA A such that FreecalA = r.
The comparison of independence with the cardinal functions already introduced is simple: IndA ~ IrrA for every infinite BA A, and the difference
can be arbitrarily large, for example in an interval algebra; it is possible to
have IndA bigger than 7l" A, for example in P K. DepthA can be much larger
than IndA, for example in the interval algebra on K. Note that there are some
close relationships between independence and cellularity, though. For example,
(2cA )+ ~ IndA by Corollary 10.9 of Part I of the BA handbook.
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The relations Inds r and IndHr have not been investigated.
We close this section with some comments on independence for special
kinds of BAs. By the Balcar-Franek theorem, IndA = IAI for infinite and complete. For CSP algebras in general, all one can say is that IndA = (IndA)W j see
Part I of the BA handbook, Theorem 13.20. Finally, recall the important fact
that interval algebras and superatomic algebras have countable independence.
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9. 7r-CHARACTER
First of all, note that if F is a non-principal ultrafilter on a BA A, then
7rXF 2: w. To see this, suppose that X is a finite set of non-zero elements of
A which is dense in F Choose y E F such that y < TI(X n F). Then choose
x E X such that x:5 y. TI{z E F: -z E X}. This clearly gives a contradiction,
whether x E F or not.
We begin the actual discussion with products. Clearly 7rX( A x B) =
ma.x(7rxA,7rXB) for any infinite BAs A and B. More generally, we have:
Theorem 9.1. For any &y&tem (Ai : i E I) of infinite BA& we have
7rX(TI7e I Ai) = SUPieI7rXAi.
PROOF. We may assume that I is infinite. Since Ult(TI7eIAi) is the onepoint compactification of the disjoint union of all of the spaces UltAi, it suffices
to prove the following:

(1) Let F be the ultrafilter on TI7eI Ai consisting of all x E TI7eI Ai such that
:F 1} is finite. Then 7rXF = w.

{i E I: Xi

To prove (1), let J be any denumerable subset of I. For each j E J we
define an element xi of TI7eI Ai by setting, for each i E I,

~= {

XI

0 if j :F i, }
1 1'f'J = t..

We claim that {xi: j E J} is dense in F. To see this, take any y E F. Then
there is a j E J such that Yi = 1. So xi :5 y, as desired.
0
Note that the proof of Theorem 9.1 shows that 7r-character is attained in
TI7eI Ai iff there is an i E I such that 7rX TIieI Ai = 7rXAi and 7rXAi is attained.
Using this remark, we can describe the attainment property of 7r-character:
for each uncountable limit cardinal '" there is a BA A with 7r-character '" not
attained: we take the weak product of free algebras of the obvious sizes. On the
other hand, if 7rXA = w, then it is attained, since any non-principal ultrafilter
has infinite 7r-character by our initial remark.
Turning to arbitrary products, we have:
Theorem 9.2. If (Ai : i E I) i& a &ystem of non-trivial BAs with TIieI Ai
infinite and III regular, then 7rX(TIieI Ai) 2: ma.x(III, sUPiEI7rXAi).
If i E I and G is an ultrafilter on Ai, then the following set
F ~f {y E TIiEI Ai : Yi E G} is an ultrafilter on TIiEI Ai, and a subset of
TIiEI Ai dense in F clearly gives rise to a subset of Ai with no more elements
which is dense in G. Hence 7rXA i ~ 7rX(TIiEI Ai).
PROOF.
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Next, assume that I is infinite; we show that III ~ 7rXCI1iEI Ai). For each
subset J of I let x J be the characteristic function of J, considered as a member
of I1iEI Ai. Let F be any ultrafilter on I1iEI Ai containing all elements xIV
such that IJI < III. Then, we claim, 7rXF ~ III. In fact, suppose that X ~ A+,
X is dense in F, and IXI < III. For each y E X choose iCy) E I such that
Yi(y) :F O. Let J = {iCy) : y E X}. Then the element XIV of F is not ~ any
element of X, contradiction.
0
Actually, 7rX can jump tremendously in a product. To show this, we use
the construction in Example 8.5. Recall that the algebra A there has power
11:, where II: is any cardinal given in advance. We claim that 7rXA = w and
7rX('" A) = 11:. To see the first part of the claim, by Theorem 9.1 it suffices to
show that 7rXBn = w for each positive integer n. Let F be any ultrafilter on Bn;
we may assume that F is non-principal, and hence does not contain an atom.
Let M = {a < II: : a;! E F}. Then by the description given in Example 8.5 we
must have IMI < n. Let N be a denumerable set of members of [lI:jn such that
b n c = M for any two distinct members b, c EN. We claim that {{ b} : bEN}
is a subset of Bn which is dense in F (as desired). In fact, if bEN, then
I1aEb a~ = {b} by (1) of Example 8.5, so N ~ Bn. For the denseness, suppose
that X E Fj without loss of generality X has the form I1aEM a~ . I1.8EJ
for
some finite subset J of II: disjoint from M. Choosing bEN such that bn J = 0
we clearly have b E X and so {b} ~ x.
Now we show that 7rXC'" A) = 11:. With the function f as defined in Example
8.5, let F be any ultrafilter on '" A such that fa E F for all a < 11:. Suppose that
X ~ "'A is dense in F and IXI < 11:. Then there is an x E X and an infinite
M ~ II: such that x ~ fa for all a E M. Choose nEw such that Xn :F O. Now
Xn ~ fan, so Xni = 0 for n :F i, while Xnn ~ a~ for all a E M, and so a E Y
for each Y E Xnn and each a E M, contradiction.
The possibility of doing the above with interval algebras, which naturally
arose in section 8, is not so interesting here, since interval algebras can have
high 7r-character (see the end of this section).

-ap

7r-character has not been studied for ultraproducts.
Concerning subalgebras, it is possible to have A a subalgebra of B while
7rXA > 7rXBj this is true, for example, if B = Pw and A is a free subalgebra of
size 2"'j then 7rXB = wand 7rXA = 2"'. Similarly for A a homomorphic image
of B: take B to be the sub algebra of Pw generated by { {i} : i < w} U M, where
M a collection of independent elements of Pw of size 2"', and let A = B lfin;
then A is isomorphic to the free BA of power 2"'.
Next we describe 7r-character for free products:
Theorem 9.3. If (Ai : i E I) is a system of BAs each with at letUt
elements, then 7rX $iEI Ai = max(III, SUPiEI 7r XAi).

4
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PROOF. For brevity let B = EfliEIAi. First take any i E Ij we show that
7rXAi 5 7rXB. Let F be any ultrafilter on Ai, and extend F to an ultrafilter
G on B. Suppose X ~ B is dense in G. We may assume that each x E X has
the form

(1) x = TIiEMz yj
for some finite subset Mx of I, where yj E Aj for every j E Mx. Now define
Y = {yf : x E X,i E Mx}. Then clearly Y is dense in F and IYI 51XI. This
proves that 7rXAi ~ 7rXB.
Next, we show that III ~ 7rXB, where we assume that I is infinite. For
each i E I choose ai E Ai such that 0 < ai < 1. Let F be an ultrafilter on
B such that ai E F for each i E Ij clearly such an ultrafilter exists. Suppose
that X ~ B is dense in Fj we may assume that each x E X has the form
(1) indicated above. Clearly then, by the free product property, we must have
IXI ~ III·
Now let F be an ultrafilter on B. Then for each i E I, F n Ai is an
ultrafilter on Ai, and so there is an Xi ~ Ai of cardinality ~ 7rXAi which is
dense in F n Ai. Let

Y = {y :there is a finite J
Clearly

WI

~

~

I and a b in TIjEJ Xi such that y = TIiEJ bj}.

max(III, SUPiEIAi) and Y is dense in F, as desired.

0

Concerning the behaviour of 7rX under unions, we have the following analog
of Theorem 4.1j it is proved in essentially the same way.
Theorem 9.4. Suppose that (A" : Ct' < I\:) is a strictly increasing sequence
of BA 's, with union B, where I\: is regular. Let A = sup"<",7rXA,,. Then I\: 5 2>.,
7rXB 5max(l\:, A), and 7rXB 5 A+.
0
Concerning the derived functions of 7r-character, the first result is that
tA = 7rXH+A = 7rXh+A, where 7rXh+A = sup{7rX(F, Y) : FEY, Y ~ UltA},
and for any point x of any space X, 7rX(x,X) is defined to be min{IMI : M is
a collection of non-empty open subsets of X and for every neighborhood U of
x there is a V E M such that V ~ U}. Such a set M is called a 10cal7r-base
for x.
Theorem 9.5. For any infinite BA A we have tA

= 7rXH+A = 7rXh+A.

PROOF. First we show tA 5 7rXh+A. For brevity let I\: = 7rXh+A. Let F
be an ultrafilter on A, and suppose that Y ~ UltA and F ~ UYj we want to
find a subset Z of Y of size 5 I\: such that F ~ U Z. We may assume that
F ft Y. By the definition of 7rXh+A, let M be a local 7r-base for F in Y U {F}
with IMI 57rXh+A. The assumption that F ft Y implies that F is not isolated
in Y U {F}, and hence that V n Y f:. 0 for every V EM. Taking a point from
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each such intersection, we get a subset Z of Y of power ~ ~ such that V n Z =f. 0
for every V EM. Then clearly F S; UZ, as desired.
Next we show that 7rXh+A ~ 7rXH+A. Given Y S; UltA, let Y be the
closure of Y, and recall from the duality theory that Y corresponds to a homomorphic image of A. So, we just need to show that 7rXY ~ 7rXY. Let y E Y,
and let M be a local 7r-base for y in Y. Then {U n Y : U E M} is clearly a
10cal7r-base for y in Y. So, 7rXY ~ 7rXY follows.
Finally, we show that 7rXH+A ~ tAo Note that if Y is a closed subspace of
X and (x~ : ~ < o:) is a free sequence in Y, then it is a free sequence in X also.
Hence it suffices to show that if ~ is any cardinal less than 7rXA then there is
a free sequence of length ~+ in A, using Theorem 2.10. Let F E UltA with
7rXF ~ ~+. Thus we have:
(1) For every subset B of A+ of power ~ ~ there is an a E F such that
b· -a =f. 0 for every b E B.
We construct a sequence {aa : 0: < ~+} by induction. Choose ao arbitrary
E F. Now suppose that afJ has been defined for all f3 < 0:, where 0 < 0: < ~+.
Let G a be the set of all non-zero products IIfJEM afJ . IIfJEN -ap such that
M and N are finite disjoint subsets of 0: such that M < N (meaning that
MV>" E N(~ < >..». By (1), choose aa E F such that b· -aa =f. 0 for all
bE Ga.
Next for all 0: < ~+ let

V~ E

H Q = {afJ:

f3

~ o:} U {-afJ:

0:

< f3 < ~+}.

By the definition of the sequence (aa : 0: < ~+), Ha has the finite intersection
property. Extend HQ to an ultrafilter Ka. Then (Ka : 0: < ~+) is a free
sequence, since for any 0: < ~+ we have {KfJ: f3 < o:} S; S(-aa) and on the
other hand {KfJ : 0: ~ f3} S; S(aa), as desired.
0
Note from the proof of Theorem 9.5 that one of 7rXh+ and 7rXH+ is attained
iff the other iSj and if 7rXh+ is attained, then so is t, in the free sequence sense.
It is possible to have 7rxs+A > 7rXAj this is true, for example, for A = Pw,
using the fact that Pw has a free subalgebra of size 2"'.
Clearly 7rXs-A = 7rXH_A = w. On the other hand, 7rXh-A = 1 for any
infinite BA A, since UltA has a denumerable discrete subspace. It is easily
checked that d7rXs-A = d7rXs+A = 7rXA for any infinite BA A.
Recall from the introduction that for a cardinal function such as 7rX we
can define an associated function 7rXinf as follows: 7rXinfA = inf{7rxF : F is
an ultrafilter on A}. And recall from Part I Theorem 10.16 the useful result
of Shapirovskilthat IndA = (7rXinr)H+A = SUP{7rXinfB : B is a homomorphic
image of A}, for A not superatomic.
The functions 7rXHs and 7rXss have not been investigated.
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Clearly 7rXA ~ 7r A for any infinite BA A. The difference between 7rX
and 7r can be large, for example in a finite-cofinite algebra: as in the proof of
Theorem 9.1, 7rXA = w for a finite-cofinite algebra A. 7rXA > dA for some free
algebras Aj a free algebra also shows that 7rXA can be greater than LengthA.
7rXA > IndA for A the interval algebra on an uncountable cardinal K., and
OepthA> 7rXA for A the interval algebra on w'" • (K. + l)j both of these results
are clear on the basis of the description of 7rX for interval algebras given at the
end of this section.
There are two interesting positive results concerning the relationship of
7rX with our earlier cardinal functions. The first of these is true for arbitrary
non-discrete regular Hausdorff spaces, with no complications in the proof from
the BA case:
Theorem 9.6. dX ~ 7rXXcx for any non-di"crete regular Hatl.8dorff space
X.
Proof. By non-discreteness, 7rXX ~ Wj this is easy to check, following the
lines of the argument at the beginning of this section. For each x E X let 0",
be a family of non-empty open subsets of X such that 10",1 ~ 7rXX and for
every neighborhood U of x there is a V EO such that V ~ U. Now we define
subsets Ya ~ X and collections l'a of open sets for a < (cX)+ by induction so
that the following conditions hold:

(1) IYal ~ (7rXXYx j
(2) l1'al ~ (7rXX)Cx.
Fix Xo E X. Set Yo = {xo} and 1'0 = 0"'0' Suppose that Yp and 1'p have
been defined for all {3 < a. If a is a limit ordinal, set Y a = Up <a Yp and
1'a = UP<a 1'p. Now suppose that a is a successor ordinal {3 + 1. Set
Qa =

fR : 'R ~ 1'p, I'RI ~ cX, U'R =F X}

Clearly IQal ~ 7rXXcx. For every 'R E Qa choose cP1l E X\U'R and put

Ya

= Yp U {cP1l: 'R E Qa},
1'a =

U Oz.
"'EYe>

This finishes the definition. Now we claim

(3) L ~f U~«cX)+ Y a is dense in X.
Since ILl ~ (7rXXYx, (3) finishes the proof. To prove (3), suppose that it
is not true. Then by regularity, there is an open U such that L ~ U ~ U =F X.
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Set P* = UzEL Oz, and T = {V E P* : V ~ U}. Let 'R. be a maximal disjoint
subset of T. Then L ~ U'R.j for, if x E L\U'R., then x E U\U'R., which is
open, so there is a V E Oz such that V ~ U\U'R., and 'R. U {V} contradicts
the maximality of'R.. Also, U'R. ~ UT ~ U -=F X. Since 'R. ~ Pp for some
f3 < (cX)+, it follows that 'R. E Q p for some f3 < (cX)+, and hence we get
4>x E X\U 'R. ~ X\L, contradiction.
0

Theorem 9.7. dA· 7rXA

= 7rA for

any infinite BA A.

PROOF. We already know that dA ~ 7rA and 7rXA ~ 7rA. Now let D be
a dense subset of UltA with IDI = dA, and for each FED let XF be a local
base for F of size ~ 7rXA. Clearly UFED XF is dense in A, as desired.
0

The functions 7rXSr and 7rXHr have not been investigated.
Concerning 7rX for special classes of algebras, we first give a description of
what happens for interval algebras. Let L be a linearly ordered set with first
element 0, and let A be the interval algebra on L. The ultrafilters on A are
in one-one correspondence with the final segments of Lj corresponding to the
ultrafilter F is the segment {a E L : [0, a) E F}. Given a terminal segment T
of L, let K. be the type of a shortest cofinal sequence in L\T and oX the type
of a shortest coinitial sequence in T. If both K. and oX are infinite, then 7rXF
is the minimum of K. and oX. If one is infinite and the other is 1, then 7rXF
is the infinite one. If both are 1, then 7rXF is 1. From this description it is
easy to construct a linear order L such that if A is the interval algebra on L
then 7rXA < xA: for example, let L be 0 + w* . WI +W*. The above description
implies that 7rXA = w, while if F is the ultrafilter corresponding to the terminal
segment w*, then XF = WI. In this example we also have 7rXA < DepthA. The
description of 7rX also shows that 7rXA ~ DepthA for an interval algebra A.
If A is complete, then cA :5 7rXA: in fact, suppose that 7rXA < cA. Let X
be disjoint in A with EX = 1 and IXI = (7rXA)+. Let F be an ultrafilter on
A such that E(X\Y) E F for each Y c X such that IYI < IXI. Let Y be a
7r-base for F with IYI < IXI. For each y E Y choose X,I E X such that y·x ,I -=F o.
Then {x,I: y E Y} is a 7r-base for F n (x)cm (the complete subalgebra of A
generated by X). But - E,lEY X,I E F n (x)cm, contradiction.
We do not know whether 7r A = 7rXA for A complete.

Problem 27. Is 7rA = 7rXA for A complete?
In section 4 we gave an example of a complete algebra A with the property
that dA < 7rAj hence by Theorem 9.7 we have dA < 7rXA also.
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10. TIGHTNESS
Again we note first of all that if F is a non-principal ultrafilter in a BA A,
then tF ~ w. To see this, note that for each x E F there is a y rf. F such that
0< y < x; hence there is an ultrafilter G z such that x E G z but G z "I- F. Let
y = {G z : x E F}. Thus F ~ UY. Suppose that Z is a finite subset of Y such
that F ~ U Z. But it is a very elementary exercise to show that no ultrafilter
is included in a finite union of other, different, uItrafilters. So, tF ~ w, and
hence tA ~ w for every infinite BA A.
From at the definition of tightness it is clear that t( A X B) = max{ tA, tB}.
Furthermore, t(II7EI Ai) = SUPiEltAi for any system (Ai: i E I) of non-trivial
BA's with I infinite. By the topological description of weak products, to prove
this it suffices to show that tF = w for the "new" ultrafilter F ~ {x E II7EI Ai :
there is a finite subset F of I such that Xi = 1 for all i E I\F}. To see this, let
J be any infinite subset of I, and for each finite subset X of J let Xx be the
function which is 1 on I\X and 0 on X itself. Suppose that F ~ U Y, where
Y ~ UltA. For each finite subset X of J let G X be a member of Y such that
Xx E Gx, and let Z = {Gx : X is a finite subset of J}. Clearly F ~ UZ, as
desired.
Note that this argument again shows that tightness is attained in II7E1 Ai
iff there is an i E I such that t II7EI Ai = tAi and tightness is attained in Ai
(for infinite Ai'S). From this, the attainment property of tightness follows: for
each limit cardinal '" > w there is a BA A with tightness", not attained: take
the weak product of (AA : w < A < "', A a cardinal), where AA is the free BA
of size A.
It is appropriate at this point to recall the equivalent to tightness involving
free sequences; see Theorem 2.10. There is an algebraic equivalent of free
sequences. Let A be a BA. A free sequence in A is a sequence (X( : ~ < 0')
of elements of A such that if ~ < 0' and F and G are finite subsets of ~ and
o'\~ respectively, then II'lEF X'l' II 'lEG -x'l "I- O. Then A has a free sequence of
length 0' iff UltA has a free sequence (in the topological sense, defined in section
2) oflength 0'. In fact, first suppose that (X( : ~ < 0') is a free sequence in A. For
each ~ < a let Fe be an ultrafilter containing {x'l : TJ ~ 0 U {-x'l : ~ < TJ < a}.
This is possible by the definition above. It is easy to check that (Fe : ~ < a)
is a free sequence in UltA. Conversely, let (Fe : ~ < a) be a free sequence in
UItA. Then by the definition of free sequences in spaces, for each ~ < a there
is aXe E A such that {F'I : TJ < 0 ~ S(-xe) and {F'I: ~ ~ TJ} ~ Sxe. Then
(xe : ~ < a) is a free sequence in A. This equivalence shows, in particular,
that IndA ~ tAo Note that tightness in these two free sequence senses have
the same attainment properties: one is attained iff the other is.
Concerning attainment in the free sequence sense, we first show
Theorem 10.1. If'" is an infinite cardinal with cf", > w and (Ai: i E I)
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is a system of BA's none of which has a free sequence of type
Il7EI Ai does not have a free sequence of type It.

It,

then also

PROOF. Suppose that (Fa: a < It) is a free sequence in UltIl7EIAi. We
think of Ult Il7EI Ai as the one-point compactification of the disjoint union of all
of the spaces UltAi. We may assume that the "new" ultrafilter G is not among
the Fa's. For each a < It let iFa be the unique i E I such that Fa E UltAi.
Set J = {iFa : a < It}. Then IJI ~ cflt, since It = UiE J{7] < It : iF" =
Now J = U~<IC{iF" : 7] < 0, so it follows from cflt > w that there is a ~ < It
such that {iF" : 7] < 0 is infinite. Clearly I{ iF" : ~ ~ 7]} I ~ cf It by the above
argument, so it follows that

n.

G E {F" : 7]

< ~} n {F" : ~ ~ 7] < It},

o

which contradicts the free sequence property.

It follows from Theorem 10.1 that for every It with cflt > w there is a BA
with tightness It not attained in the free sequence sense.

Now we turn to the case of cofinality w:
Theorem 10.2. Let tA = It, where It is a singular cardinal of cofinality
w. Then A has a free sequence of length It.
PROOF. This will be a modification of the proof of 2.2; see also Theorem
2.11. An element a E A is called a J.l-element if for some ideal I of A t a, the
algebra (A t a)j I has a strictly increasing sequence of type J.L. Let (Ai: i < w)
be a strictly increasing sequence of infinite regular cardinals with supremum It.
We call an element a E A an oo-element if it is a Ai-element for all i < w.

(1) If a is an oo-element and a = b + c with b· c = 0, then b is an oo-element
or c is an oo-element.
For, it is enough to show that for every i < w, either b is a Ai-element or c
is a Ai-element. Suppose that for some i < w, neither b nor c is a Ai-element.
Let I be an ideal in A t a and ([Xa] : a < Ai) a strictly increasing sequence of
elements in (A t a)jI. Now if a < f3 < Ai, then
Xa . b· -(xp . b) = Xa . -xp . bEl n (A

t b),

and hence in A t b we have [xa . b] ~ [xp . b]. Hence there is an a < Ai such
that if a < f3 < 'Y < Ai then x.., . -xp . bEl. Similarly for c: there is an
a' < Ai such that if a' < f3 < 'Y < Ai, then x.., . -xp . eEl. But then if
max(a,a') < (3 < 'Y < Ai we get x..,' -xp E I, contradiction. This proves (1).
Now we construct disjoint elements ao, al, ... such that ai is a Ai-element
for all i < w. Suppose that ai has been constructed for all i < n so that
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TIi<n -ai is an co-element. Now there exists an ideal I in A t TIi<n -ai with
a sequence ([XaJ : a < An+l) strictly increasing in (A t TIi<n -ai)II. Then
clearly

(2)

X~n

is a An-element.

Now by (1) and (2) there is a An-element an such that TIi~n -ai is an coelement.
Now for each i < w choose an ideal Ii in A t ai such that (A t ai)/ Ii has
a chain of type Ai. Let J = (Ui<w Ii)ld. Then J n (A t ai) = Ii for each i < w,
and hence AI J has a chain of type Ai for all i < w. Hence as in the proof of
2.2, AI J has a chain of type K, as desired (see the proof of 2.11).
D
We also recall from Theorem 9.5 two more equivalents of tightness:
tA = 7rXH+A = 7rXh+A. And, as mentioned after the proof of Theorem 9.5,
7rXH+ and 7rXh+ have the same attainment properties, while 7rXH+ attained
implies that t is attained in the free sequence sense. We have now mentioned
all that we know about the relationship between attainment for the various
equivalents of tightness. The following questions remain open.
Problem 28. Does attainment of tightness imply attainment in the
sequence sense?
Problem 29. For cfK > w, does attainment of tightness in the
quence sense imply attainment of tightness in the defined sense ~

free

free
se-

Problem 30 Does attainment of tightness in the free sequence sense imply
attainment of 7rXH+ ~
We return to the discussion of products.
Theorem 10.3. If (Ai : i E I) is a system of non-trivial BA's, with I
infinite, then t(TIiEI Ai) ~ max(2111, SUPiEltAi).
PROOF. Let i E Ij we show that tAi ::; t(TIiEIAi). For any ultrafilter
F on Ai, let F+ = {x E TIiEIAi : Xi E F}j clearly F+ is an ultrafilter on
TIiEI Ai. It suffices to show that tF ::; tF+. Suppose that F S; U Y, where
Y S; UltA i . Then clearly F+ S; U{H+ : HEY}. So, let Z be a subset of Y of
power::; tF+ such that F+ S; U{H+ : H E Z}. Then F S; U Z, as is easily
verified. So tF ::; tF+, as desired.
Since independence is less than or equal to tightness, it also follows that
2111 ::; t(TIiEl Ai).
D

Again, Example 8.5 can be used to show that tightness can jump in a
product. To prove this, it suffices to show that tEn = w for each positive
integer n, where En is defined in 8.5. So, let F be any ultrafilter on En, and
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suppose F ~ U Y, where Y ~ UltBn. From the description of elements given
in 8.5, we know that {a < K : a~ E H} is finite, for any ultrafilter H on Bn.
Again, let M = {a < K : a~ E F}. Now we define a sequence (G n : n < w)
of members of Y by induction. Let Go be any member of Y. Suppose that
G m has been defined. Since TIaEM a~ . TI {-a~ : a rt. M and a~ E G; for some
i :5 m} E F, we can choose G m +1 E Y containing this element. Now we claim
that F ~ UmEw G m . It suffices to show that every element of F of the form

II a~· II -a~

aEM

aEN

UmEw G m , where N is any finite subset of K\M.
Now we define
P = {a EN: a~ E G m for some mEw}. For each a E P choose mea) E W
such that a~ E Gm(a). Let m be greater than all of the elements mea), a E P.
Clearly the above element is in G m , by construction.
Note that there can be superatomic interval algebras with high tightness;
this is clear from Theorem 2.11.
The behaviour of tightness with respect to ultraproducts has not been
investigated.
It is easy to verify that if A is a homomorphic image of B, then tA ~ tB.
This is also true if A is a subalgebra of B: suppose that F E UltA, Y ~ UltA,
and F ~ UY. Let D = {G E UltB : G n A E Y}. Choose G maximal in
{H : H is a filter on B, and F ~ H ~ U D}. We claim that G is an ultrafilter.
Suppose b E B\G. Then (G U {b}V; r;, UD; say c E G and c· b rt. UD. If also
-b rt. G, we get dE G with d· -b rt. U D. Say c· d E HE D. Then c· d· b rt. H
and c· d· -b rt. H, contradiction. Thus, as claimed, G is an ultrafilter.
Choose E ~ D such that lEI ~ tB and G ~ UE. Then we have
F ~ U{H n B: H E E}, as desired.
The tightness of free products is described by a theorem of Malyhin [72];
we give the result here. It depends on the following lemma.

IS In

Lemma 10.4. Let I be a closed continuous mapping from X onto Y.
Suppose A ~ X, Y E Y, and I-I [{y}] n A :I O. Then there is aBE [A]~tY
such that I-I [{y}] n B :I O.
PROOF. Choose x E

I-I [{y}] nA. Now

(1) y E J[A].
To prove (1), let y E U, where the set U is open. Thus I- 1 [{y}] ~ I- 1 [U], so
x E 1-1 [U] n A, and it follows that I-I [U] n A :I OJ say a E I-I [U] n A. Then
Ia E Un J[AJ, as desired in (1).
_
Choose B E [A]9 Y such that y E J[B]. We claim that y E I[E] (as
desired). For, J[B] is closedj if y rt. I[E], then y E X\I[E], which is open, so
(X\![B]) n I[E] :I 0, contradiction.
0
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Theorem 10.5. If X and Yare Hausdorff spaces and Y is compact, then
t(X x Y) = max(tX, tY)
PROOF. We have ~ by an easy argument. Now let It = max(tX, tY).
Suppose that (x,y) E A; we want to find B E [A]~" such that (x,y) E B. Let
1rl be the projection into the first coordinate X; we know that 1rl is closed and
continuous. For every open U with y E U we have

(x,y) E An(X xU),

Le.,
1r}l[{x}]nAn(X

X

U) #0.

By the lemma, choose Bu E [A n (X x U)]~tX such that 1r}l{x}
and choose zu E Y with (x,zu) E Bu. Let

n Bu #

0,

C = {zu : U is open and y E U}.

We claim
(l)YEC.
For, let yEW, where W is open. Choose U open with y E U ~ U ~ W.
Note that (x, zu) E B u ~ X xU, so Zu E U ~ W, as desired.
Hence we can choose B E [{U : U is open and y E U}]~tY such that
y E {zu : U E B}. We claim

(2) (x, y) E UUEB Bu (as desired).
For, let (x,y) E V x W, where V and W are open. Choose U E B with
Zu E W. Thus (x,zu) E V x W, and (x,zu) E Bu, so (V x W) n Bu # 0, as
D
desired.
Theorem 10.6. If each space Xi is compact Hausdorff with at least 2
elements, then t(TIiEI Xi) = maxCIII, SUPiEItXi).
PROOF. For~, by an easy argument tXi ~ tCTIiEIXi) for every i E I. To
see that also III ~ t(TIiEI Xi), we proceed as follows. Let x and z be members
of TIiEI Xi such that Xi # Zi for each i E I. For each F E [1]<'" let yF be
the member of TIiEI Xi such that y{ = Xi for all i E F, while y{ = Zi for
all i E I\F. Clearly x E {yF : F E [I]<"'}. Suppose that J E [[1]<"']<111 and
x E {yF : F E J}. Then there is an i E 1\ U J. Let U be an open neighborhood
of Xi such that Zi r;. U, and let V = {w E TIiEIXi : Wi E U}. Thus x E V, V
is open in TIiEI Xi, but yF r;. V for all F E J, contradiction.
For tCTIiEI Xi) ~ max(III, SUPiEItXi), let It = SUPiEItXi. Suppose also
that A ~ TIiEI Xi, X E TIiEI Xi, and x E A. For every F E [1]<'" we then
have that x t F E {y t F : YEA}, so by Theorem 10.4 it is possible to choose
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BF E [AJ::;" such that x ~ F E {y ~ F : y E BF}. Then it is easily checked that
x E U{B F : F E [I]<w}, as desired.
0
The behaviour of tightness in the free sequence sense under unions of chains
of BA's is similar to the case of cellularity (Theorem 1.1). The definition of
ordinary sup-function does not quite fit, but essentially the same proof can be
used:

Theorem 10.7. Let", and A be infinite cardinals, with A regular. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) cf", = A.
(ii) There is a stictly increasing sequence (Aa : a < ",) of Boolean algebras
each with no free sequence of type", such that Ua<A Aa has a free sequence of
type ",.
D
In view of the equivalence of tightness with its free sequence variant, 10.7 also
applies to tightness when K is a successor cardinal. If we try to go through the
proof of Theorem 1.1 for tightness, we find that (i) =} (ii) works, by a suitable
example, while (ii) at least implies that cfK :s; A, by an easy argument. The
remaining possiblity is open:

Problem 31. Do there exist cardinals", and A such that A is regular, K
is singular, cfK < A, and there is a sequence (Aa : a < K)of BA's each with
tightness less than K such that Ua<A Aa has tightness",?
We turn to derived functions for tightness. By Theorem 9.5 we have that
tH+ = th+ = tAo Clearly ts+ = tA, ts-A = w, and dtS+A = tAo We do not
know the status of tH-; a particular problem is

Problem 32. Is tH_A

= CardH_A?

Note that dtS-A '" tA in general; this can be seen by considering Pw and
its dense subalgebra consisting of the finite and cofinite subsets of W.
Recall also our earlier results that DepthH+A = tA = 7rXH+A; see Theorems 2.11, 9.5.
One can define another cardinal function related to tightness as follows:
tinfA = inf{tF : F E UltA}j this function has not been investigated.
Next we mention more about the relationships between tightness and our
previously introduced functions. By Theorem 2.11 we have DepthA :s; tA for
any BA Aj the difference can be big, for example in a free algebra. 7rXA :s; tA by
Theorem 9.5; we do not know whether the difference can be large. An example
where they differ is P",: 7rX'PK ~ K by Theorem 9.2, while 7rX'PK :s; 7rP'" = "'j
so 7rX'PK = K, and clearly t'P", = 2".

Problem 33. Can the difference between 7rX and t be large?
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We observed at the beginning of this section that IndA ::; tAj the difference
is large in some interval algebras. Obviously tA ::; IAI. We do not know whether
it is possible to have tA > IrrA.

Problem 34. Is it possible to have tA > IrrA?
tA > 71'A for A = Pw. tA > LengthA for A an uncountable free BA.
LengthA > tA for A the interval algebra on the reals. cA > tA for A an
uncountable finite-cofinite algebra.
Concerning tightness for special classes of algebras, we mention only that
tA = IAI whenever A is complete.
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11. SPREAD
The following theorem gives some equivalent definitions of spread.
Theorem 11.1. For any infinite BA A, sA i8 equal to each o/the/ollowing
cardinals:
sup{IXI : X is a minimal set 0/ generators 0/ (X}Id};
sup{IXI : X is ideal-independent};
sup{IXI : X is the set 0/ all atoms in some homomorphic image 0/ A};
sup{IAtBI : B is an atomic homomorphic image 0/ A};
sup{ cB : B is a homomorphic image 0/ A}.
PROOF. Six cardinals are mentioned in this theorem; let them be denoted
by 11:0, ••• 11:5 in the order that they are mentioned. In Theorem 1.2 we proved
that 11:0 = 11:2, and in Theorem 1.3 that 11:2 = 11:5. It is obvious that 11:1 = 11:2.
To show that 11:3 :::; 11:4, suppose that B is a homomorphic image of A with an
infinite number of atoms. Let I be the ideal ({x: x . a = 0 for every atom
a of B}}Id of B. Clearly BII is atomic with the same number of atoms as
B. This shows that 11:3 :::; 11:4. Obviously 11:4 :::; 11:5 Finally, for 11:5 :::; 11:3, let B
be a homomorphic image of A, and let D be an infinite disjoint subset of B.
We show how to find an atomic homomorphic image C of B with exactly IDI
atoms. Let M be the subalgebra of B generated by D. Let / be an extension
of the identity on D to a homomorphism of B into Dj the image of B under /
0
is as desired.

As to attainment of spread, first note that all of the equivalents of spread
given in Theorem 11.1 have the same attainment properties. We state the facts
known about attainment of spread without proof: (1) Spread is always attained
for singular strong limit cardinals: see Juhasz [80) Theorem 4.2; (2) Spread is
always attained for singular cardinals of cofinality Wj see Juhasz [80], Theorem
4.3; (3) Assuming V=L, if II: is inaccessible but not weakly compact, then there
is a BA A with spread II: not attained: see Juhasz [71), example 6.6; (4) If sA
is weakly compact, then sA is attained: see Juh8.sz [71), remark following 3.2;
(5) If 2W is a limit cardinal, then there is a BA A with spread 2w not attained;
see Corollary 1. 9.
An infinite BA A has an infinite disjoint subset D, which gives rise to an
infinite discrete subspace of UltA. So sA is always infinite.
The following theorem is obvious upon looking at its topological dual:
Theorem 11.2. Suppose that (Ai: i E I) i8 a system 0/ BA's each with
0
at least two elements. Then s(TI7EIAi) = max(III,suPiEISAi).
Clearly s (IliEl Ai) ~ max( 2111 , SUPiEISAi)j we do not know whether equality holds:
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Problem 35. S{I1iEI Ai)

= max(2III, SUPiEISAi)?

The spread of ultraproducts has not been investigated.
If A is a subalgebra or a homomorphic image of B, then sA ~ sB, and the
difference can be large.
We turn to the discussion of the spread of free products. The simplest fact
is as follows, and the proof is obvious.
Theorem 11.3. If (Ai : i E I) is a system of BA's each with at least 4
elements, then s( EBiEI Ai) ~ max( IJI, SUPiEISAi).
0
Equality does not hold in Theorem 11.3, in general. For example, let A be
the interval algebra on the reals. We observed in Corollary 1.7 that sA = w.
Here is a system of 2'" ideal independent elements in A EB A: for each real
number r, let a r = [r,oo) X (-oo,r) (considered as an element of A EB A).
Suppose that F is a finite subset of R, r E R\F, and a r E (as: S E F}Id. Thus

[r,oo)

X

(-oo,r)·

II ((-oo,s) + [s,oo)) = o.
BEF

But if T ~ {s E F : r

< s} and U ~f F\T, then

[r,oo)

X

(-oo,r)·

II ((-oo,s) + [s,oo)) ~
.. EF

[r,oo)

X

(-oo,r)·

II (-oo,s)· 11 [s,oo) =f. 0,
BET

sEU

contradiction.
We can, however, give an upper bound for the spread of a free product,
namely max(III,2SuPiEIsAi). This is true because IBI ~ 2sB for any BA B (see
Theorem 11.7 below); so

Both equalities here can be attained.
We give now the proof that IBI ~ 2sB for any BA B. It depends on several
other results which are of interest. A network for a space X is a collection N
of subsets of X such that every open set in X is a union of members of N (the
members of N are not assumed to be open).
Theorem 11.4. For any infinite BA A, IAI
for UltA}.

= min{INI : N

is a network
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PROOF. Clearly ~ holds. Now suppose that .N is a network for UItA.
Let P be the set of all pairs (C, D) such that C, D E .N and for some disjoint
open sets U and V, C ~ U and D ~ Vj and for each (C,D) E P, choose
open sets of this sort - call them UCD and VCD . Then let W be the closure
of the set {UCD' VCD : (C,D) E P} under n and U. We shall now show that
{Sa: a E A} ~ W, which will prove~. So, let a E A. For each F E Sa and
G f/. Sa choose disjoint open sets X, Y such that F E X and G E Yj then choose
C(F,G),D(F,G) E.N such that F E C(F,G) ~ X and G E D(F,G) ~ Y.
Thus (C(F,G),D(F,G)) E Pj so in particular F E UC(F,O)D(F,O) and G E
VC(F,O)D(F,O)' Now fix G f/. Sa. Thus by compactness of Sa we get a finite
subset:F of Sa such that Sa ~ UFEFC(F,G). Let U(G) = UFEFC(F,G)
and V(G) = nFEFD(F,G). Thus Sa ~ U(G) and G E V(G), and U(G) and
V(G) are disjoint. By compactness of UItA\Sa there is a finite subset g of
UItA\Sa such that UltA\Sa ~ Uo EO V(G). Since also Sa ~ no EO U(G), and
Uo EO V(G) and no EO U(G) are disjoint, we have Sa = no EO U(G) E W, as
desired.
0

Theorem 11.5. For any infinite BA A, tA

~

sA.

e

PROOF. By Theorem 2.10 it suffices to note that if (Fe:
< o} is a free
sequence, then (Fe: < 0) is one-one and {Fe: < o} is discrete. Let < o.
There exist clop en sets Sa, Sb such that

e

e

e

{F" : .,., < 0 n Sa = 0,
{F" : ~ < o} ~ Sa,
{F" : '1 < + 1 < o} ~ Sb,
{F" : + 1 ~ '1 < o} n Sb = O.

e .,.,
e

e

Clearly then S(a· b) n {F" : .,., < o}

= {Fel,

as desired.

o

Lemma 11.6. If X is a Hausdorff space and 2" < lXI, then there is a
sequence (FO/ : 0 < 1\':+) of closed subsets of X such that 0 < f3 implies F{3 C FO/.
PROOF. For each f E UO/<,.+ 0/2 we define a closed subset X, of X. Let
Xo = X. For domf limit, let X, = nO/<dom, XftO/· Now suppose that X,
has been constructed. If IX,I ~ 1, let X,~(o) = X'~(l) = X,. Otherwise,
let Xf~{O) and Xf~(l) be two proper closed subsets of Xf whose union is X,.
This finishes the construction. Clearly Udomf=O/X, = X for all 0 < 1\':+. Now

(*) there is an f E ,.+ 2 such that

IXfto/ I ~ 2 for all 0 < 1\':+.

For, otherwise, for all x E X there is an
and so

IXI ~

f

U 0/2

0/<,.+

E

UO/<,.+ 0/2 such that X f = {x},

= 2\
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contradiction. So (*) holds, and it clearly gives the desired result.
Theorem 11.7.

IBI

$ 2sB

lor

any BA

o

B.

PROOF. To start with, we prove:

(1) dA $ 2sA.
In fact, suppose that (1) fails. Note that for every Y ~ UltA of power < dA we
have Y oF UltA. Hence one can construct two sequences (Fa: a < (2sA )+) and
(aa : a < (28A )+) such that aa E Fa E UltA and Saan{Fp: /3 < a} = 0 for all
a < (2 8A )+. Let X = {Fa: a < (2sA )+}. Clearly F is one-one, so IXI > 2sA.
By Lemma 11.6, let (Ka : a < (sA)+) be a system of closed subsets of X such
that a < /3 implies that Kp C Ka. Say FPa E KOt \KOt+1 for all a < (sA)+,
and choose ba E A so that FPa E SbOt n X ~ X\KOt+1. Then

(2) Sba

n {Fp..,

: 'Y > a} =

o.

For, suppose 'Y > a and Fp.., E SbOt . But Fp.., E K"'( ~ KOt+1' contradiction.
Define I: [(SA)+]2 - 2 as follows: Ib,8} = 0 iff when 'Y < 8 we have
/3"'( > /36. We now use the partition relation 1'+ - (w,I'+). Since there is
no infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals, we get a subset r of (sA)+ of size
(sA)+ such that if 'Y, 8 E r and'Y < 8, then /3",( < /36. Hence for any a E r we
have
S(apa . bOt) n {Fp.., : 'Y E r} = {Fpa}'
and {Fp.., : 'Y E r} is discrete, contradiction. So, we have finally proved (1).
Let Y be a subset of UltA which is dense in UltA and of cardinality dA.
Let
N = {Z: Z ~ Y, IZI $ tAl.
From (1) and Lemma 11.5 we see that INI $ 2sA. So, we will be finished, by
Theorem 11.4, after we show that N is a network for A. Let FEU, with U
open. Say F E V ~ V ~ U, with V open. Choose Z ~ Y with IZI $ tA such
that F E Z. Let Z' = V n Z. Then F E Z' ~ U and Z' EN, as desired.
0
By Theorem 11.1, spread can be considered to be an ordinary sup-function,
and so its behaviour under unions is given by Theorem 1.1.
We turn to the derived functions for spread. The following facts are clear:
sH+A = sA; ss+A = sA; ss_A = W; sh_A = W; dss+A = sA. Again we have a
problem for H-:
Problem 36. Is sH_A

= CardH_A lor every infinite BA

A?

It is also easy to see that Sh+A = sA. The status of the derived function dSSis not clear; note that dSS-A < sA for A = 'Pit.
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Turning to the relationships of spread to our other functions, we first list
out the things already proved: cH+A = sA by Theorem 1.3; Depthh+A = sA
in Theorem 2.13; tA ::; sA in Theorem 11.5; and IAI ::; 2sA in Theorem 11.7.
Note that tA can be much smaller than sA, for example in the finite-cofinite
algebra on an infinite cardinal",. Also note that, obviously, cA ::; sA; and the
difference is big in, e.g., free algebras. We have sA > LengthA for A a free
algebra; sA < LengthA for A the interval algebra on the reals. Also, sA > 7r A
for A = 'P",. The interval algebra of a Souslin line provides an example of a
BA A with sA = w and dA > w. In fact, clearly sA = cA for A an interval
algebra, by the retractiveness of interval algebras.
An example with sA = w < dA cannot be given in ZFC; this follows
from the following rather deep results. In Juhasz [71] showed that under the
assumption of MA+...,CH, for every compact Hausdorff space X, if hLX = w
then hdX = w. Todorcevic [83] showed that it is consistent with MA+...,CH
that for every regular space X, if sX = w then hLX = w. Hence it is consistent
that for every BA A, if sA = w then hlA = w = hdA.
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12. CHARACTER
First note that we can define XA as a SUpj namely, for any ultrafilter F on A
let XF = min{IXI : X is a set of generators of F}-then XA = sup{XF: F is an
ultrafilter on A}. Clearly then, by topological duality, X(AxB) = sup(xA, XB).
For a weak product we have X(TI7E I Ai) = max(III, SUPiEIXAi). To show this,
it suffices to show that XF = III for the "new"ultrafilter F. This ultrafilter is
defined as follows. For each subset M of I, let XM be the element of TIiEI Ai
such that xMi = 1 if i E M and xMi = 0 for i ~ M. Then F is the set of all
y E TI7EI Ai such that XM ~ Y for some cofinite subset M of I. So, it is clear
that XF ~ III. If X is a set of generators for F with IXI < IJI, then there is
ayE X such that y ~ XM for infinitely many cofinite subsets M of Ij this is
clearly impossible.
As usual, weak products enable us to discuss the attainment problem. Any
infinite BA has a non-principal ultrafilter, and hence if A has character w, then
it is attained. Next, if", is a singular cardinal, then we can construct a BA A
with XA = '" not attained. Namely, let (J1.~ : < cf",) be an increasing sequence
of infinite cardinals with sup "'. For each < cf", let A~ be the free BA on
J1.~ free generatorsj thus XA~ = J1.~. By the above remarks on weak products,
TIe<ch A~ has character", not attained. In the case of an uncountable regular
limit cardinal "', GCH implies that every BA with character '" has character
attained. This follows from the theorem below that IUltAI ~ 2xA. Without
GCH we do not know the answer:

e
e

Problem 37. Can one prove without GCE that if xA is an uncountable
regular limit cardinal then XA is attained?
To treat arbitrary direct products, note that obviously tA ~ XAj hence
IndA $ XA, and so clearly X(TIiEI Ai) ~ max(21I1,sUPiEIXAi). We do not
know whether equality always holds:

Character can increase in going from an algebra to a subalgebra. To
construct an example of this sort, first notice that if A is the finite-cofinite
algebra on an infinite cardinal "', then XA = fi" by our initial remarks (since
A = TI:<IC 2). The algebra that we want is the Alexandroff duplicate of the
free algebra on fi, free generators, where fi, is any infinite cardinal. Recall from
page 19 the definition of the Alexandroff duplicate. Now let B be the free BA
on fi, free generators, fi, any infinite cardinal. We claim that XDupB = fi,. To
see this, we describe the ultrafilters on DupB. Note that DupB is atomic, and
its atoms are all of the elements (0, {F}) for F E UltA. So there is a principal
ultrafilter corresponding to each of these atoms. Next, if G is an ultrafilter
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on B, then G+ ~{ {(a,X) : a E G,X ~ UltB,SaAX finite} is an ultrafilter
on DupB. Conversely, any nonprincipal ultrafilter on DupB is easily seen to
have this form. Thus it suffices to show that any ultrafilter of this form has
character K. SO, let F be an arbitrary ultrafilter on B. We claim that the set
X of all elements of F+ of the form (a,Sa) generates F+. For, let (a,Y) be
any element of F+; thus Sa\Y is finite. Clearly there is an element b of F such
that b:::; a and b rt G for every G E Sa\Y. Then (b,Sb) is the desired member
of X which is:::; (a, Y). So, this shows that XF+ :::; K. An easy argument shows
that actually XF+ = K. Namely, if Z generates F+ and IZI < K, then choose
(a,X) E Z such that (a,X) :::; (b,Sb) for infinitely many b E F such that b or
-b is one of the free generators of Bj this is impossible. So, XDupB = K. But
the finite-cofinite algebra A on UltB is isomorphic to a subalgebra of DupB,
and by the previous remarks it has character 2".
If A is a homomorphic image of B, then xA :::; xB (let f be a homomorphism from B onto Aj if F E UltA, then f- 1 [F] E UltB, and if we choose
X ~ f- 1 [F] with IXI :::; XB such that X generates f- 1 [FJ, then J[X] generates F). It is also easy to see that if (Ai: i E I) is a system of BA's each with
at least four elements, then X(EBiEIAi) = max(III,suPiEIXAi). In fact, for ~,
first let j E I and let F E UltAj. Let G be any ultrafilter on EBiEIAi which
includes F. Suppose that X ~ G generates G. Without loss of generality,
each member of X is a product of elements from distinct Ai'S. Then it is clear
that X n Aj ~ F and X n Aj generates F. So XF :::; IXI. It follows that
XF :::; XG :::; X(EBiEIAi). Hence XAj :::; X(EBiEIAi). It is clear that XH ~ III
for any ultrafilter H on EBiEIAi. Altogether, this proves~. For:::;, for any
ultrafilter G on EBiEIAi, and for each i E I let Xi ~ G n Ai generate G n Ai,
with IXil = X(G n Ai). Clearly the set of all finite products of elements of
UiEI Xi generates G, as desired.
We have not investigated how character acts under the union of wellordered chains.
We turn to the derived functions for character. By a remark above, we
have XH+A = xA for any infinite BA A. We do not know about XH-; in
particular, the following problem is open.

Problem 39. Ia XH_A

= CardH_A for

any infinite BA A?

We also do not know the status of xs+A; we observed above that it can
happen that xs+A > XA. Clearly Xs-A = w for any infinite BA A. The
topological version of character is this: for any space X and any x EX,
X(x,X) is the minimum of the cardinalities of neighborhood bases for x in X,
and xX = sup{x(x,X) : x E X}. Clearly then Xh+A = XA, and Xh-A = 1 for
any infinite BA A, since A has an infinite discrete subspace. We do not know
the status of the derived functions dXS+ and dXS-·
The function Xinf is of some interest; recall from the introduction that
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XinfA = inf{xF : F E UltA} for any infinite BA A. It has not been investigated
much, but we give the following classical result of Cech and Posplsil concerning
it:

Theorem 12.1.

2XinfA

$ IUltAI lor any infinite BA A.

PROOF. For brevity set It = Xinf A. It clearly suffices to construct a
function I mapping <1C 2 into A such that
(1) For each s E<IC 2, the set {I( s t Ct) : Ct $ doms} has the finite intersection
propertYi
(2) l(s~O) . l(s~1) = 0 for each s E<IC 2.
Suppose s E<IC 2 and I( s t Ct) has been defined for all Ct E doms. By
the induction hypothesis, {I( s t Ct) : Ct E doms} has the finite intersection
propertYi since this set has < It elements, it does not generate an ultrafilter,
and hence there is a a E A such that both a and -a fail to be in the filter
generated by it. Hence if we set l(s~O) = a and l(s~1) = -a we extend our
function I so that (1) and (2) will hold. This completes the proof.
0
We turn to the relationship of character with our previously treated functions. Obviously tA $ xA for any infinite BA A; the difference can be big-for
example for the finite-cofinite algebra on an infinite cardinal It. Now consider
the possibility that XA > sA. By the comment at the end of the last section,
plus the fact that XA $ hLA (easy, and proved in section 13), it is consistent
that sA = w implies xA = w. The Kunen line, constructed in section 6, has
uncountable character but countable spreadj it was constructed using CR.

Problem 40. Can one construct in ZFC a BA A such that sA <

XA~

An example of a BA A with cA > XA is provided by the Alexandroff
duplicate of the free algebra on It free generators, as discussed above. The
interval algebra on R gives an example of an algebra A with LengthA > XA.
Now we turn to Arhangelskh"'s theorem that IUltAI $ 2xA for any infinite
BA A. We need three lemmas which are also of interest. For any set W of
ultrafilters we set W = {K E UltA : K ~. UW}j this coincides with the
topological closure of W.

Lemma 12.2. II Y ~ UltA and IYI $ XA, then IYI $ 2xA.
PROOF. For every ultrafilter G on A let {a~ : Ct < XA} be a set of
generators of G, and set fG = {{F E Y : a~ E F} : Ct < XA}. Thus
fG S; PY. Hence it is enough to show that f t Y is one-one. Suppose that
G and H are distinct ultrafilters on A such that G, H E Y. Say a~ E G\H,
and choose
$ -a~. Suppose that fG = fHj then there is a'Y < XA such

aU
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that {F E Y : a~ E F} = {F E Y : aft E F}. Then a~ . a~ E G; say then
a~ . a~ E FEY. Then aft E F, a~ E F, and -a~ E F, contradiction.
0
Lemma 12.3. If Y ~UltA and F ~ U Y is closed under· and has the
finite intersection property, then there is an ultrafilter G with the property that
F~G~UY.
PROOF. Let G be maximal among the filters H such that F ~ H ~ UY.
Suppose that G is not an ultrafilter; say a, -a 'i G. Then (G U {a} )Fi ~ U Y.
Say bEG and b· a 'i UY. Similarly obtain c E G such that c· -a rt. UY.
Choose HEY such that b· c E H. Then b . c . a 'i Hand b . c . -a 'i H,
contradiction.
0

A subset Y ~ UltA is closed iff Y
coincides with the topological notion.

= {F

IZI

Lemma 12.4. If Z ~UltA is closed and
union of:5 2xA closed-open sets.
PROOF. For every G E UltA let {a~ :
G, closed under '. Let

B

= {a~~ + ... + a~:::

and let C

0:

This

~ 2 xA , then UltA\Z is a

< XA} be a set of generators of

: nEw, Go, ... , G n -

= {y : -y E B n nZ}.

E UltA : F ~ UY}.

1

E Z,

0:0, ... , O:n-l

< XA},

We claim that

UltA\Z =

U Sy,
yEC

which gives the desired result. 2 is clear. Now suppose that FE UltA\Z. For
every G E Z choose bG E F\G; say a~(G) :5 -bG. Then

(*) There exist an integer nEw and elements Go, ... , G n property that a~(Go)

+ ... + a~(G~_d

1

E Z with the

E H for all H E Z.

.
L def
Go
G .. _ 1
E
G n-l E Z}
Otherwlse,
= { -aa(G
w, G
0,···,
o)····· -aa(G .. _d : n
has the finite intersection property, is closed under ., and is contained in UZ.
Hence by Lemma 12.3, there is an ultrafilter K such that L ~ K ~ UZ. Hence
K E Z and -a~K) E K, contradiction.
We choose nEw and Go, ... , G n - 1 E Z as in (*). Let y be the element

-a~(Go) ..... -a~(G~_d' Then y E C and F E Sy, as desired.
Now we are ready for the proof of Arhangelskn"'s theorem:
Theorem 12.5. UltA ~ 2xA for any infinite BA A.

0
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Suppose that 2xA < IUltAI. Fix an ultrafilter F on A. For each
f E Ua«x A )+ a(2xA) we define a closed set X f ~ UitA and a G f E UItA.
Let Xo = UltA and Go = F. For domf limit let Xf = na<dornfXfta, and if
Xf i- 0 choose Gf E X" and otherwise let G f = F. Now suppose that domf
is a successor ordinal a + 1. Let 9 = f t a, and set Yg = {Ggtp : (3 ~ a}.
Thus IYgl ~ XA, so by Lemma 12.2, IYgl ~ 2xA , and so by Lemma 12.4 we
can let {a~ : (3 < 2XA) be such that UltA\Yg = UP<2)(A S(a~) and set Xf =
Xg n S(a}a). Again let Gf E Xf if X f i- 0, and Gf = F otherwise. This
finishes the construction.
Now choose
PROOF.

HE VItA\

U{ {Gftp : (3 ~ dom!} : fEU

a«x A )+

Now we define f mapping (XA)+ into 2xA by induction. Suppose that f(3 has
been defined for all (3 < a. Now H rt {G ftP : (3 ~ a}, so there is a"Y < 2xA
such that H E XUta)u{(a,-y)}; set fa = "Y. Thus H E Xfta for all a < (XA)+.
We claim that (Gft(,8+1): (3 < (XA)+) is a free sequence, which contradicts
tA ~ XA. Let a < (XA)+ and suppose that
K E {Gft(P+l) : (3

< a} n {Gft(,8+1)

: a ~ (3

< (X A )+}

Then K E {GftP: (3 ~ a}, so K E UItA\Xft(a+l), and this set is open, so
there is a (3 ~ a such that Gft(,8+l) E UltA\Xft(a+l) ~ UltA\X!t(,8+1) ,
contradiction.
0
We describe character for interval algebras. Let L be an ordering, and A
the interval algebra on L. As mentioned at the end of section 9, the ultrafiIters
on A are in one-one correspondence with the terminal segments T of L. The
character of such a terminal segement is the pair (K, A*) such that L\T has
cofinality K and T has coinitiality A. And XF is the maximum of K and A. XA
is the supremum of all XF. From this description it is clear that DepthA = XA
(and hence both are equal to tA), for any interval algebra A.
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13. HEREDITARY LINDELOF DEGREE
We begin with some equivalent definitions. For one of them we need the
following notion: a sequence (xe : < 11:) of distinct elements of a topological
space X is right-aeparated provided that for every < '" the set {xf/ : ." < 0 is
open in {xe : e< 11:}.

e

e

Theorem 13.1. For any infinite BA A, hLA is equal to each of the
following cardinals:
sup{ 1I::there ia an ideal not generated by leas than'" elementa} j
sup{ ",:there ia a atrictly increaaing aequence of ideala of length",};
sup{ ",:there ia a atrictly increaaing aequence of filtera of length",};
sup{ 1I::there is a strictly increasing aequence of open sets of length",};
sup{ ",:there is a strictly decreaaing aequence of cloaed sets of length",};
sup{ 1I::there is a right-separated aequence of length",};
min{ ",:every open cover of a subspace of VItA haa a aubcover of size::; 11:}.
PROOF. Eight cardinals are mentioned; let them be denoted by "'0, ••• , 11:7
in their order of mention (starting with hL). First we take care of easy relations:
"'2 = "'3 since, if I is an ideal then II ~f {a E A : -a E I} is a filter, and I C J
iff II C Jlj similarly, going from filters to ideals. So "'2 = "'3 follows. Next,
"'2 ::; 11:4· For, if I is an ideal, let IU = UaEI Sa. Then JU is open, and Ie J
implies IU C JU. (If a E J\I, then Sa ~ JU, of course, but Sa !k IU, since
otherwise compactness of Sa would easily yield a E I.) This shows 11:2 ::; "'4.
It is clear that 11:4 = 11:5, by taking complements. "'4 ::; "'6: If (UO/ : a < "') is a
strictly increasing sequence of open sets, for every a < '" choose XO/ E UO/+! \UO/'
Clearly (xO/ : a < "') is right-separated. "'7 ::; "'0: for any subspace X of VItA,
any cover of X has a sub cover of power ::; LX ::; "'0, so "'7 ::; "'0.
It remains only to prove that "'0 ::; "'1, "'1 ::; "'2, and "'6 ::; "'7. For the first
one, suppose that X ~ UltA and 0 is an open cover of X with no sub cover of
power Aj we construct an ideal not generated by A or fewer elements. Let

1= ({a E A: 3U E O(SanX ~ U)})Id.
Suppose that I is generated by J, where IJI ::; A. For every a E J there is a
finite subset P a of 0 such that Sa n X ~ UPa. Let 0' = UaEJ Pa. We claim
that 0' covers X, which is the desired contradiction. Indeed, let x EX. Say
x E U E O. Say x E Sa n X ~ U. Choose a finite subset F of J such that
a ::; l: F. Then x E Sa n X ~ UaEF Pa, as desired.
Next, "'1 ::; 11:2: suppose that I is an ideal not generated by fewer than A
elements. Then it is easy to construct a sequence (aO/ : a < >.) of elements of I
such that aO/ ~ ({ap : f3 < a)Id for all a < A. Thus (({ap : f3 < a)Id : a < A) is
a strictly increasing sequence of ideals, as desired.
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For #C6 ~ #C?, suppose that .\ is a regular cardinal ~ #CIS and (Xa : 0: < .\)
is right separated. Thus for each 0: < .\ we can choose an open set Ua such
that Ua n {xe : < .\} = {xe : < 0: + I}. Then {Ua : 0: < .\} is a cover of
{xe : < .\} with no sub cover of size < .\. Hence .\ < #C?, and this shows that
#C6 ~ #C?
0

e

e

e

In Theorem 13.1, seven of the eight equivalents involve sups, and thus give
rise to attainment problems. The proof of the theorem shows the following:
attainment is the same for #C2 and #C3, and for #C4 and #CIS; moreover, attainment
in the sense #C2 implies attainment in the sense #C4, attainment in the sense
#C4 implies attainment in the sense #C6, and attainment in the sense #C1 implies
attainment in the sense #C2. It is also easy to see that attainment in the sense
#C4 implies attainment in the sense #C2. In fact, if (Ua : 0: < #C3) is an increasing
sequence of open sets, for each 0: < #C3 let Ia = {a : Sa ~ Ua }. Clearly Ia is
an ideal. To show properness, pick FE Ua+1 \Ua . Say FE Sa ~ Ua+1. Thus
a E Ia+1 \la. And attainment in the sense #C6 implies attainment in the sense
#C4. In fact, suppose that (Fa : 0: < #c) is right separated. For each 0: < #c
choose aa E Fa such that Saa n {F,s : {3 > o:} = 0, and let Ua = U,s<aSa,s.
Note that Fa E Ua+1\Ua , as desired.
Thus we have seen that there are only three versions of the definition of hL
that might lead to different attainment properties. We do not know whether,
in fact, they are different:

Problem 41.

Does attainment of hL imply attainment an the right-

separated sense f

Problem 42. Does attainment of hL in the right-separated sense imply
attainment in the defined sense f
Problem 43. Does attainment of hL in the right separated sense imply
attainment in the sense of generation of ideals f
It is known that hL is attained in the right-separated sense for cardinals
of cofinality w, and for strong limit singular cardinals; see Juhasz [80].
We turn to algebraic operations. If A is a subalgebra or homomorphic
image of B, then hLA ~ hLB. Furthermore, looking at the right-separated
equivalent and the topological dual it is clear that
w

hL(II Ai)
iEI

= max(III, suPiE1hLA).

Note that IndA ~ hLA, using the equivalent concerning ideals, for example.
Hence it is clear that hL(IIiEI Ai) ~ max(2III, SUPiElhLAi), but we do not
know whether equality holds:

19.2 Hereditary Lindelof degree
Problem 44.
BA's Ai ~
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Is hL(TIiEI Ai) =max (2III,sUPiElhLAi) for non-trivial

Next come free products:
Theorem 13.2. If {Ai: i E I} is a system of non-trivial BA's, for brevity
let>. = suPiE1hLAi; then

PROOF. The first inequality follows immediately from the preceeding remarks. We consider two cases.
Case 1. III ~ >.. Suppose hL(EBiEIAi) > 2\ we shall get a contradiction.
Let {FOt : 0: < (2A)+} be right-separated in UltA. For each 0: < >. choose
aOt E FOt such that for all (3 < >., aOt E Ff3 implies (3 ~ 0:. We may assume that
a Ot has the form TI GOt, where GOt is a finite set of elements of UiEI Ai. If (3 < 0:,
choose bOtf3 E Gf3 such that bOtf3 tI. F Ot ; say bOtf3 E AkOtf3. By (2)')+ -+ (>.+)>.,
there is an M E [(2 A)+]A+ and a k E I such that for all (3,0: EM with (3 < 0:
we have ko:(3 = k. Then if (3 E M, we have bOtf3 E Ff3 n Ak and for all 0: E M
with (3 < 0: we have bOtf3 tI. FOt n Ak, so {Ff3 n Ak : (3 E M) is right separated in
Ak, contradiction.
Case 2. III > >.. Suppose that {FOt : 0: «max(III,2>'))+} is rightseparated; choose aOt and GOt as above, and say that GOt ~ UiEJa Ai, where JOt
is a finite subset of I. We may assume that JOt = J for all 0:; but then Case 1
is contradicted.
0

Concerning derived functions of hL, we mention these obvious facts:

and hLs-A = hLh_A = w. We do not know the status of hLH_ and dhLs-.
On the relationship of hL with the previously defined functions: obviously
sA ~ hLA for any infinite BA A. Next, XA ~ hLA. In fact, suppose that F is
any ultrafilter on A; we want to find a subset X of F which generates F and
has at most hLA elements. The set {Sa: -a E F} covers UltA\{F}. Hence
there is a subset X of F such that {Sa: -a E X} also covers UltA\{F}, and
IXI ~ hLA. We claim that X generates F. For suppose that a E F. Then
Xu { -a} does not have the finite intersection property; otherwise, there would
exist an ultrafilter G containing this set-then G :I F, so bEG for some b such
that -b EX, contradiction. But X U { -a} not having the finite intersection
property means that a is in the filter generated by X, as desired.
The BA on the Kunen line constructed in section 6 (assuming CH) has
character WI, hence hereditary Lindelof degree WI, and countable spread. To
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show that its character is Wl, assume the notation of section 6. We show that y,
the "new" point in the one-point compactification, has character Wl. Suppose
that y has a countable base V. We may assume that each member of V has
the form {y} U (R\ V), where V ~ R is compact open in T (see the end of the
discussion of Example 6.1, just preceding (12)). Now for such a V we have
V = UO'<wl V n RO' , so compactness of V yields that V is countable. But y
has neighborhoods of the form {y} U (R\({xO'} U
for each a < Wl, so this
clearly leads to a contradiction.
An example where XA < hLA is provided by the Alexandroff duplicate
of a free algebra; see section 12. An example with hLA < dA is provided by
the interval algebra on a complete Souslin line, using the argument of Lemma
1.6.; on the other hand, in the first edition of Juhasz's book, it is shown that
MA+....,CH implies that hLA = W implies hdA = w.
These observations leave the following two questions open.

V»

Problem 45. Is there an example in ZFC of a BA A such that sA < hLA P
Problem 46. Is there an example in ZFC of a BA A such that hLA < dA P
For an interval algebra A we have hLA = cA. In fact, suppose that A is the
interval algebra on L but hLA > cA. Let (10' : a < I\:) be a strictly increasing
b iff either a = b or
sequence of ideals in A, where I\: = (cA)+. Define a
else if, say, a < b, then [a, b) E la. Then
is a convex equivalence relation
on L, and hence has ~ cA classes. The left endpoints of the
classes (in the
completion of L) are decreasing, and the right endpoints, increasing. Since the
completion of L cannot have a strictly increasing or strictly decreasing sequence
of type (cA)+, it follows that for each
class, there is an a < I\: such that
the given class is constant from the a th stage on, which is clearly impossible.

=a

=",

=a

=a
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14. HEREDITARY DENSITY
We begin again with some equivalent definitions, which are similar to the
case of hereditary Lindelof degree. Recall from page 42 the definition of leftseparated sequence.

Theorem 14.1. For any infinite BA A, hdA is equal to each of the
following cardinal8:
sup{ lI::there is a strictly decreasing sequence of ideals of length lI:}j
sup{ lI::there is a strictly decreasing sequence of filters of length II:} j
sup{ lI::there is a strictly decreasing sequence of open sets of length II:} j
sup{ lI::there is a strictly increasing sequence of closed sets of length II:} j
sup{ lI::there is a left-separated sequence of length II:} j
min{ lI::every subspace S of UltA has a dense subset of power ~ II:} j
sup{ 7r B : B is a homomorphic image of A};
sup{dB : B is a homomorphic image of A}.
PROOF. This time there are nine cardinals, named 11:0, ••• ,11:8 in their order
of mention. The following relationships are easy, following the pattern of the
proof of Theorem 13.1: 11:1 = 11:2; 11:1 :S 11:3; 11:3 = 11:4; 11:3 :S 11:5; and 11:0 = 11:6·
Furthermore, 11:8 = 11:0 by Theorem 3.6, and 11:0 = 11:5 by Theorem 4.2, and
11:0 = 11:7 by Theorem 4.4. Hence only two inequalities remain.
11:6 ~ 11:2: Suppose that X is a subspace of UltA, and dX = 11:; we construct
a strictly decreasing sequence of filters of type 11:. By induction let

Fa E X\{Fp : f3 < a}
for each a < 11:6' Then set Co = np<a Fp. Thus (COl: a < 11:6) is a decreasing
sequence of filters. It is strictly decreasing, since if a < 11:6 we can choose
a E Fa+! such that San {Fp: f3::; a} = 0, so that -a E C OI \Ca+1 ,
II:s ~ 11:6: Suppose (xa : a < 11:) is left separated, where II: is regular.
Clearly then {XOI : a < II:} has no dense subset of power < 11:.
0
The equivalents in Theorem 14.1 give rise to eight possible attainment problems, on the face of it. The proofs show that the attainment is the same for
II:}, 11:2, 11:3, 11:4, and also for 11:0,11:8; and attainment of hd implies attainment in
the 11:7 sense, attainment in the 11:7 sense implies attainment in the 11:5 sense,
and attainment in the 11:3 sense implies attainment in the 11:5 sense. Moreover,
attainment in the 11:5 sense implies attainment in the 11:3 sense. In fact, suppose that (Fa: a < 11:) is a left-separated sequence in VItA. For each a < II:
choose ao E Fa such that Saa n {Fp : f3 < a} = O. For each a < II: let
Ua = Up~aSap. This is a decreasing sequence of o}len sets. It is strictly
decreasing, since Fa E Ua \Ua+l.
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Finally, by the remark following the proof of Theorem 4.4, attainment in
the "'7 sense implies attainment in the "'5 sense, and attainment in the "'0 sense
implies attainment in the "'7 sense. So there are only two remaining problems
concerning relationships of attainments:
Problem 47. Doe3 attainment ofhd imply attainment in the 1rH+ 3en3e?
Problem 48. Doe3 attainment of 1rH+ imply attainment of hd in the
left-3eparated 3en3e f
Like for hL, it is known that hd in the sense of left-separation is attained
for singular cardinals of cofinality w and for strong limit singular cardinals.
If A is a subalgebra or homomorphic image of B, then hdA ~ hdB. It is
also clear that
hd

(IT

Ai) = max(IJI, SUPiElhdAi).

iEI

Obviously sA ~ hdA, and hence IndA ~ hdA. It follows that for arbitrary
products we have, as usual, hd(TIiEI Ai) ~ max(2III, suPiE1hdAi), but we do
not know about equality:
Problem 49. hd(TIiEI Ai)

= max(2III, SUPiElhdAi)?

For free products, the analog of Theorem 13.2 holds, with essentially the
same proof:
let .A

Theorem 14.2. If (Ai: i E I) i3 a 3ystem of non-trivial BA's, for brevity
= SUPiElhdAij then

o
Concerning derived functions, we have the following obvious facts:

and hds_A = hdh-A = w. Again, we do not know the status of hdH- and
dhds_.
On the relationship of hd with the other functions, note also that by Theorem 14.1 we have 1r A ~ hdA. 1r A is strictly less than hdA in P"" for example.
And we have sA < hdA for A the interval algebra on a Souslin line, and
hdA < XA for a Kunen line (section 6). The following problems are open.
Problem 50. Can one con3truci in ZFC a BA A such that sA < hdA f
Problem 51. Can one con3truct in ZFC a BA A such that hdA < XA?
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15. INCOMPARABILITY
We begin with one important equivalent definition:
Theorem 15.1. For any infinite BA A we have IncA=sup{ITI : T is a
tree included in A}.
(Note that when we say that T is a tree included in A, we mean merely that
T is a subset of A which is a tree under the induced ordering; there is no
assumption that incomparable elements (in T) are disjoint (in the dual of A).)
PROOF. Since any incomparable set is a tree having only roots, the inequality ~ is clear. To show equality, suppose that K is regular and A has no
incomparable set of size K; we show that A has no tree of size K. Suppose T is
a tree of size K. By Theorem 4.25 of Part I of the BA handbook, A has a dense
subset D of size < K. Now each level of T is an incomparable set, and hence
has fewer than K elements. Hence T has at least K levels. Let T' be a subset
of T of power K consisting exclusively of elements of successor levels. For each
dEDlet

Md = {t E T : if s is the immediate predecessor of t, then d

~ t .

-s}.

Thus T' = UdED Md, so there is ad E D such that IMdl = K. But then Md
is incomparable, contradiction: if y, z E Md and y < z, then y ~ u where u is
the immediate predecessor of z, and d ~ z . -u, hence d· y = 0, contradicting
d~ y.
0
Note that if IncA is attained, then it is obviously attained in the tree sense.
The converse is not clear.
Problem 52. If IncA is attained in the tree sense, is it also attained in
the defined sense?
Concerning attainment of Inc, several things are known. Milner and
Pouzet [86] proved a general result, of which a special case is that if IncA = A
with cfA = w, then IncA is attained. Shelah [83] has shown that it is consistent
that for every singular A with cfA > w there is a BA A with incomparablity
A not attained. Todorcevic has shown that if 2'" is weakly inaccessible, then
there is a BA of size 2'" with incomparability 2'" not attained. On the other
hand, Theorem 4.25 of the BA handbook shows that if IncA is a strong limit
cardinal, then IncA is attained.
Now we turn to algebraic operations, as usual. If A is a subalgebra or
homomorphic image of B, then IncA ~ IncB. If A is a subalgebra of B,
then, easily, Inc(A x B) ~ IAI; in fact, Ha, -a))} is an incomparable set in
A x B. Hence if A is cardinality-homogeneous and has no incomparable set
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of size IAI, then A is rigid (this follows from some elementary facts concerning
automorphismsj see the article in the BA handbook about automorphisms).
Thus the incomparability of a product can jump from that in a factor-for
example, if A is such that IncA < IAI, we have Inc(A x A) = IAI. Finally,
Inc(A $ B) = max(IAI, IBI) if IAI, IBI ~ 4, since A $ 0 ~ A x A if 101 = 4.
Concerning derived functions of incomparability, we mention only a problem concerning (implicitly) IncH-:
Problem 53. Is there an uncountable BA A with countable incomparability and IBI > w for every infinite homomorphic image B of A?
Now we turn to connections with our other functions. From the same
Theorem 4.25 used above, it follows that dA ~ IncA for any infinite BA Aj
hence hdA ~ IncA, by an easy argument. An example in which they are
different is the interval algebrl;l. A on the reals. In fact, hdA = w by Theorem
14.1, and an incomparable set of size 2"" is provided by

([O,r) U [1 + r,2):

r E (0, In.

Much effort has been put into constructing BA's A in which IncA < IAI. An
example in ZFC of such an algebra is an algebra of Bonnet, Shelah [85]i the
construction is too lengthy to be included here. Their algebra is an interval
algebra, and has power cf(2""). Rubin's algebra [83] is another example (constructed assuming ~). Baumgartner [80] showed that it is consistent to have
MA, 2"" = W2, and every uncountable BA has an uncountable incomparable
subset.
We give a construction, using ~, of a BA A with IncA < IAli the example
is due to Baumgartner, Komjath [81], and settles another question which is
of interest. It depends on some lemmas. For brevity, let A.be a denumerable
atomless subalgebra of Pw, and let I be a maximal ideal in A. We consider a
partial ordering P = Ha, b) : a E I, bE A\I, a ~ b}, ordered by: (a, b) j (e, d)
iff a ;;2 c and b ~ d.
Lemma 15.2. The following sets are dense in P:
(i) For each m ~ I, the set DIm ~f Ha, b) E P : either'Ve E m(e ~ b) or
3e E m(e ~
(ii) For each e E A, the set D 2 e d~ Ha, b) E P : -,(a ~ e ~ b}).
(iii) For each eEl, the set Dae ~f Ha, b) E P : e ~ aU (w\bn.
(iv) The set D4 ~ Ha, b) E P : a =i OJ.

an.

PROOF. Suppose (a, b) E P. (i) If'Ve E m(e ~ b), then (a,b) E DIm, as
desired. Otherwise there is a e E m such that e ~ b, and then (a U e, b) E P,
(a U e, b) j (a, b), and (a U e, b) E DIm, as desired.
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(ii) If a ~ e ~ b, then there are two cases: Case 1. e E I. Thus e C b.
Choose disjoint non-empty d, e such that b\e = dUe. Since 1 fi I, one of d, e
is in Ij say d E I. Then (a U d, b) E P, (a U d, b) ~ ( a, b), and (a U d, b) E D 2 e.
Case 2. e rt. I. We can similarly find d C (c\a) such that d rt. Ij then (a, a U d)
is the desired element showing that D 2 e is dense.
(iii) The element (a U (e n b), b) shows that Dac is dense.
(iv) If a # 0, we are through. Otherwise choose non-empty disjoint e, d
such that cud = b. One of e, d, say e, is in Ij then (c, b) is as desired.
0

Lemma 15.3. Suppose that D is dense in P. Then so are the following
sets:

(i) SD ~f {(a, b) E P : (w\b,w\a) ED}.
(ii) For e,J E I, T(D,e,1) ~f ((a,b) E P: «a\e) U J,(b\e)

U

I) ED}.

PROOF. Suppose (a,b) E P. (i) We can choose (e,d) ~ (w\b,w\a) so that
(e, d) E D. Thus w\b ~ c and d ~ w\a, so w\c ~ b and a ~ w\d, which shows
that (w\d,w\c) is a desired element.
(ii) By Lemma 15.2(iii), choose (a', b') ~ (a, b) such that eUf ~ a'U(w\b').
Let e' = a' n e and J' = a' n f. By density, choose (x, y) E D such that
(x,y) ~ «a'\e) U f,(b'\e) U I). Now let

a" = (x\(e U I)) U e' U I' and b" = (y\(e U I)) U e' U 1'.
It is easy to check that (a", b") E T(D, e, I) and (a", b")

~

o

(a, b).

Now suppose that M is a countable collection of subsets of Ij then we let
'DM be the smallest collection of dense sets in P such that
(1) every set DIm, D 2 e, Dae, D. is in 'DM for mE M, e E A, e E Ij
(2) if D E 'DM and e, f E I, then SD,T(D, e, I) E 'DM.

A subset x ~ w is M -generic if for all D E 'DM there is an (a, b) E D
such that a ~ x ~ b. Note that because D 2 e E 'DM for all e E A we have x fi A
in such a case.
Lemma 15.4. For every M as above, there is a subset x
M-generic.

~

w which is

PROOF. Let (Do, DI ... ) enumerate all members of 'DM. Now we define
(ao,b o ), (at,bt), ... by induction: ao = 0 and bo = w. Having defined (ai,bi ),
choose (ai+1,bi+d so that (aHl,b H1 ) ~ (ai,bi) and (aHt,bi+d E Di. Let
x Ui<14I ai. Clearly x is as desired.
0

=

Lemma 15.5. Let x be M-generic and set B = (A U {x}}. Then every
element of B\A is M-generic. B is atomless, and B :) A. Moreover, for any
a E I we have x n a E I and a\x E I.
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PROOF. First we prove the final statement. In fact, choose (c,d) E D3a
so that c ~ x ~ d. Thus a ~ c U (w\d). It follows that a n x ~ c n a ~ a n x,
as desired. And a\x ~ a\d ~ a\x, as desired.
Now we claim:

(1) Every element of B\A has one of the two forms (x\e) U lor «w\x)\e) U I
for some e,1 E I.
In fact, take any element y of B\Aj we can write it in the form y =
(e n x) U (/\x), where e,f E A. By the above we cannot have e,1 E I.
Now -y = «w\e) n x) U «w\f)\x), so by the above we also cannot have
-e, - I E I. So we have two cases: Case 1. eEl and f ~ I. Then y =
«w\x)\(w\f) U (e n x), which is in one of the desired forms. Case 2. e ~ I
and I E I. Then y = (x\(w\e» U (/\x), which again is in one of the desired
forms. So (1) holds.
Next

(2) He, I E I, then (x\e) U f is M-generic.
For, given DE 'DM, we also have T(D,e,f) E 'DM, and hence there is an
(a,b) E T(D,e,f) such that a ~ x ~ b. Then (a\e)UI ~ (x\e)UI ~ (b\e)U/,
and «a\e) U I,(b\e) U f)E D, as desired.
Finally, since'DM is closed under the operation S, it follows easily that
w\x is M-generic. From (1) and (2) the first conclusion of the lemma now
follows.
That B is atomless follows from what has already been shown, plus the
fact that D4 E'DM. And B is a proper extension of A since D 2 c E 'DM for
0
every c EA.
Lemma 15.6. Under the hypotheses 01 Lemma 15.5,
(i) lor all a E I and all b E B, il b ~ a then bE A.
(ii) I' ~f (IU {x})Id is a mazimal ideal in B.
PROOF. (i): By Lemma 15.5, if b ~ A then b is M-generic, so by the last
comment of Lemma 15.5, a n b E Aj so, of course, b ~ a.
(ii): First suppose that I' is not proper; write w = x U a with a E I. Thus
w\a ~ x so, since a\x E A by Lemma 15.5, its complement is also in A, and
x = (w\a) U x E A, contradiction. So, I' is a proper ideal.
Since u E I' or -u E I' for every u E A U {x}, and A U {x} generates B,
it follows that I' is maximal.
0

EXAMPLE 15.7. (The Baumgartner-Komjath algebra.) We construct a BA
A such that IncA = w = LengthA, while XA = WI. ¢ is assumed.
Let (Sa: Q E Wt) be a ¢-sequence, and let (aa : Q E Wt) be a one-one
enumeration of 'Pw. For each (3 < WI let mfJ = {aa : Q E SfJ}.
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We define sequences (Aa : a < WI), (10' : a < WI), (Ma : a < WI)
by induction, as follows. Let Ao be a denumerable atomless sub algebra of Pw,
and let 10 be a maximal ideal in Ao. If we have defined a denumerable atomless
subalgebra Aa of Pw and a maximal ideal 10' of A a , we let Ma = {mp : 13 a,
and mp ~ Ia}. Let Xa be Ma-generic (with respect to Aa and I a ), and let
Aa+! = (Aa U {xa}) and I a+1 = {Ia U {xa} )Id. For a a limit ordinal let Aa =
Up <a Ap and 10' = Up <a Ip. Finally, let A = Ua<"Jt Aa and 1= Ua<wl 10"
From the above lemmas it is clear that each Aa is atomless, and hence A
is atomless. Furthermore, I is a maximal ideal of A, and IA t al = w for every
a E I. Moreover, IAI = WI' Clearly the filter dual to I has character WI, so
XA =WI·
Suppose that m is an uncountable incomparable set. Now trivially a ~ b
iff w\b ~ w\a, so we may assume that m ~ I. Let S = {a : aa Em}, and let
Z be the set of all a satisfying the following two conditions:

:s

(1) {ap: 13 E sna} = mnAa.
(2) For all b E Aa \la, if there is a e E m such that e
13 E S n a such that ap ~ b.

~

b, then there is a

Clearly Z is club. Hence by the 0 property, choose a E Z such that

So' = Sna.

(3) ma

~

Aa nm.

For, let x E mO'. Say x = ap with 13 E Sa = S n a. Since a E Z, we get
x E mnAa.
For each e E A \Ao let pe be the least (3 such that e E A{j+1 \Ap. Now pick
e E m\m a . Write pe = 13. Now 13 ~ a : if 13 < a, then e E Aa n m, so, since
a E Z, we have e = a-y for some, E S n a = Sa, so e E ma, contradiction.
Since e is Mp-generic (with respect to Ap and Ip) and ma E Mp, there
is a ( a, b) E DI ma such that a ~ e ~ b. By the definition of DI ma and since
e is not comparable with any element of ma, we must have Ve' E maCe' ~ b).
Choose b' with pb' minimum such that e ~ b' and Ve' E maCe' ~ b').
Now pb' ~ a: suppose not. Then b' E Aa \la. Now for any" if, E S n a
then, E Sa, a-y E ma, and a-y ~ b'. This contradicts (2) for a.
Say pb' = , ~ a. Now b' is M-y-generic (with respect to A-y and I-y) and
ma E M-y, so there is a (a",b") E DIma such that a" ~ b' ~ b"; note that
a", b" E A-y. For any e' E ma we have e' ~ a"; hence by the definition of DI mOt
we have Ve' E maCe' ~ b"). Since e ~ b" and pb" < " this contradicts the
minimality of pb'. Thus we have shown that A has no uncountable incomparable
set.
If C is an uncountable chain in A, we may assume that C ~ I. We define
(e a : a < WI)' Suppose ep E C has been constructed for all (3 <~. Say
{ep : (3 < a} ~ A-y. Then {e : e E C and e
ep for some (3 < a} ~ A-y by
Lemma 15.6(i). So, we can choose eOt E C such that efJ < ea for all (3 < a.

:s
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The sequence so constructed shows that DepthA
contradiction.

= Wl;

hence IncA

= Wl,
0

Problem 54. Can one construct in ZFC a BA A such that IncA < XA ~
We should mention in connection with Example 15.7 that Shelah [80], and
independently van Wesep, showed that it is consistent to have 2'" arbitrarily large and to have a BA of size 2'" whose length and incomparability are
countable.
We conclude this section with some remarks about incomparability in subalgebras of interval algebras. By Theorem 15.22 of Part I of the BA handbook,
if K. is uncountable and regular, and B is a subalgebra of an interval algebra
and IBI = K., then B has a chain or incomparable subset of size K.. M. Bekkali
has shown that it is consistent that this no longer holds for singular cardinals.
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16. HEREDITARY COFINALITY
Theorem 16.1. h-cofA = sup{ITI : T

~

A, T well-founded}.

PROOF. Call these two cardinals 11:0 and 11:1. Suppose that 11:1 < 11:0. Let
X be a subset of A having no cofinal subset of power ~ 11:1. We construct
elements (xa : a < II:t) by induction: if Xa has been defined for all a < 13, with
13 < II:t, then {xa : a < j3} is not cofinal in X, so there is an xp E X such that
x p 1:. x a for all a < 13. This finishes the construction. Now {x a : a < 1I:t} is
not well-founded, so there exist aO, a1, ... < II:t such that XaO > Xa1 > ....
Choose i < j such that ai < aj. Then Xaj < Xai is a contradiction.
Suppose 11:0 < K1. Let T be a well-founded subset of A of power Kt. If T
has II:t incomparable elements, this is a contradiction. So T has ~ Kt levels.
Let T' consist of all elements of T of level < Kt. Let X ~ T' be a cofinal
subset of T' of cardinality ~ 11:0. Then choose a E T' of level greater than the
levels of all members of X; clearly this is impossible.
D

We have not investigated the behaviour of h-cof under algebraic operations.
Concerning relationships to our other functions, the main facts are that
IncA ~ h-cofA ~ IAI and hLA ~ h-cofA. To see that hLA ~ h-cofA, suppose
that (Fa : a < 11:) is right-separated. For every a < K choose Xa E Fa
such that for all 13 < K, if Xa E Fp, then 13 ~ a. Then {xa : a < K}
is well-founded: suppose XaO > Xa1 > .... Choose i < j with ai < aj.
Then Xai E Faj, contradiction. It is obvious that IncA ~ h-cofA ~ IAI. An
example in which hLA < h-cofA is provided by the interval algebra A on the
reals. In fact, in Lemma 1.6 we showed that hLA = w, and in Section 15 we
showed that IncA = 2"', and hence h-cofA = 2"'. Since XA ~ hLA ~ h-cofA,
the Baumgartner-Komjath algebra of section 15 provides an example where
IncA < h-cofA.
Problem 55. Can one construct in ZFC a BA A with the property that

IncA < h-cofA ~

To complete this picture, it remains to provide an example in which h-cof
is less than cardinality. An example of this, in ZFC, is the algebra of Bonnet
and Shelah [85]. Since, as mentioned before, the construction of that algebra
requires too much space for us to give it here, we are going to describe a different
construction, the algebra of Rubin [83]. It requires 0, but it will be used later
too. It is relevant to many of our functions and problems.
EXAMPLE 16.2. Rubin's construction is not direct, but goes by way of
more general considerations. Let A be a BA. A configuration for A is, for some
nEw, an (n + 3)-tuple (a, C1, C2, b1 , • •• ,bn ) such that a, b1 , • •• ,bn are pairwise
disjoint, each b; '" 0, C1 S; a + L::f=1 b;, a + Cl ~ C2, and (C2 - Cl)' bi '" for all

°
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i = 1, ... ,n. (See Figure 16.3.) Now we call a subset P of A nowhere dense for
configu.rations in A, for brevity nwdc in A, if for every nEw and all disjoint
a, bl , ••• ,bn with each bi :I 0, there exist CI, C2 such that (a, CI, C2, bl , ... , bn ) is
a configuration and P n (CI,C2) = O. Rubin's theorem that we are aiming for
says that, assuming ¢, there is an atomless BA A of power WI such that every
set which is nwdc in A is countable. Before proceeding to the proof of this
theorem, let us check that for such an algebra we have h-cofA = w. Suppose
that P is an uncountable subset of A. Thus P is not nwdc, so we get nEw
and disjoint a, bl , ... , bn with each bi "# 0 such that
(1) For all C},C2, if (a,cI,c2,b l
pn(CI,C2):l 0.

bl

, ...

,bn ) is a configuration it follows that

------bn

~

a

Figure 16.3

Now if we start with a and an element Co of A such that a ~ Co and co·bi "# 0 for
all i = 1, ... , n, we can use (1) in a clear fashion to produce elements CI, C2, ...
of P such that CI > C2 > ... , which means that P is not well-founded. This
shows that h-cofA = w.
To do the actual construction leading to Rubin's theorem, we need another
definition and two lemmas. Let A be a BA and assume that P ~ B ~ A. We
say that P is B -nowhere dense for configu.rations in A, for brevity P is Bnwdc in A, if for every nEw and all disjoint a, bl , ... , bn E A with each
bi :I 0, there exist CI, C2 E B such that (a, CI , C2, bl , ... , bn ) is a configuration
and P n (CI, C2) = O. Thus to say that P is nwdc in A is the same as saying
that P is A-nwdc in A.
An important tool in the construction is the general notion of the free
extension A( x) of a BA A obtained by adjoining an element x (and other
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elements necessary when it is adjoined)j this is the free product of A with a
BA with four elements 0, x, -x, 1. We need only this fact about this procedure:

Lemma 16.4. Let A be a BA and A(x) the free extension of A by an
element x. Suppose that (ai : i E I) is a system of disjoint elements of A,
(bi : i E I) is another system of elements of A, and bi ~ ai for all i E I. Let
I = ({ (ai . x ).6.bi : i E I)Id, and let k be the natural homomorphism from A( x)
onto A(x)/I. Then k t A is one-one.
PROOF.

such that

Suppose kc

= 0, with c E

c ~ (ai(O) . x).6.b i (o)

A. Then there exist i(O), ... , i(m)

E

I

+ ... + (ai(m) . x).6.bi (m)j

letting f be a homomorphism of A( x) into A such that f is the identity on A
and fx = bi(o) + ... + bi(m), we infer that c = 0, as desired.
0
Note that the effect of the ideal I in Lemma 16.4 is to subject x to the
condition that X· ai = bi for all i E w. The following is the main lemma leading
to Rubin's construction.

Lemma 16.5. Let A be a denumerable atomless BA. Assume that for
each i < w we have Pi ~ Bi ~ A and Pi is Bi-nwdc for A. Then there is a
proper extension A' of A such that A is dense in A' and Pi is Bi-nwdc for A'
for all i < w.
PROOF. Let A(x) be a free extension of A by an element Xj we shall
obtain the desired algebra A' by the procedure of Lemma 16.4j thus we will
let A' = A(x)/I, with I specified implicitly by defining a/s and b/s. Let
(sn : n < w) be an enumeration of the following set:

{{O,a} : a E A} U {{l,a,b,c} : a,b,c are disjoint elements of A}U
{{2, a, b, c, b1 , ••• ,ble, i} : a, b, c are disjoint elements of A,
b1 , ••• ,bn are disjoint non-zero elements of A, and i < w}.
As we shall see, {sn : n < w} is a list of things to be done in coming up with
the ideal I. We will take care of the objects Si by induction on i. Suppose that
we have already taken care of Si for i < n, having constructed aj and bj for
this purpose, j E J, so that J is a finite set, bj ~ aj for all j E J, the a/s are
pairwise disjoint, and EjEJ aj < 1. Let 11. = EjEJ aj and v = EjEJ bj. We
want to take care of Sn so that these conditions (called the "list conditions")
will still be satisfied. Note that under I, X· 11. will be equivalent to v, and -x· 11.
will be equivalent to 11. • -v. Now we consider three cases, depending upon
whether the first term of Sn is 0,1, or 2.
Case 1. The first term of Sn is OJ say Sn = {O, a}, where a E A. We want
to add new elements ale and ble to our lists in order to insure that [x] =F [a]
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in A(x)/I, where in general [z] denotes the equivalence class of z E A(x) with
respect to I. Thus the fact that this case is taken care of for all Sn of this
type in our list will insure merely that A( x) / I is a proper extension of A. If
a + u 1= 1, choose e so that 0 < e < -(a + u), and set ak = bk = e. Then in
the end we will have (e . x)t:.e E I, hence 0 < [e] ~ [x], and [e)· [a) = 0, so
[x] 1= [a]. Clearly the list conditions still hold. Now suppose that a + u = 1.
Thus -u :5 a, and -u 1= o. Choose e with 0 < e < -u. Let ak = e and bk = o.
Then in the end we will have e . x E I, hence [e]· [x] = 0, and 0 < [e] :5 [a], so
[a] 1= [x]. And again the list conditions hold.
Ca$e 2. The first term of Sn is Ij say Sn = (1, a, b, c), where a, b, c are
disjoint elements of A. We consider the element t ~f a + b· x + c . -Xj we want
to fix things so that if [t] is non-zero then there will be some element u E A
such that 0 < [u] :5 [t]. This will insure that A will be dense in A(x)/ I. Now

t=

a

+ b . x . u + b . x . -u + c . -x . u + c . -x . -u,

and under I this is equivalent to

a + b . v + u • -v . c + b· -u . x + c . -u . -x.
Let a' = a+ b· v +u· -v ·c, b' = b· -u, c' = c· -Uj thus a',b',c' are disjoint. If
a' 1= 0, we don't need to add anything to our lists. Suppose that b' 1= o. Then
choose e with 0 < e < b', and add ak, bk to our lists, where ak = bk = ej this
assures that [e] :5 [x], hence 0 < [e] :5 [t]j clearly the list conditions hold. If
c' "lOa similar procedure works. Finally, if a' = b' = c' = 0, then [t] = 0, and
again we do not need to add anything.
Ca$e 9. The first term of Sn is 2j say Sn = (2, a, b, c, bl , ••• , bk, i), where
a, b, c are disjoint elements of A, bl , ••• , bk are disjoint non-zero elements of
A, and i < w. Let t be as in case 1. Case 3 is the crucial case, and here
we will do one of three things: (1) make t equivalent to an element of Aj (2)
make sure that [t] . [bj] "I 0 for some j = 1, ... , kj (3) find Ct, C2 E Bi with
Pi n (Cl, C2) = so that ([tl, [cll, [C2], [b l ], ••• , [bk]) is a configuration. Thus
this step will assure in the end that Pi is Bi-nwdc for A', since (1) enables us
to apply the assumption of the lemma, (2) means that the desired condition
holds vacuously, and (3) yields what is desired. Note that denseness of A in
A' enables us to take all bi in A rather than in A'. Let a', b' ,c' be as above. If
E~=l bi . a' 1= 0, then (2) will automatically hold, and we do not need to add
anything to our lists. If there is a j, 1 ~ j :5 k, such that bi . b' 1= 0, let e
be such that 0 < e < bi . b', and adjoin a" b, to our lists, where a, = b, = ej
then we will have [e) ~ [x), and [bi) . [t) 1= 0, which means that (2) holds-and
the list conditions are ok. Similarly if bj . c' 1= for some j. If b' + c' = 0,
then [t] = [a'], i.e., (1) holds. Thus we are left with the essential situation:
b' + c' 1= 0, and (a' + b' + c')· bi = 0 for all j = 1, ... , k. First of all we use the
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fact that Pi is B;-nwdc for A, applied to a', b' + c', bl , ••• , bk, to get CI, C2 E Bi
such that P; n (CI' C2) = 0 and (a', CI, C2, b' + c', bl , ... ,bk} is a configuration.
This time we add elements ai, am, b" bm to our lists, where
= CI . (b' + c'),
bl = CI . b', am = (b' + c') . -C2, and bm = c' . -C2. Clearly a, . am = 0
and both elements are disjoint from previous ai's. Obviously b, ::;
and
bm ::; am. Next, since (a', CI, C2, b' + c', bI , ... ,b + k} is a configuration we have
C2 • -CI • (b' + c') =F 0, and since this element is disjoint from all previous ai's as
well as from a, and am it follows that u + a, + am < 1. Thus the list conditions
hold. It remains only to show that in the end {[t], [CI]' [e2], [b I], ... ,[bk]} is
a configuration. The only things not obvious are that [CI] ::; [t + EJ=1 bi]
and [t] ::; [C2]. Since {a', ell C2, b' + c', bl , ... ,bk } is a configuration, we have
CI ::; a' + b' + c' + b
l + ... + bk • Hence in order to show that [CI] ::; [t + EJ=1 bi],
it suffices to prove that [el . (b' + c')] ::; ttl, and that is done as follows. First
note that our added elements ai, am, b" bm assure that [x· CI • (b' + c')] = [CI • b']
and [x· (b' + c') . -C2] = [c' . -C2], hence [CI • b'] ::; [x] and [c' . -C2] ::; [x].

a,

a,

[t]

~

[b' . x + c' . -x]
[b' . CI . X + c' . -x . CI]

=

[CI •

~

b'
• b'

+ c' . CI • -x]

+ (c' . CI) . -(c' . CI • x)]
~ [CI • b' + (c' . CI) • - ( (b' + c') . CI • x)]
= [CI . b' + (c' . cd . -( CI • b')]

=

=
=

[CI

leI . b' + CI • c']
leI . (b' + c')].

To show that [t] ::; [C2], it suffices to show that [t· (b'
done like this:

[t . (b'

+ c')]

=

::;
=
=
=

+ c')]

[t· (b' + c') . C2 + t . (b' + c') . -C2]
[C2 + t . (b' + c') . -C2]
[C2 + b' . x . (b' + c') . -C2 + C' • -x . (b'
[C2 + b' . c' . -C2 + C' • -C2 . -x]
[C2].

This completes the construction and the proof.

::; [C2], and that is

+ c') . -C2]

D

EXAMPLE 16.2 (Conclusion). Recall that we are trying to construct, using
¢, an atomless BA A of power WI such that every nwdc subset of A is countable.
We shall define by induction an increasing sequence (Aa : a < WI, a limit} of
countable BA's, and a sequence (Pa : a < WI, a limit}, such that: the universe
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of Aa is Qj Aw is atomless and is dense in Aa for all limit Q < WI j Pa ~ Aa for
all limit Q < WI, and P a is Aa-nwdc for A,8 whenever Q, /3 are limit ordinals <
WI with Q :$ /3.
Let (Sa: Q < WI) be a ¢-sequence. Let Aw be a denumerable atomless
BA. If A is a limit of limit ordinals, A < WI, let A~ = Ua<~ Aa. If S" is
nwdc for A~, let P~ = S~, and let P~ = 0 otherwise. Now suppose that Q is
a limit ordinal < Wt, and A,8 and P,8 have been defined for all limit ordinals
/3 :5 Q. By Lemma 16.5 let Aa+w be a BA with universe Q + W such that Aa
is dense in Aa+w and P,8 is A,8-nwdc for Aa+w for all limit /3 :5 Q. And again
choose Pa+w = Sa+w if Sa+w is nwdc for Aa + w, and let it be 0 otherwise. This
completes the inductive definition. Let A = U{Aa : Q limit, Q < wd.
Clearly A is atomless and of power WI. Now suppose, in order to get a
contradiction, that P is an uncountable nwdc subset of A. Let

F = {Q: Q < WI,Q limit, and (Aa,pnQ)

~ee

(A,P).

Here ~ee means "elementary substructure". Clearly F is club in WI. Now
by the ¢-propert.y, the set S ~ {Q < WI : Q n P = Sa} is stationary, so
we can choose Q E F n S. Clearly nwdc can be expressed by a set of firstorder formulasj so P n Q is nwdc in Aa. Since P n Q = Sa, the construction
then says that P a = Sa. Since P is uncountable, choose a E P\P~, and then
choose CI, C2 E Aa so that (a, CI, C2) is a configuration (this means just so that
CI :5 a :5 C2) and Pa n (CI, C2) = OJ this is possible, since if a E A,8 with Q :5 /3,
then Pais Aa-nwdc for A,8 by the construction. But then we have

(Aa,Pa) I=Vx[P(x) -+ x rt (Ct,C2)];
(A, P) 1= P(a) " x E (CI,C2).
This contradicts the fact that (Aa, Pa) ~ee (A, P).

o
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17. NUMBER OF ULTRAFILTERS
This cardinal function is rather easy to describe, at least if we do not try
to go into the detail that we did for cellularity, for example. If A is a subalgebra
or homomorphic image of B, then IUltAI $ IUltBI. For weak products we have
I TI7EI Ail = max(w, SUPiEIIUltAil). The situation for full products is more
complicated:
Ult
where

It

(II
Ai)
iEI

$ 22 " ,

= L:iEI dAi. This follows from the following two facts:

II
Ai
II
'P(dAi) ~ l' (UiEI dAi) ,
iEI
iEI
>-+

•

where ">-+" means "is isomorphically embeddable in" , and "U" means "disjoint
union". Next, clearly IUlt $iEI Ail = TIiEI IUltAil·
Concerning relationships to our other functions, we mention only that
IAI $ IUltAI and 2IndA $ IUltAI.
About IUltAI for A in special classes of BA's: first recall from Theorem
17.10 of Part I of the BA handbook that IUltAI = IAI for A superatomic. If
A is not superatomic, then IUltAI ~ 2"", since A has a denumerable atomless
subalgebra B, and obviously IUltBI = 2"".
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18. NUMBER OF AUTOMORPHISMS
This cardinal function is not related very much to the preceding ones. To
start with, we state some general facts about the size of automorphism groups
in BA's; for proofs or references, see the chapter on automorphism groups in
the BA handbook.
1. If A is denumerable, then IAutAI = 2"'.
2. If :f. mEw and It > w, then there is a BA A with IAI

IAutAI

°

= m!.

= It such that

3. If IAutAI < w, then IAutAI = m! for some mEw.
If MA and IAutAI = w, then IAI ::::: 2"'.
If 2'" :S It, then there is a BA A such that IAutAI = w and IAI = It.
If w < It :S A, then there is a BA A with IAI = A and IAutAI = It.
If w :S It, then there is a BA A with IAI = It and IAutAI = 2/(.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Any BA can be embedded in a rigid BA.
9. Any BA can be embedded in a homogeneous BA.

Now we discuss algebraic operations on BA's vis-a-vis automorphism
groups. If A is a subalgebra or homomorphic image of B, then IAutAI can
vary in either direction from IAutBI: embedding a rigid BA A into a homogeneous BA B, we get IAutAI < IAutBI, while if we embed a free BA A in a rigid
BA B we get IAutAI > IAutBI; any rigid BA A is the homomorphic image of
a free BA B, and then IAutAI < IAutBI; and finally, embed A ~f Pw into a
rigid BA B, and then extend the identity on A to a homomorphism from B
onto A-this gives IAutAI > IAutBI.
Now we consider products. There are two fundamental, elementary facts
here. First, IAI :S IAut(A x A)I for any BA A. This is easily seen by the
following chains of isomorphisms, starting from any element a E A to produce
an automorphism fa of Ax A:

A

X

9

A ~ (A
h

~

(A

t a) X (A t -a) X (A t a) X (A t -a)
t a) X (A t -a) X (A t a) X (A t -a)

where 9 is the natural mapping and h interchanges the first and third factors,
leaving the second and fourth fixed. If a :f. b, then fa :f. fbi in fact, say a 1:. bj
then fa(a,O) = (O,a) while fb(a,O) = (a· -b,a· b) :f. (O,a). This proves that
IAI :S IAut(A X A)I. The second fact is that the group AutA X AutB embeds
isomorphically into Aut(A X B); an isomorphism F is defined like this, for any
f E AutA, 9 E AutB, a E A, bE B: (F(J,g»(a,b) = (Ja,gb). Putting these
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two elementary facts together, we have IAI, IAutAI both
do not know whether < can be attained:

~

IAut(A x A)I. We

Problem 56. Is there an infinite BA A such that IAI and IAutAI are both
smaller than IAut(A x A)I ~
For weak products, wehavesuPiEflAutAil ~ IAut (Il7Ef Ai) I by the above
remarksj a similar statement holds for full products-in fact, the full direct
product of groups IliEf AutAi is isomorphically embeddable in Aut (IliEf Ai).
The situation for free products is much like that for products. By Proposition 11.11 of the BA handbook, Part I, every automorphism of A extends to one
of A E9 Bj so IAut(A E9 B)I ~ max(IAutAI, IAutB!). And IAI ~ IAut(A E9 A)I.
In fact, choose a E A with 0 < a < 1. Then I(A E9 A) t (a x -a)1 = IAI,
(AE9A) t (a x -a) ~ (AE9A) t (-a x a), and
A E9 A ~ [(A E9 A)

t (a

X

-a)]

X

[(A E9 A)

t (-a

X

a)]

X

[(A E9 A)

t c]

for some c, so our statement follows from the above considerations on products.
But we have a problem similar to problem 56:
Problem 57. Is there an infinite BA A such that IAI and IAutAI are both
smaller than IAut(A E9 A)I ~
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, IAutAI is not strongly related to our previous cardinal functions. An example with the property that
IAutAI < DepthA is provided by embedding the interval algebra on '" into
a rigid BA A. A similar procedure can be applied for independence and 7rcharacter, and these three examples show similar things for all of our preceding
functions. In the case of 7r-character it is convenient to use Theorem 9.6 to
verify that a ccc rigid BA of high cardinality has large 7r-character. And recall
from the section on incomparability that if A is cardinality-homogeneous and
has no incomparable subset of size IAI, then A is rigid.
Concerning automorphisms of special kinds of BA's, we mention only the
fact that IAutAI = 2" for A the interval algebra on K. In fact, every automorphism of A is induced by a permutation of "'j so we just need to describe 2"
permutations of '" that give rise to automorphisms of A. For each a < K we
can consider the transposition (w. a + 1, w· a + 2). For each c E "2 let fe be the
permutation of '" which, on the interval [w . a, w . a + w), is this transposition if
ca = 1, and is the identity there otherwise. It is easy to see that the function
on A induced by Ie maps into A, and hence is an automorphism, as desired.
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19. NUMBER OF ENDOMORPHISMS
Since there are usually lots of endomorphisms in a BA, the variations of
this function under algebraic operations have not been studied much. Its main
relationships to our other functions are the following two easily established
facts: IUltAI :::; IEndA I and IAutAI :::; IEndAI. If A is the BA of finite and
cofinite subsets of an infinite cardinal K" then IUItAI = K, while IAutAI =
IEndAI = 2". For an infinite rigid BA A we have IAutAI < IEndAI.
It is more interesting to construct a BA A such that IAI = IUItAI = IEndAI,
and we will spend the rest of this section discussing this. An easy example of
this sort is the interval algebra of the reals, and we first want to generalize the
argument for this. (Here we are repeating part of Monk [89].)
Theorem 19.1 Suppose that L is a complete dense linear ordering of
power A ~ w, and D is a dense subset of L of power K" where A" = A. Let A
be the interval algebra on L. Then IAI = IEndAI = A.
PROOF. Recalling the duality for interval algebras from Part I of the BA
handbook, we see that UItA is a linearly ordered space with a dense subset (in
the topological sense) of power K,. Therefore there at most A" = A continuous
functions mapping UItA into itself. The theorem follows.
0
Corollary 19.2. If A is the interval algebra on R, then IAI = IEndA I =

0

?

Recalling a construction of more general linear orders of the type described
in Theorem 19.1 (see Monk [89]), we get
Corollary 19.3 If p, is an infinite cardinal and "Iv < p,(p,JI
there is a BA A such that IAI = IEndA I = 2"'.

=

p,), then
0

Corollary 19.4 (GCH). If K, is infinite and regular, then there is a BA A
such that IAI = IEndAI = K,+.
0
We mention two problems suggested by these results.
Problem 58 (GCH). If K, is singular or the successor of a singular cardinal, is there a BA A with IAI = IEndAI = K, f
Problem 59. Can one prove in ZFC that there are arbitrarily large cardinals K, for which there is a BA A such that IAI = IEndAI = K, f
We mention one more resuIt connecting IAI and IEndAI:
Theorem 19.5. If IAI

= Wl,

then IEndAI ~ 2"'.

19.6 Number

01 endomorphisms
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PROOF. If A has an atomless subalgebra, then IEndAI ~ IUltAI ~ 2W. SO
suppose that A is superatomic. Then there is a homomorphism 1 from A onto
B, the finite-cofinite algebra on w: if a is an atom of A/ (AtA}Id , then 1 can be
taken to be the composition of the natural onto mappings

A

-+

A

ta

-+

C

-+

B,

where C is the finite-cofinite algebra on W or WI. There is an isomorphism 9 of
B into A. If X is any subset of w with w\X infinite, then B/{{i} : i E X}Id
is isomorphic to B, and so there is an endomorphism kx of B with kernel
{{i} : i E X}Id. Clearly the endomorphisms go kx 0 f of A are distinct for
distinct X's.
0

IAI

Corollary 19.6
= IEndAI = WI.

(WI

<

2W).

There is no BA A with the property that
0
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20. NUMBER OF IDEALS
Again we shall not consider algebraic operations. The main relationships
with our earlier functions are: IUltAI ~ IldAI and 2sA ~ IldAI; both of these
facts are obvious. Also recall the deep Theorem 10.10 from Part I of the BA
handbook: if A is an infinite BA, then IldAlw = IldAI. Note that IUltAI < IldAI
for A the finite-cofinite algebra on an infinite cardinal "'.
Next, we show that IldAI = 2W for the interval algebra A on the reals; thus
A has the property that IAI = IUltAI = IldAI. For each ideal Ion A, let =1 be
defined as follows: a =1 b iff a = b or else if, say a < b, then [a, b) E I. Thus
=1 is a convex equivalence relation on R. Now define the function I by setting,
for any ideal I,
II

= ((r,s,e)

: there is an equivalence class a under =1 such that lal > 1
and a has left endpoint r, right endpoint s, and

e

= 0,1,2,3 according as

a is [r, s], [r, s), (r, sj, or (r, s)}.

Clearly I is a one-one function; since II E (R x R x 4)~W, it follows that
IldRI = 2 w , as desired.
A rigid BA A shows that IAutAI < IldAI is possible. But the following
questions are open.
Problem 60. Is there a BA A such that IEndAI < IIdAI?
Problem 61. Is there a BA A such that IIdAI < IAutAI?
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21. NUMBER OF SUBALGEBRAS
For this last cardinal function, we also do not consider algebraic operations.
The main fact connecting it with earlier functions is as follows:
Theorem 21.1. iIdAi :::; iSubAi.
PROOF. Let X = {I : I is a proper non-maximal ideal of A}. For all
I E X let II = I U -I. Then I is one-one: suppose that I I- J; say that

bE I\J. Choose a so that a, - a ¢. J. Then a· b ¢. J or -a· b ¢. J; say a· b ¢. J.
Then a· b E II\fJ, as desired. Thus X:::; iSubAi.
It suffices now to show that IUltAi :::; IXI. Fix F E UltA. For any
G E UltA \ {F}, let gG = F n G. Then 9 is a one-one function from UltA \ {F}
into X: if F, G, H are distinct ultrafilters, choose x E G\H and Z E F\H; then
x + Z E IG\fH.
0

Also note that 2IrrA :::; iSubAi. An example A for which iIdAi < iSubAi is
provided by the interval algebra A on the reals. We noted in the last section
that iIdAi = 2"'. Since IrrA = 2"', we have iSubAi = 22"'.
Theorem 21.1 implies that iSubAi is our biggest cardinal function. Its size
is, of course, always at most 21AI. For most algebras, this value is actually
attained. It is also quite interesting to construct a BA A in which iSubAi is as
small as possible. The only algebra we know of where this is the case is Rubin's
algebra A from section 16. We now go through the proof that iSubAi = WI;
thus IAI = IUltAI = IIdAI = ISubAI. We call an element a E A countable
provided that A t a is countable.
Lemma 21.2. A ha" only countably many countable element".
PROOF. Let P be the set of all countable elements of A, and suppose that
P is uncountable. Then it is easy to construct (a", : a < WI) E "'1 P such that
if a < f3 < WI then afJ 1:. a",. Since h-cof(A) = w, the set pI ~f {a", : a < wd
is not well-founded; say a",(O) > a",(I) > .... Choose i,j E W such that i < j
and a(i) < aU). Then a",(i) > a",(j) contradicts the choice of the afJ's.
0

Note that the collection of countable elements of A forms an ideal, which we
denote by C( A). To proceed further, we have to go back to the main property of
Rubin's algebra. For this purpose we introduce the following notation. Suppose
that P is a subset of A, and a, bI , ... ,bn are elements of A. We say that P
i" den&e at (a, bI , .•. ,bn ) provided that for all CI, C2, if (a'I ,C2, bI , ... ,bn ) is a
configuration then P n (CI' C2) I- o. Thus the main property of A is that if P is
an uncountable subset of A then there exist nEw and disjoint a, bl , ... ,bn E A
such that P is dense at (a, bl , ... , bn ). For both of the next two lemmas we
advise the reader to draw a diagram along the lines of the one in section 16 to
see what is going on.
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Lemma 21.3. Assume that P ~ A, P is uncountable, P is dense at
(a, bI,"" bn ), a ~ b ~ a+ 2:~1 bi, b·bi =f:. 0 for i = 1, ... , n, and b·-a rI. C(A).
Then P n [a, b] is uncountable.
PROOF. Suppose that P n [a, b] is countable, and let Q be the closure of
P n [a, b] under +; so Q is countable also. Say b· bi rI. C(A). Pick any c ~ b· bi,
C =1= 0, such that c' ~f a + c + 2: "#i bj rI. Q. Then pick C1, C2 so that a + Ci < c'
and (a, Ci, c', b1 , • •• ,bn ) is a conBguration for i = 1,2, and C1 + C2 = c'. Then

pick d1 ,d2 E P so that Ci < di < c' for i = 1,2. But d1 ,d2 E [a,b] and
d 1 + d 2 = c', so c' E Q, contradiction.
0

Lemma 21.4. Every subalgebra of A is the union of countably many
closed intervals.

PROOF. Suppose that B is a subalgebra of A which is not the union of
countably many closed intervals. Let ([xa, Ya] : a < W1) enumerate all of
the closed intervals contained in B. Now B contains W1 elements pairwise
inequivalent with respect to C(A); hence it is easy to construct a sequence
(Za : a < W1) E wlB with the following two properties:

(1) Za rI. Up<a[xp, yp] for each a < W1;
(2) za6.zp rI. C(A) for distinct a,p < W1.
Let D = {za : a < W1}' Since D is somewhere dense, choose nEw and disjoint
a, b1 , ••• ,b n such that each bi =f:. 0 and D is dense at (a, b1 , ••• , bn ). Choose any
b such that a ~ b ~ a + 2:7=1 bi and b· bi =f:. 0 =f:. bi . -b for all i = 1, ... , n.
We show that [a, b] ~ B. Take any d E [a, b]. Choose el, ez with the following
properties: d = e1' e2; a ~ ei ~ a+ 2:;'=1 bj ; ei' bj =f:. 0 for i = 1,2, j = 1, ... , n.
Thus (a, d, ei, b1 , ••• , bn ) is a configuration, so we can choose Ii E D n (d, ei)
for i = 1,2. Then It . fz = d, and so dEB (since D ~ B). Thus, indeed,
[a, b] ~ B. By an easy argument, [a, b] n D has at least two elements. Since
distinct elements of D are inequivalent mod C(A), it follows that b· -a rI. C(A).
Hence by Lemma 21.3, D n [a, b] is uncountable. But this clearly contradicts
the construction of D.
0
With these lemmas available we can now prove that ISubAI = Wt. We claim
that each subalgebra B of A is generated by an ideal along with a countable set.
In fact, write B = Ui<w[ai, bi]. Let I be the ideal generated by {bi·-ai : i < w}.
Then clearly B is generated by I U {bi : i < w}, as required. Now every ideal
is count ably generated. This follows from the fact that hLA ~ h-cofA = w,
proved in section 16, and then one of the equivalents of hL given in section
13 gives the desired assertion. This being the case, it follows that there are
exactly W1 ideals in A, since wl' = Wt by virtue of CH (which follows from 0,
which we are assuming). Now ISubAI = W1 is clear, again using CR.
Problem 62. Can one construct in ZFC a BA A with IAI

= ISubAI f
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It is possible to have IAutAI < ISubAI: take a rigid BA. One can even
have IEndA I < ISubAI, for example in the interval algebra on the reals. The
following question is open, however.

Problem 63. Is there a BA A such that ISubAI < IAutAI ~
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DIAGRAMS
1. GENERAL CASE

I = difference can be large; ~ = "small" difference

ISubAI
~

IIdAI
~

IAutAI

hL

x

Depth
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Diagrams

2. INTERVAL ALGEBRAS
I = difference can be large; s = "small" difference

ISubAI

IEndA I

IUItAI

IAutAI
s

IAI = Length = Irr
s

h-cof
s

Inc
s

d=

7r

= hd

s

c=s=hL
s

Depth= t = X

Ind=w

Diagrams: Complete BA's
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3. COMPLETE BA'S
I = difference can be small; s = "small" difference

IAutAI

c

c=Depth
IAI = Ind = t = ~ = X = hL = Irr = s = hd = Inc
IUltAI = IIdAI = ISubAI = IEndA I

= h-cof

The above diagrams are supposed to summarize the material of this book.
We now give some indications of the theorems or examples involved, with references to the text. For each of the three diagrams, we need to do the following:
(1) For each edge, indicate where the relation is proved, and give an example
where the functions involved are different. Also, if the difference is indicated
as "small", indicate where that is stated in the text, while if the difference is
"large", indicate an example. (2) Show that there are not any relations except
those indicated in the diagrams. It suffices to do this just for crucial places
in the diagram. For example, if in the main diagram we give an algebra A in
which LengthA < 1I"XA, this will also be an example for LengthA < h-cofA and
DepthA < 1I"XA. As will be seen, we have not been completely successful in
either of these two tasks; there are several open problems left.
A. The main diagram. Part 1. The edges.
Depth ::; Length. This relation is obvious from the definitions. The difference
is small by the Erdos, Rado theorem; see the end of section 5.
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Diagrafm

Depth ~ c. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is large in the finitecofinite algebra on an infinite cardinal It.
Depth ~ t. This is proved in Theorem 2.11. The difference is big in a free
algebra.
'll"X ~ t. See Theorem 9.5. They differ in 'Pit, but it is an open question whether
the difference is always "small"; see Problem 33.
'll"X ~ '11". Obvious from the definitions. The difference is large in a finite-cofinite
algebra; see the proof of Theorem 9.1.
c ~ s. This is a consequence of Theorem 1.3. The difference is large in free
algebras.
c ~ d. See Theorem 3.1. The difference is large in free algebras.
Length ~ Irr. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is large in free
algebras.
Ind ~ t. See the beginning of section 10. The difference can be large in some
interval algebras, since Depth ~ t.
Ind ~ Irr. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is large in some interval
algebras.
d ~ '11". Obvious from the topological versions of these functions. The difference
is small: see the end of section 4.
t ~ X. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is big in a finite-cofinite
algebra on a cardinal It.
t ~ s. See Theorem 11.5. The difference is big in a finite-cofinite algebra on a
cardinal "'.
'II" ~ hd. See Theorem 14.1. The difference is small, since 'll"A ~ hdA ~ IAI ~
21rA. The functions differ in P"" for example.
'II" ~ Irr. See Theorem 4.25 of Part I of the BA handbook. Again, the difference
is small and they differ in P",.
X ~ hL. See page 9S. The difference is small, since IUltAI ~ 2 X by Theorem
12.5; they differ on the Alexandroff duplicate of a free algebra; see page
91.
s ~ hL. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is small, since IAI ~ 28A
for any BA A by Theorem 11.7. They differ in a Kunen line (constructed
under CH). Whether there is an example in ZFC is an open question
(Problem 45).
s ~ hd. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is small (see above).
They differ on the interval algebra of a Souslin line. Whether there is an
example in ZFC is open (Problem 50).
Irr ~ Card. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is small; from Theorem 4.23 of Part I it follows that IAI ~ 2IrrA. A compact Kunen line
(constructed under CH) gives a BA in which they are different (see section
6). It is open to give an example in ZFC (Problem 21).
hL ~ h-cof. See page lOS. The difference is small, since XA ~ hLA, and so
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hLA ::; h-cofA ~ IAI ::; 2xA ~ 2hLA , using Theorem 12.5. They differ on
the interval algebra on the reals; see the beginning of section 16.
hd ::; Inc. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.25 of the BA handbook,
part 1. The difference is small, since s ~ hd, Inc ~ Card, and IAI ~ 2sA for
any BA (Theorem 11.7).
Inc::; h-cof. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is small since by the
above IAI ::; 2IncA. They differ on the Baumgartner, Komjath algebra (see
the beginning of section 16); this was constructed using 0, and it remains
a problem to get an example with weaker assumptions (Problem 55).
h-cof ~ Card. Obvious from the definitions. The difference is small (see above).
An example where they differ is the algebra of Bonnet and Shelah [85].
Card ~ IUltl. This is well-known. The difference is, of course, small. They
differ in an infinite free algebra.
IUltl ~ IEndl· This is obvious. The difference is small. They differ for the
finite-cofinite algebra on an infinite cardinal.
IAutl ~ IEndl. Also obvious. The difference is large, as shown by any rigid
BA.
/Ult/ ~ IIdl. Again obvious. The difference is small. They differ on the finitecofinite algebra on an infinite cardinal.
IIdl ~ ISubl. See Theorem 21.1. The difference is small. They differ for the
interval algebra on the reals.
B. The main diagram. Part 2. No other relationships. Keep in mind
that we only treat "crucial" relations; other possibilities are supposed to follow
from these.
Length < 7rX: an uncountable free algebra: see Theorem 9.3.
Length < c: the finite-cofinite algebra on an uncountable cardinal.
Length < Ind: an uncountable free algebra.
7rX < Depth: see the example on page 77.
d < 7rX: some free algebras.
Ind < Depth: the interval algebra on an uncountable cardinal.
Ind < 7rX: true in the interval algebra on an uncountable cardinal; see page 77.
7r < Ind: 'Pt>,.
X < c: the Alexandroff duplicate of an infinite free algebra; see page 93.
Irr < t: no example is known; this is Problem 34. There are weaker problems
which were not explicitly stated, e.g., is there an example with Irr < s?
hL < d: The interval algebra of a complete Souslin line. It is not known if this
is possible in ZFC (Problem 46)
hL < Inc: The interval algebra on the reals; see page 99.
Inc < X: The Baumgartner-Komjath algebra, constructed under 0; see section
15. It is not known if this is possible under weaker hypotheses (Problem
54). Weaker problems are hd < X? and s < X? (Problems 51,40).
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h-cof < Length: The Bonnet-Shelah algebra.
IAutl < Depth: embed a large interval algebra in a rigid algebra.
IAutl < 'II'X: embed a large free algebra in a rigid algebra; see Theorem 9.6.
IAutl < Ind: embed a large free algebra in a rigid algebra.
ISubl < IAutl: an example is not known (Problem 63).
IIdl < IAutl: an example is not known (Problem 61).
IUltl < IAutl: the finite-cofinite algebra on an infinite cardinal.
C. The interval algebra diagram. Part 1. The indicated equalities,
and the "large" and "small" indications (the edges follow from the general
diagram).
Ind = w: this is one of the main results about interval algebras; see Part I of
the BA handbook.
w ~ 'II'X, difference possibly large. See the description of 'II'X for interval algebras
on page 79.
Depth = t = x: see page 95.
'II'X < Depth, difference possibly large. See the example on page 79 (which has
an obvious generalization).
c=s=hL: see page 99.
Depth ~ c, with the difference small. The difference is small since IAI ~ 2DepthA
for an interval algebra A; thill impliell llmallnellll for the next few that we
cOnlJider al$o. For an example where they differ, see page 39.
d = 'II' = hd: This is an obvious consequence of the retractiveness of interval
algebras.
c ~ d. They differ in the interval algebra of a Souslin line; see page 45.
d ~ Inc. They differ in the interval algebra on the reals.
Inc ~ h-cof. No interval algebra example where they differ is known.
h-cof ~ Card. They differ in the Bonnet-Shelah algebra.
Card ~ IUltl. They differ for the interval algebra on the rationals.
IUltl ~ IEndl. They differ on the interval algebra on "'.
IAutl ~ IEndl, the difference large: take an infinite rigid interval algebra.
IUltl ~ IIdl. They differ on the interval algebra on "'.
IIdl ~ ISubl. They differ on the interval algebra on the reals.
IEndl ~ ISubl. They differ on the interval algebra on the reals.
D. The interval algebra diagram. Part 2. No other relationships.
IAutl < Ind: an infinite rigid interval algebra.
IIdl < IAutl: no example is known (Problem 61).
IUltl < IAutl: the interval algebra on "'.
E. The complete BA diagram. Part 1. The indicated equalities and
inequalities and the "large" and "small" indications. In fact, the "small" indications are clear.

Diagram&: complete BA '&
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c = Depth: obvious.
c < Length: 'Pw.
c < d: free algebras.
c < 1I"X: free algebras; see the end of section 9, and Theorem 9.3.
d < 11": completion of the free algebra on WI free generators.
1I"X < 11": no complete BA with this property is known (Problem 27).
Length < Card: a large ccc algebra.
11" < Card: 'PK..
Ind = Card, IUltl = ISubl, and Card < IUltl: all true by the Balcar, Franek
theorem.
IAutl < IUltl: a rigid algebra.
F. The complete BA diagram. Part 2. No other relations.
IAutl < c: embed 'PK. in a rigid BA.
Card < IAutl: the completion of the free BA of size 2"'.
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We determine, as much as possible, our cardinal functions on the following
examples; see also the following table:
1. The finite-cofinite algebra on

K.

2. The free algebra on K free generators.
3. The interval algebra on the reals.
4. PK.
5. The interval algebra on
6. Pw/Fin.

K.

7. The Alexandroff duplicate of a free algebra.
8. The completion of a free algebra.
9. The countable-cocountable algebra on WI.
10. A compact Kunen line.
11. The Baumgartner-Komjath algebra.
12. The Rubin algebra.
We do not have to consider all of our 21 functions for each of them, since
usually the determination of some key functions says what the rest are.
1. The finite-cofinite algebra on

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

K.

The length is w, by an easy argument.
cA = K.
tA = w. See section to.
XA = K. See section 12.
IUltAI = K.
IAutAI = 2".
IIdAI = 2".
2. The free BA on

K

free generators.

1. LengthA = w. See Handbook, Part I, Corollary 9.17.
2. dA = the smallest cardinal A such that K ~ 2\ see Corollary 3.5.
3. 7l"XA = K: see Theorem 9.3.
4. IndA = K.
5. IUltAI = 2".
6. IAutAI = 2".

3. The interval algebra on the reals.
1.
2.
3.
4.

hdA = w. See section 14 and Lemma 1.6.
IncA = 2'"'. See section 15.
IIdAI = 2'"'. See section 20.
IEndAI = 2'"'; Corollary 19.2.
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5. IAutAI = 2"'; this is clear by the above, since it is easy to exhibit 2'"
automorphisms.
6. ISubAI = 22"'. This follows since ISubAI = 21AI for every interval
algebra A.

1. cA = K.
2. 7rA = K.

3. LengthA = DedK. See Theorem 5.4.
4. 7rXA = K. In fact, let ~ be the collection of finite subsets of K, and \II
the collection of finite subsets of~. Thus I~I = 1\111 = K, and we work with
'P(~ x \II) rather than 'PK. For each X ~ K let ax = {(F, G) : F E ~, G E \II,
and X n F E G. These sets are independent, since if M and N are disjoint
finite subsets of PK, choose F E ~ such that X n F -I Y n F for distinct
X, Y EMu N, and let G = {F n X : X E M}j then it is easy to see that
(F,G) E nXEMaX n nXEN-aX' Now let H be an ultrafilter on P(~ x \II)
such that ax E H whenever X ~ K and X -I K, while -a" E H. Suppose
that 7rXH < Kj let Z be a 7r-basis for H of size < K. We may assume that
the members of Z are singletons. Let X = U{(F,G)}EZ Fj so, X -I K. Choose
{(F, G)} E Z such that {(F, G)} ~ ax\a". Since X n F = F, we have F E G.
But this means that (F, G) E a", contradiction.
5. IUltAI = 22 " •
6. IAutAI = 2".
5 The interval algebra on

K.

1. 7rXA = K. See the end of section 9. 7rXA is attained if K is regular,
otherwise not.
2. IUltAI = K. See Theorem 17.10 of Part I of the BA handbook.
3. IAutAI = 2". See the end of section 18.
4. IIdAl = 2". This is true since sA = K.

6. Pw/Fin
1. DepthA 2:: WI. It is consistent that it is WI and ...,CH holds. Under MA,
it is 2"'. See McKenzie, Monk [82] for references.
2. LengthA = 2"'.
3. cA = 2"'.
4. 7rXA 2:: cf2"'. Con(2'" = ~"'1 + 7rXA = wt}; see van Mill [84], p. 558.
5. IndA = 2"'.
6. IUltAI = 22"' •
7. IAutAI can consistently be 2'" or 22"' j see van Mill [84], p. 537.
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7. The Alexandroft' duplicate of a free BA.
We use notation as in section 12. Thus B is a free BA of size K and DupB
is its Alexandroff duplicate.
1. c(DupB) = 2/C.
2. XDupB = K. See p. 91.
3. Length(DupB) = w. In fact, suppose that Y ~ DupB, Y a chain,
IYI = WI. Define (a,X) := (b, Z) iff (a,X),(b, Z) E Y and a = b. Then since B
has no uncountable chains, there are only count ably many :=-classes. So there
is a class, say K, which has WI elements; say that a is the first member of each
ordered pair in K. Then M ~ {X : (a, X) E K} is of size WI, is a chain under
inclusion, and if X, Z E M with X ~ Z, then Z\X is finite. Clearly this is
impossible.
4. Ind(DupB) = K.
5. 7rXDupB = K. For, let F be a non-principal ultrafilter on DupB, and
suppose that D is dense in F. Set G = {b E B : (b,X) E F for some X}. Then
G is an ultrafilter on B, and {b: (b,X) E D for some X} is dense in G. Hence
IDI ~ K. SO 7rXDupB = K since 7rX ~ X.
6. IUlt(Dup( B»I = 2/C. See the description of ultrafilters in section 12.
7. IId(Dup(B»1 = 22 " •
8. We have not been able to determine the size of Aut(DupB». It is at
least 2/C.
.
Problem 64. How many au.tomorphisms does the Alexandroff du.plicate
of the free algebra on K generators have 'I
8. The completion of a free algebra.
Let B be a free algebra of size K, A its completion.
= w.
2. LengthA = 2"'. In fact, ~ is clear. Suppose that L is a chain of size
(2"')+. Using a well-ordering of L and the partition relation (2"')+ -+ (wd~,
we get an uncountable well-ordered chain in A, contradiction.
3. dA is the least cardinal >. such that K ~ 2).. For, this is true for B itself
by Corollary 3.5, and an application of Sikorski's extension theorem shows that
it is true of A.
4. 7rXA = K. For, ~ is clear. Suppose that F is an ultrafilter on A and
D is a 7r-base for F. Without loss of generality D ~ B. Then D is dense in
FnB, so IDI ~ K.
5. 7r A = K by the same argument.
1. cA

6.

IAI =

,."'.

7. IUltAI = 2/C'" .
8. IAutAI = 2/C. In fact, any automorphism of A is uniquely determined
by its restriction to B, and there are only 2/C mappings of B into A. On the
other hand, there are at least 2/C automorphisms of A.

Ezamplell
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9. The countable-cocountable algebra on

Wl.

1. DepthA = Wl, by an easy argument.
2. LengthA = 2101 •
3. 1I"A

=Wl.

4. IndA = 2101.
5. 1I"XA = Wl: let F be the ultrafilter of cocountable sets. Suppose that D
is dense in F, with IDI $ w. Without loss of generality the members of Dare
singletons. But then Wl \D E F, contradiction.
6. IAI = 2101.
7. IUltAI = 22'" •
8. IAutAI = 21011.
10. A compact Kunen line.
Recall that this Boolean algebra was constructed using ¢.
1. IrrA = w. See section 6.
2. XA = Wl. This is clear from the construction.
3. IAI = Wl. Clear from the construction.
Problem 65. Determine IncA, IUltAI,
for the compact Kunen line of llection 6.

IAutAI,

IEndAI, IIdAl, and

ISubAI

11. The Baumgartner, Komjath algebra.
Recall that this BA was constructed using ¢. See section 15.
1. IncA = w.
2. LengthA = w.
3. XA=Wl.
Problem 66. Determine IrrA, IUltAI,
for the Baumgartner, Komjath algebra.

IAutAI,

IEndAI, IIdAI, and

ISubAI

12. The Rubin algebra.

See section 16. Some of the facts mentioned here are not proved in these notes,
but their proofs are similar to things we showed about Rubin's algebra, and
can be found in Rubin [83].
1. h-cofA = w.
2. IrrA = w.
3. IAI =Wl·
3. ISubAI = Wl.
4. IEndA I = Wl.
We do not know about
to make A rigid.

IAutAI, although the construction can be changed
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TABLE OF EXAMPLES

Example

Depth 1I"X c Length Ind d t

11"

X s Irr hL hd Inc

1.

Finco~

W

W

~

W

W

~

W

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

2.

Fr~

W

~

W

W

~

1

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

W

W

W

2w

W

W

W

W

W

W

2w

W

W

2w

2" 2" 2" 2" 2"

3. IntalgR
4.

P~

~

~

~

Ded~

2"

~

2"

~

5.

Intalg~

~

~

~

~

W

~

~

~

(2)

(3)

~w

2w

7. Dup

W

~

2"

W

~

8.

W

~

W

2w

~w

6. Pw/Fin

Fr~

~

~

~

~

~

2"
~

2w 2w 2w 2w 2w 2 w 2w 2 w 2w 2W
2"

~

l)~W

2"
~

~

2" 2" 2" 2"

~w ~w ~w

~w

~w

2"
~w

9. Cblcowl

WI

WI ~I

2w

2w

WI ~w WI

2w 2w 2w 2w 2w 2w

10. CKL

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

Wl W

W

Wl

W

?

11. BK

W

'W

W

W

W

W

W

W

Wl W

?

Wl

W

W

12. Rubin

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

Notes: Dup is the Alexandroff duplicate of the free BA of size K..
CKL is the compact Kunen line constructed in section 6.
BK is the Baumgartner, Komjath algebra constructed in section 15.
Rubin is the algebra constructed in section 16.
(1) The least A such that ~ ~ 2>'.
(2) The depth is ~ WI; various possibilities are consistent.
(3) ~ cf2w.
(Table continued on the next page)
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Example

h-cof Card IUltl IAutl IIdl IEndl ISubl

1. FincoK

K

K

K

2"

2"

2"

2"

2. FrK

K

K

2"

2"

2"

2"

2"

3. IntalgR

2'"

2'"

2'"

2'"

2'"

2'"

2'"

4.

2"

2"

22"

22"

22"

22"

22"

K

K

K

2"

2"

2"

2"

6. 'Pw/Fin

2'"

2'"

22'"

(1)

22'"

220.

220.

7. Dup

2"

2"

2"

?

22"

?

22"

8. FrK

K'"

K'"

2"0.

2"

2"0.

2"0.

2"0.

9. Cblcowl

2'"

2'"

220.

2"'1

220.

220.

220.

10. CKL

Wl

Wl

?

?

?

?

?

11. BK

Wl

Wl

?

?

?

?

?

W

Wl

Wl

?

Wl

Wl

Wl

'PK

5. IntalgK .

12. Rubin

Notes: Dup is the Alexandroff duplicate of the free BA of size K.
CKL is the compact Kunen line constructed in section 6.
BK is the Baumgartner, Komjath algebra constructed in section 15.
Rubin is the algebra constructed in section 16.
(1) Consistently 2'" or 220..
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INDEX OF PROBLEMS
Problem 1. If K. i8 $trong limit $ingular, cA = K.. and cfK. ~ cB < K., 1$
c(A EB B) = K. f Page 16.
Problem 2. 1$ there a BA A with csrA = {(w,w), (w,wt), (Wl,Wl), (W,W2),
(W2,W2)} f Equivalently, i8 there a BA A $uch that IAI = W2 = cA, A ha$
a ccc $ubalgebra of power W2, and every $ubalgebra of A of $ize W2 either h4$
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Page 52.
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Problem 16. Let A be the interval algebra of a SO'IUlin line, B a BA with
length N"'l not attained. Is Length(AEBB) attained9 Page 55.
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110.
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Page 11I.
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K,
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124.
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